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City Tra ffic Box Score

Mostly Fair

—To D»te—
1963
1962
Deaths .....
4
1
Accidents ...
339
324
Injuries
101
97
Damages . $56,995 $79,100

Tonight , Tuesday;
Cooler Tonight

Guns Kill 3 State Deer
Hunters, Bad Hearts 6
IN REMEMBRANCE OF VETERANS
LIVING AND DEAD . .'-.. President Kennedy
stands at attention after placing a wreath
at the Tomb of the Unknowns in Arlington

National Cemetery today. • Maj. Gen. Philip
Wehle, commander of the Military District of
Washington, is beside the President. (AP
photofax)

Veterans Day Observance

Kennedy Lays Wreath
At Tomb of Unknowns

WASHINGTON (AP) -Under a cloudless blue sky, President Kennedy placed a red ,
white and blue wreath at the
Tomb of Unknowns today to
honor the nation 's war veterans
living and dead.
Several thousand spectators
crowded about the area at Arlington National Cemetery as
the hatless President s t r o d e
with Gen. David M. Shoup, the
Marine commandant , to the
Tomb.

the Medal of Honor Society.

Many Others
Wounded
Over Weekend

Death Toll in
Two Japanese
Disasters 600

By CONRAD FINK
Associated Press Staff Writer
TOKYO (AP)-Lefti'st cries of
government neglect and the
smell of funeral incense hung
heavily over Japan today as bereaved families arranged services for more than 600 persons
killed in a coal mine explosion
and triple train crash.
Socialist and Democratic Socialist politicians seized on the
double disaster as a major campaign issue in national parliamentary elections only 10 days
off.

its of these thousands of gallant
Americans" buried in Arlington
Also present were Secretary have this hope:
of Defense Robert S. McNa"That some day there will be
mara , and representatives from
a
meeting at the summit which
all the services.
The ceremony was at 11 a.m. shall become as everlastingly The leftists held Premier Hay(EST) , the hour the guns important to humanity as the ato Ikeda 's conservative govU.S. Cavalry regiment oh the plains of South
EXPERIENCED GUERRILLA FIGHTernment responsible for the ERS . . . Simpson Mann , who at 101 is one of
stopped firing along World War Sermon on the Mount. "
Dakota against the Sioux Indians from 1888
I's Western Front just 45 years Once known as Armistice Day tragedies, charging the acci- 22 living Indian War soldiers, chats with a
to 1892. He will celebrate his 102nd birthday
ago.
because it commemorated the dents resulted from the govern- visitor at the Veterans Administration Center ,
Christmas day. Schmid is presently assignShoup-, who won the Medal of end of World War I. the holiday ment's "one-sided policy to pro- Wadsworth , Kan . The visitor, Staff Sgt. Robert
ed to the General Command and Staff College
Honor in World War II, was was broadened in 1954 to honor tect m o n o p o 1 i s tic capital- Schmid, returned recently from South Viet
at Leavenworth, Kan. (AP photofax )
ist
classes"
at
the
expense
of
chosen to deliver the chief act those who fought in all the naNam.
The
old
Indian
fighter
served
with
a
workers' lives.
dress.
tion 's wars.
While the crowd stood silent,
In his brief speech , Shoup According to official figures , The coal dust explosion in the
mine at Omuta, on the southern
the President, helped by an
Army sergeant, placed the deplored that although man has there are 22,127,000 living U.S. island of Kyushu, killed 449
wreath in front of the Tomb of made great strides in science war veterans—including 23 men miners, injured about 450 and
and space he "has not yet in their 90s who fought in the left 7 unaccounted for, the Mitthe Unknown Soldier and be- learned to live in enduring
Kennedy, who still suffers the sui Mining Co. said. Police said ,
tween the Unknowns of World peace with his fellow men."
effects of a back injury he suf- however, they had counted 452
War II and Korea.
But , the Marine leader cau- fered in the Pacific in World bodies.
His somber gray-stripped suit tioned:
War II, came to Arlington from
contrasted with the bright red
The train wreck six hours latand white carnations and red
"We cannot practice the de- a weekend in the country.
er and 600 miles to the north
white and blue ribbon.
ception that somehow, without
VATICAN CITY (AP) - The for the changes. The differences
killed 162 persons, including
Then , as a bugler played taps, alertness and conscious effort
conservative and progressive flared into an open dispute FriWilliam
Scott,
28,
of
Colorado
the President stood at attention. on our part , an everlasting panSprings, Colo., who was study- WAUPACA, Wis. UPV-A jeal- factionsin the Vatican Ecumen- day in the most dramatic clash
Arrayed behind the President acea may develop which will
ical Council resume debate to- of the 13-month-old council.
ing in Tokyo. At least 70 were
were his military aides, veter- abolish for all time man 's oldest
day on proposals to increase A progressive cardinal deauthorities
ous
ex-husband
who,
injured .
ans Administrator John Glea- plague—war.''
said, admitted the rifle slaying the role of bishops in the cen- nounced the Curia's holy office
Two
persons
were
injured
toson and Luther Skaggs, head of
Shoup said "the invisible spirday in another train wreck . A of a neighbor and the gun-whip- tral administration of the Ro- as unfair, out of date and in
need of reform . A conservative
slow - moving passenger train ping of his divorced wife, was man Catholic Church.
Conservatives
among
the
2,300
termed this a slur on the pope
r a m m e d another passenger
train that had halted half a held in jail today pending the council fathers opposed the pro- himself.
mile out of the Hiroshima sta- filing . of formal charges Tues- posed changes, which could Pope Paul VI has showed
shift some administrative pow- himself clearly on the side of
day.
tion.
Although the pressure was on Sheriff Loran Frazier of Wau- ers from the conservative-dom- the reformers. In a speech in
SHREVEPORT , La. (AP) - Ikeda , the president of Japan paca County said " George Reim- inated Vatican 'Curia* " to the September to stunned members
In vestigators are trying to find Nation al Railways, Reisuke Ish- ers Sr., 45, appeared .at the jail bishops. The changes ultimate- ot the Curia, the church's adout what ripped one engine ida , said he was accepting full early Sunday and told of shoot- ly probably would revolutionize ministrative organ , he said the
central directorate must be infrom a four-engine jet airliner responsibility for Saturday 's ing Willy N. Holmes, 41, of ru- church government.
The
progressives
are
pressing
ternationalized
and reformed.
carry ing 128 persons, forcing an disaster and would resign.
ral Waupaca , and beating Mrs.
Such changes could be effectemergency landing.
The plleup near Tokyo was Ruth Reimers, 40, with the gun.
ed through two schemata — or
Pilot Mel H. French of Hunt- the second three-train crash in Holmes died in a hospital of a
topics—before the council— "De
ington Station , L.I., said the 18 months, Japanese rail acci- chest wound inflicted by a small
Ecclesia" (on the nature of the
Eastern Airlines DC8 ran into dents take an average of 10,00(1 calibre rifle.
By LOUIS HARRIS
church) and "Bishops and Diocesan
Government."
Most Americans welcome the thaw in the cold war. Presi- the worst , turbulence he had lives a year.
The shooting occurred late
Both leftist parties announced Saturday in the Chain O'Lakes
In test voting last month on
dent Kennedy has a united country behind him in his efforts to ever encountered shortly after
takeoff fro m Houston Satur- they would investigate the train
principles in "De Ecclesia ," the
find further areas of agreement with the Russians.
area near Waupaca where
and mine accidents independ- Reirners and his ex-wife had
council fathers v o t e d overNearly one American in every four has become convinced day.
Flying at 20,000 feet , the plane ently of the government.
for collegiality —
whelmingly
that Khrushchev is now more genuinely interested in peace than
been living since their divorce
the concept that bishops colleche has been in times past. The recent test ban agreement met suddenl y was caught in a vio- The opposition parties had in January.
tively share power with the
with the support of better than 8 out of every 10 people across lent downdraft and dropped few concrete issues last month
Reimersr told the sheriff he
nearly three miles in about 12 when Ikeda dissolved the lower waited in the bedroom for his
pope.
the nation.
house of Parliament. He called neig hbor , Holmes, and Mrs, NEW YORK (AP) - Dwight
But does this mean that the public 's rating of the job Pres- seconds.
the election in an attempt to en- Reirners to return Saturday D. Eisenhower sees Richard M.
American has softened in his ident Kennedy is doing in workPassengers with seat belt s large his Liberal Democratic night. When they came into the Nixon as a possible darkhorse
resolve to stand behind this ing for peace in the world:
unfastened were pushed against party 's overwhelming majority room Reimers fired a shot that candidate for the Republican
country 's commitments to dethe ceiling where they re- of 2fifi seats, compared with a hit Holmes in the chest , then presidential
fend the free world against I
KENNEDY ON PEACE
nomination next
mained
helpless until the pilot combined opposition total of 154. assaulted his ex-wife with the year.
C o m m unist encroachments?
Nation-wide
regained control and leveled off
That question was raised re- Rate JFK:
The former president told a
weapon , inflicting i n j u r i e s
Percent around 6.500 feet.
cently in connection with the
nationwide
television audience
which
put
her
in
the
hospital.
Boy Play ing With
Excellent
29
status of American ground forDr. M. C. filroy of PhiladelSunday:
I
Pretty good
47
ELLSWORTH , Wis. Ml - Cinces in West Germany.
phia said he fell back into his Rif le Is K illed
Only
fair
13
"Now if there should be one dy Nelson , 17, of rural EllsBy better than 5 to 1. the
seat by a window just in time
of those deadlocks (at the na- worth was killed Sunday night
Poor
5
NEW YORK M I L L S ,
to see the wing vibrating vioAmerican people are ready to
tional convention)...I think he when the car in which she was
UP)
Not
sure
6
Minn.
Mark
Majala
,
9,
—
lently and the nearest engine
defend West Berlin—even if it
(Nixon ) would be one of the like- riding with five other teenwas killed Saturday when a
rip away, The starboard engine
means war, However , the maSupport on the specific "first struck the tail stabilizer
ly
persons to be examined and agers left a road near Trimrifle
he
and
a
brother
were
, dentjoritie s favoring going to war ! steps " toward easing the cold
approached because he is after belle in Pierce County and
,
playing
with
discharged
acing
it
and
disappeared.
over Berlin if that should be ne- war , such as the test ban agreea struck a tree. Larry Sumter, 18,
cidentally and the bullet
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) - In all a very knowledgeable and
cessary have fallen off slightly \ ment , parallels this over-all es- A search was under way for
very courageous type of per- also of rural Ellsworth , was takstruck
the
victim
in
the
case
any
body
has
any
the
engine
about
45
miles
,
southdoubts son. "
as the cold war has shown timate. These "first steps" win
head. The accident occurred
en to St. Joseph's Hospital in
west of Houston.
this is what former President
signs of easing.
Nixon , vice president under Red Wing, Minn., in critical
I better than 2 to 1 approval.
at
the
home
of
the
Rudolph
Harry
,S.
Truman
thinks
of
the
A carefully-drawn cross-sec- ( Clearly , the American people
Eisenhower for eight years , was condition.
The plane was en ronlp from
Majalas near New York
leaders of the Soviet Union :
tion of the American people was are willing to have their govnot
available for comment.
Mills , about 35 miles southNew York to Mexico City. The
"They 're nothing but a set of
asked :
He
has said repeatedly he has
ernment explore avenues (or incident occurred about 10 minwest of Detroit Lakes in
damned liars. I wouldn 't trust no interest in running again for HOT SEAT
"Since Russia agreed to a test peace with the Soviets on a
utes out of Houston.
western Minnesota.
them across the street. "
ban on atomic testing, some I practical basis.
the presidency. He lost to John
F. Kennedy three years ago.
people think Khrushchev has ,
How far Americans are willbecome more peace-minded.
Elsenhower noted Nixon 's
Do you think Russia is now |I ing to go in Berlin is reflected
statements
of disinterest when
in
this
question:
really more for pence than he- ;
he
appeared
on the American
"Our government has guarfore , or do you think there has
JACKSON , Mich. Wi-NciBroadcasting Go 's "Face the
of
West
Beranteed
the
freedom
I
been no real chance?"
tlier exploding shells , fire
program.
Nation
"
lin, We have said if the Com"I had assumed that he had nor n hot seat could keep
RUSSIA ON PEACE
munists try to take over West
removed
himself completely, " Elmer Schenk of Trenton ,
\ntirtti-H ide j Berlin we will defend that city,
Eisenhower
said. "Now , if he Ohio , from his appointed
Percent
even if it means war. Do you
has changed his mind or even task of deer huntin g in CanRussians really more
favor or oppose this policy on
is more receptive , why, all ada Saturday.
for pence
22
West Berlin?"
Schenk was driving south
right. "
No real change .
fi.1
r»f Jackson when he heard
DEFENSE OF WEST BERLIN
Not sure
15
a series of explosions.
Nov. Aug.
Schenk thought , be was unA majority feel that the peace
—P ercentEven if it
der fire . As he pulled to the
FKDKRAL FORECAST
overtures of the past few
7S
means war ... 6fl
WINONA and VICINITY - side of the road he found he
months are only a tem porary
Opposed to war
was over fire. The seat of
Mostly
fair tonight and Tuestactic by Khrushchev. Howevover Berlin , 1 3
9
his pickup truck was burnday, Cooler tonight with low
er , 22 percent feel that the
16
Not sure
. , .. 19
ing.
40,
I
of
22-20
;
high
Tuesday
change in Communist altitudes
Firemen said the muffler
There has been some percep tLOCAL WKATIIKR
i.s real -a significant dent, in
on Schenk \s truck was deOfficial observations for the fective , causing the floorthe previousl y massive suspi- ible erosion—7 people in every
24 hours ending al 12 in. Sun- hoards to become overheatcion of the motives of Soviet KM) to be exact—who are not as
day:
adamant about defending Berlenders .
ed , and set off some 40
Maximum. 52; minimum , .'17; of 100 30-:i0 rifle shells
Perhaps Iho best measure of lin today compared to a few
noon , 51; precipitation , none.
specific public satisfaction with short months ago. But it would
Schenk had stored tinder
Official observations for the the sent.
the test ban treaty, the sale of be going too far , indeed, to say
DK GAULLE AT PARIS CELEBRATION
near Arc de Triomphe in Paris today to at24 hours ending at 12 m, today :
corn to Hungry and the im- that very many Americans are
Undaunted, Schenk t o l d
, , . French President Charles de Gaulle
tend Armistice Day celebration , (AP Photofax
Maximum , 63; minimum , X); firemen he planned to conpending wheat deal with the veering toward a desire to let
stands in car and salutes crowd on arriving
via cable from Paris)
noon , 41; precipitation , none.
tinue to Canada.
Soviet Union emerges from the down our military guard.

HARRIS SURVEY

Cold War
» Thaw Cited

Jet Ripped
From Plane
In Flight

Ex-Husband Role of Bishops
Slays Neighbor, Topic of Debate
Beats Woman

Don't Count
Nixon Out,
Ike Declares

Ellsworth Girl
Dead in Crash

Truman Wouldn't
Trust Russians

Bad Muffler
Exp lodes Shells

WEATHER

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Death wore a scarlet shroud
this weekend as the deer season
opened in Minnesota.
Three hunters died of gunshot
wounds. Heart attacks claimed
six others. Many more were
wounded—some seriously, soma
slightly. One of the injured was
shot as he lay in bed sleeping.
An inquest will be held this
afternoon into- the death of Norman J. Isaksen , 31, Minnetonk a,
Minn., shot Saturday as he hunted in the Big Fork area 40
miles north of Grand Rapids.
Sheriff John Muhar said another hunter , Richard Zwirn, 31,
New Rockford , N.D., told authorities he fired the fatal shot,
mistaking Isaksen for a deer.
Zwirn was jailed at Grand
Rapids pending determination
of whether charges will be filed
following the inquest.
The other men killed in hunting accidents Saturday were,
like Isaksen, also 31.
Eldon Schultz, Amiret, Minn.,
died in a Fargo, N.D., hospital
after he suffered head wounds
while hunting hear Kelliher,
north of Bernidji. Game wardens said Schultz apparently
dropped his rifle and it discharged.
Merlin Cross, Marshall, died
of loss of blood while being taken to a hospital after he suffered a thigh wound from a .30
caliber rifle shot. Cross was
hunting about 30 miles north of
Duluth when the accident happened. The deputy St. Louis
C o u n t y coroner, Alexander
Jacklin , said Cross and a companion had gone after a wounded deer and another member of
their party fired a series of
shots from a semi-automatic.
Hunters who died of heart attacks were :
Elwin C. Lien, 44, Grand
Rapids, while helping load two
deer Sunday near Ball Club, in
Itasca County.
Andrew Larson , 54, Lake Lillian , Minn., in 8 Duluth hospital
Sunday after being stricken the
day before.
Russell Finberg, 50, Clinton,
at Odessa Saturday after he apparently exerted in dressing out
a deer.
Charles A, Turner, 66, Zim,
Minn., w h o apparently was
hunting alone near Sax, in central St. Louis County. Other
hunters came upon his body.
Lloyd Volk , 44, Minneapolis,
dead on arrival at a Grand
Rapids hospital Sunday after being stricken while hunting south
of Big Thunder Lake, in Cass
County.
Harold DeMars, 45, Mankato ,
while hunting Sunday near Thief
River Falls .
Many hunters were injured ,
mostly by gunshot.
Robert Frankenheld , 25, Minneapolis, was sleeping in a cabin near Big Fork early Sunday
when a bullet ripped through
the wall and pierced his side.
Attendants at a Big Fork hospital described his condition as
fair
G e o r g e Loefflcr , Bccida ,
Minn., underwent surgery in
Duluth Sunday for a severe
back injury sustained when he
fell out of a tree while hunting.
Loeffler was transferred to Duluth from a Bernidji hospital.
Roger Ness , 16, Canby, was in
critical condition in a Minneapolis hospital. A shotgun slug entered his ahdomen and struck
the spine Saturday while tha
youth was hunting in Lac qui
Parle County.
John Moeller , 20, Biwabik ,
Minn., was in poor condition in
an Aurora hospital after being
wounded in the right shoulder
and check.
Merle V. Collins, Mountain
Lake , underwent surgery at Cloquet Sunday after a ricocheting
slug went into his lower abdomen while he hunted south of
Carlton.
Others wounded in gunshot accidents included George Blum ,
21 , Stewart; Ivnl Surber , 44,
lndinnola , lown; Anestns L. Urdanski , St. Paul; Jack Schumacher , 28, Sartoll , and James
Townsend , 30, Minneapolis.

The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Visiting hours: Wedlce.1 Imt turgled
patients: 5 to * mo 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
Children undtr 12.)
Maternity pitients: I to J:J0 end t to
1:30 p.m. (Adult* only.)

SATURDAY

ADMISSIONS
Raymond M. Lehnertz, RolUngstone. Minn.
Roger E. Schultz, St. Charles ,
Minn.
Gotthold Dill , Altura, Minn.

SUNDAY

n .Listed
Mrs. Nhu Attends Arcadia
In Fair Condition
Wis.-LeRoy KorPrivate Mass for palARCADIA,
, 22, Arcadia, injured Friday
night when his car went out of
on Highway 93 north of
,
Diem Husband thecontrolvillage
of Elk Creek, was

MONDAY
NOVEMBER 11, 1963

Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

Harold C. Rand
Harold C. ( Bud ) Rand , 63, 877
E. Wabasha St., lifetime Winonan , died of a heart attack at
12:15 p.m. Sunday at his home.
He was born here June 5,
1900, to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Rand. He married Anna Przybylski Oct. 20, 1925, at St. Stanislaus Catholic Church; A signal tower operator for Milwaukee Railroad , he was a member
of St. Stanislaus Church and
Brotherhood of Maintenance of
Way Employes.
Survivors are: His wife ; one
brother , Thomas B., Winona;
three sisters, Mrs. Bernard
( Grace) Klinger , Mrs. John
( Dorothy) Farmer and Mrs.
Neil (May) Clausen , all of Winona , and several nieces and
nephews. His parents , one brother and one sister have died .
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 8:30 a.m. at Borzyskowski Mortuary and at 9 a.m.
at St. Stanislaus Catholic
Church, the Rt. Rev. Msgr. N.
F. Grulkowski officiating. Burial will be in St. Mary's Cemetery .
Friends may call at the mortuary after 2 p.m. Tuesday. The
Rosary will be said at 8.

Mrs. Warner Haack
ELGIN . Minn. - Mrs. Warner Haack , 60, the former Lu
Fenske of Elgin, died Oct. 30
at her home in Baldwin Park ,
Calif .
Survivors are: Husband; one
son, Steven , Baldwin Park , and
four brothers, Farrel and Ellsworth Fenske, Rochester;
Vern Fenske, Chatfield , and
H e r b e r t Fenske, Redondo
Beach , Calif .
Funeral services were held
Nov. 2 in Calif.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Mrs.
Ngo Dinh Nhu, former F i r s t
Lady of South Viet Nam , attended private Mass for her
late husband and brother-inlaw, indicating she accepts reports of their deaths.
Mrs. Nhu tm her daughter,
Le Thuy, 18, went to the Church
of the Good Shepherd in Beverly Hills Sunday for the private
services. They were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs . Allen
home
Chase, in whose Bel Air
...-.¦- -she is staying.
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Daniel F. Sullivan , pastor at the church said
Mass was said in memory of her

reported in fair condition this
morning at St. Mary's Hospital,
Rochester.
Mayo Clinic reported Saturday that he received a fractured pelvis, lacerations around
the left knee , injuries to his
right knee, and possible internal injuries. His car missed a
curve in the road and ran into
Elk Creek ,
husband, Ngo Dinh Nhu,
b r o t h e r - i n - l aw South
Nam 's former President
Dinh Diem. They died in
coup that overthrew their
ernment.

and
Viet
Ngo
the
gov*

ADMISSIONS
Albert J. Dittrich , Cochrane,
Frank Broskowski
Wis.
INDEPENDENCE
, Wis. (SpeMrs. Julius Deilke, 417 OlmWEATHER FORECAST . . . Rain is northern New England and Florida. It will
Advertisement
cial) — Frank Broskowski , 62,
"*c*oSs>Ntonight
stead St. ¦
expected
on
the
north
Pacific
be
generally
colder
except
in
the
southern
died suddenly at 7:30 a.m. SunFrank J. Lelwica, 64 Laird
Plateau , southern Plains and south Atlantic,
day at the home of Roy Schnei- while scattered showers are forecast for
St.
the northern Plateau , the Great Lakes, states. (AP Photofax Map)
der
in
Montana
Township,
Miss Emmerene Kuchera , 180
where he had been living.
fv*. Baker St. ¦
He was born in the Burnside
Mrs. Max Boland , 725 47th
area Feb. 15. 1901, to Mr. and
Ave., Goodview. Minn .
Airs. F r a n k Broskowski. A
Randy J. Piechowski , Founblacksmith , he had worked SatHOUSTON , Texas — For years i woman be sure what is actually
tain City, Wis.
urday.
"they said it couldn 't he done. " j causing their hair loss? Even il
Miss Phyllis Patzner, 450^4
But now a Texas firm of labora- ! baldness may seem to "run in
Survivors are : One brother ,
E Wabasha St.
tory consultants- has developed a your family, " this is certainly no
,
Independence
,
and
three
Joseph
Mrs. Robert H. Doerer , 715
treatment that is not only stop- j proof of the cause of YOUR
s i s t e r s , Mrs. John (Teresa )
47th Ave., Goodview.
ping hair loss . . . but is really < hair loss,
Schneider
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Miss Hattie M. Wendt , 404 E.
' Actually, there are at least 18 .
growing hair !
By
JOHN
CHADWICK
Committee
has
scheduled
a
(Mary
)
Marsolek , IndependSanborn St.
' scalp- conditions that can cause
to
They
don't
even
ask
you
meeting
for
Wednesday
to
act
ence, and Mrs. Hubert (ChrisMrs. Ethel M. Cocker , St.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Contake their word for it. If ' they , hair loss. No matter which one is
on
a
House-passed
bill
carrying
tina)
Schneider,
Eau
Claire.
Charles, Minn.
gress took today off in observ- over $13 billion for 26 govern- believe that the treatment will - the cause of your hair loss , if you
By JOE MCGOWAN JR.
Funeral services will be at
Mrs. Katherine Partlow , 469
George A. Lica
you , they invite you to try ' wait until . you are shek bald and
MIAMI , Fla. (AP) - A slow- ance of Veterans Day, but a ment agencies. Included in the help
Lafayette St.
it
for
32 days , at their risk , and ' your hair roots are dead , you are
George Alex Lica. 77, 702 E. 10 a.m. Wednesday at Ss. Pemeasure
are
funds
for
the
civilithird week of battling over for- \
beyond help.. So, if you still have
BIRTHS
see
for
yourself!
5th St., died at 8:15 p.m. Sun- ter and Paul's Church here, the moving, unarmed Coast Guard
an space program.
Naturally, they would not hair 'or at least some fuzz " on
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Knoll , day at his home. He had been Rev. Edmund J. Klimek offi- patrol plane defied guns trained eign aid legislation will get unciating. Burial will be in the on it by Cuban militiamen and der way in the Senate Tuesday. ' The Senate Finance Commit- offer this no-risk trial unless the top of your head , and would like
Utica. Minn., a daughter.
ill several weeks.
tee will continue its hearings on treatment worked. However , it is to stop your hair loss and grow
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Ramin , Born to Mr. and Mrs, John church cemetery.
scored a major propaganda vic- Senate leaders hope to steer the $11 billion tax cut bill , but impossible to satisfv everyone, more hair . . now is the time
St.,
362 E. 5th
a daughter.
Friends may call at Kern FuLica here March 2. 1886, he
'
bef °re
s°r ,ething
tory over the Fidel Castro re- the buffeted foreign aid author- ; it will have to interrupt them
The great majority of .|f
DISCHARGES
'
was a lifetime resident of the neral Home here tonight and
]a[e
s
?
00
ization
measure
to
passage
bebefore
the
end
of
the
month
to
gime.
515
Lincoln
Tuesday
evening.
Rosary
will
Thomas R. Hall ,
cases Of excessive hair fall ; LoeSC h Laboratory Consultants ,
city. He married Jennie ZaborSt.
Photographs taken by the fore the end of the week. It . al- j act on a measure passed by the and baldness are the begin- inc. , will supply you with treatowski , who died in 1952. Until be said at 8 p.m. both days.
House last week to raise the
Mrs. Robert Mlynczak and his retirementrhe was " a moldcrew of the twin-engine amphib- ready has been cut back to $3.7 ! debt ceiling temporarily to $315 ning and more fully de- ment for 32 days , at their risk, if
belie e the re tnie wiu
twins, 666 E. 4th Str
,
compared
to
the
$4.5
bili
billion
er at Diamond Huller Co.
Two-State Funerals ious plane showed the world a
veloped stages of male pat^:
billion.
^
you
. Justt send!, them the in!
help
Mrs. Roy Labs and baby, He was a member of St. Stanlion asked by President Kenne- A week from Tuesday the tprn
tern haldne«
oaianess and
ana rarrnnt
cannot forma(iori listed be i ow . A li inCuban
raiding
party
kidnaping
Fountain City, Wis.
islaus Church - and a charter
William Raatz
19 refugees from Anguilla Cay, dy.
Senate Investigations subcom- ?e helped.
j quiries are answered promptly, Mrs . Wayne Anderson and member of the Catholic Order
PLAIN VIEW , Minn. ( Special)
The
House
also
will
meet
mittee will resume its hearings But how can any man or ' by mail and without obligation.
a
desolate
British
island
40
baby, 4230 7th St., Goodview.
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Temperatures Due
For Normal Range

Temperatures In Winona this
week are expected to get back
to normal after one of the mildest falls on record.
After predicting near normal
temperatures through Saturday,
the weatherman added a real
wintry touch : Snow flurries
along about Thursday .

MOSTLY FAIR tonight and
Tuesday is the outlook for the
immediate future with a low of
22-28 expected tonight and a
high of 40 Tuesday. Wednesday,
says the weatherman , will see
little change in temperature and
no precipitation.
Daytime highs for the week
are expected to range up to 3742 and nighttime lows will drop
¦ ' -. '
to 20-25.
'
Mild and dry conditions prevailed over the weekend here

with the thermometer rising to
62 Saturday afternoon and 63 on
Sunday. Sunday morning the
low was 37 and this morning
33. At noon today the reading
was 41.
A year ago today the Winona
high was 75 and the low 50.
AUtime high for Nov. 11 was
68 in 1930 and the low 9 in
1926 and 1950. Mean for the
past 24 hours was 48. Normal
for the day is 37.
Bringing some cheer to deer
hunters was the report of snow
in the north country, especially
in the International Falls area.
Duluth, too, reported snow falling during the forenoon.
Rochester and St. Cloud reported temperatures of 29 this
morning, lowest in the state.
It was 30 at Bernidji; La Crosse
had 34.

Winter took a big step closer
to WISCONSIN today. Temperatures dropped sharply and snow
flurries fell in scattered areas
in the state.
Flurries occurred Sunday in
northern areas and were still
falling this morning at Rhinelander, Ashland ancj Hurley
Light showers or snow flurries
were expected for the remainder of the state by tonight.
Madison was the coldest spot
officially during the night with
a low of 29.
Racine , Lone Rock and Beloit
set the high of 57 Sunday to 41
at Park Falls.
Burbank and Imperial Calif,
were the warmest communities
in the nation Sunday with 88 degrees, compared with the low of
13 early today at Williston, N.D.

Damage Suit
Over Sidewalk
Fall to Begin

A $15,000 civil action , comprised of two suits and involving an alleged fall on a sidewalk is scheduled to be tried
by a jury in District Court here
Tuesday afternoon .
The suits are being brought
by Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Koch,
1064 W. Mark St., against the
city of Winona. Koch seeks
$5,000 damages and his wife,
$10,000.
Plaintiffs allege that Mrs.
Koch suffered injuries when
she supped on an icy sidewalk
at 175 Lafayette St., Feb. 16,
1962. They allege that at the
time of the accident the sidewalk was uneven and sloped.
Sawyer, Sawyer & Darby
represent the plaintiffs and
Streater & Murphy are attorneys for the defendant. The
trial will begin at 2 p.m.

Boy, 11, Shot Success Poor
At Lanesboro Can 't See Deer; International
Wardens Figure Milling Firm's
Earnings Jump COLONEL'S DEFINITION

LANESBORCs Minn, i ( Special) — An 11-year-ohVGrand
Meadow boy was reported in
fair condition at St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester, this morning
after a hunting mishap Sunday
forenoon.
Mayo Clinic reported Russell
Kennedy was shot through both
legs. The accident happened 1%
miles south of Lanesboro. A
local doctor couldn't be located ,
so a Preston physician was called. He had the child moved to
Rochester.
Russell's brother , Duane, was
loading a gun and it discharged.
They 're the sons of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Kennedy.

Pigeon Falls
Pastor Hurt

BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — A
Pigeon Falls pastor is a patient
at Tri-County Memorial Hospital, Whitehall, with fractured
ribs and lacerations about the
head and face received when
his car went out of control on
County Trunk W five miles
southeast of Pigeon Falls.
The Rev. E. B. Christophersen was proceeding south down
the Vosse Coulee hill when his
car veered right on a curve ,
traveled on the shoulder , thefl
went left and into the left ditch ,
coming to a stop when it hit a
driveway. The car tipped on its
side.
About an hour after the accident, which was at 5 p.m..
Thursday, a passerby enroute
to the lutefisk supper at Blair
found him on this sparsely traveled highway and gave him assistance.
An ambulance was called
and he was taker to the hospital. The front and right side
of his car were badly damaged,
a c c o r d i n g to Trempealeau
County Sheriff Orris Klundby,
who investigated.
The accident happened near
the Palmer Hjelsand farm
about five miles north of Blair,

Debaters Capture
Four Out of Six

The Winona Senior High
School debate team won four of
six debates in their second tournament of the season Saturday
at Blake School , Hopkins , Minn.
Winona debaters lost only to
Hopkins and St. Paul Alexander
Ramsey high schools , each nf
which won all six of their debates and finished as the two
top teams in the tournament.
Thirty-three teams competed.
Coached by Robert Neujahr ,
the Winona team had Lee Turner and Wendy Weimer on affirmative and Barbara Ferguson and Carole Van Thomma ,
negative.
This year 's debate question is,
"Resolved : That Social Security Benef its Should be Extended
to Include Complete Medical
Care ."
Winona will compete Nov, 23
in an invitational tournament
at Viroqua , Wis.

Houston County RAD
CALEDONIA , Minn. - The
Houston County Rural Areas
Development group will present
« television program concerning the county at fi:.'!() p.m.
Tuesday on Channe l II La
Crosse. The county 's past , present and future will be discussed. Consideration will be given
as lo what RAD can do if people in the community will accept (ho responsibi lity of the
future.

#
¦
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SALUTE TO HEROES . . . A massed color guard composed of representatives of Winon a Veterans organizations
led a parade to 3rd and Center streets this morning for the
11 a.m. salute to the nation 's war dead. The color guard ,

"The deer were there but the
hunters couldn 't see them. "
That's the way one Southeastern Minnesota warden explained the low success ratio for the
opening two days of the 1963
deer season. The season in .Zone
Minnesota ,
Southeastern
6,
closes at sunset today.
"Conditions were such ," Philip Ham , Houston County warden, said , "that the deer and the
background harmonized nearly

State Director
Of Conservatio n
Here on Thursday
Wayne H. Olson, state commissioner of conservation , will
speak to members of Will Dilg
Chapter, Izaak Walton League
of America , at their meeting
at 8 p.m. Thursday at the
group's cabin on Prairie Island.
The meeting has been designated as "Charter Member
Night ," to honor the men who
organized the chapter 40 years
ago.
Movies will be shown and a
wild game lunch served. Cliff
Murray and Willard Matzke will
work with the kitchen committee on preparing the lunch.

Creamery Men
Meet at Eyota

EYOTA , Minn.-More than 115
members and wives of District
5 Minnesota Creamery Operators and Managers Association
heard Floyd Thompson , state
executive secretary of the state
association, talk on the future
of dairy farming at the association 's annual fall banquet here.
Alfred Schumann , state representative from Olmsted County, discussed the recent session
of the state legislature and the
bills that might effect farmers.
Representatives from these
creameries were present: Preston , Lewiston , Elba, Stewartville , Eyota, Goodhue , Rushford , Utica. Lanesboro , Pine Island , St. Charles, Plainview , Elgin, Zumbrota , Le Roy, Spring
Valley. Caledonia , Bellcchester
and Chatfield.
An instrumental group including Bruce Hanson , Victor
Froehlke, Larry Shea and Kevin Hammel performed before
the banquet.

One Driver
Cited by Police

perfectly, and, unless the deer
was moving, it blended into the
background. An inexperienced
observer could not spot a resting animal in the field."
Anyway , the overall ratio in
the area will drop to one deer
to 10 hunters, according to an
estimate of George Meyer ,
superintendent of the Whitewater Wild Life Refuge.
Not more than 300 deer were
taken out of the Whitewater
valley by about half the usual
number of hunters . The weather , the cover, and more open
territory were 'advanced as the
main reason.L-^
Hunting was generally poor in
Winona County. In some areas
hunters hit , but in most areas
the deer stayed still and let the
hunters wander around. The
weather also made hunters lazy.
Areas around Lake City,
seemed to be best in Wabasha
County from reports from that
area. Wabasha and the Zumbro
valley districts reported poor
hunting. The hunting pressure
was definitely down in these
counties.
"I checked the BrownsvilleReno area and found only a few
hunters," Warden Ham said.
"Most of Houston County hunters were on trie ridges and back
from the river. There were a
lot of deer in the Reno bottomlands. I saw them during the
duck hunting season. "
Ham said the hunters that got
deer got good ones. Big bucks
were common, and does, too.
They were all nice and fat for
the winter.
A state game and fish plane
was assigned to Southeastern
Minnesota over the weekend.
It was in radio contact with
wardens cars over the area.
The general opinion among
hunters was that the season was
two weeks too early for this
part of the state.

Preston Group
Gets SBA Loan

Jaycees Slate
I. Who Are Veterans Anyhow?Yule Program

WABASHA, Minn. (Special )Record sales and a 30 percent )
increase in earnings were reported by International Milling !
Co. in its 71st annual report for i
By C. Gordon Holte
the year ending Aug. 31.
Daily News Staff Writer
Sales of the firm , which op- j
erates a flour mill in Wabasha , ' Winona today commemorated
rose for the seventh consecu- ; the sacrifices of those who have
tive year to an all-time high of served in the defense of the
$308,427,636, compared w i th United States with a solemn
$291,804,602 for the previous fis- tribute to the nation 's war dead
cal year.
and an appeal for rededication
NET EARNINGS of $5,033,200 to the patriotic ideals which
were equivalent to $2.13 per j motivated those who have
share of common stock com. ' fought and died to preserve this
pared with $1.58 per share of country as a free nation.
earnings of $3,875,063 the previ- : Representatives of W i n o n a
ous year, said W. A. Palmen , I veterans organizations joined in
j a parade climaxed at 3rd and
Wabasha plant manager.
Each of the company 's four ¦! Center streets by the firing of a
major operating divisions con- i volley saluting war dead at 11
tributed to the year 's profits. ! a.m. — the 45th anniversary of
The report indicated that im- i the signing of the armistice endproved profits resulted from an ing hostilities in World War I.
increase in volume of most of i
the company 's lines, better ! EARLIER in the morning,
margins for some products .dur- ¦. Col. C. G. Simenson , Fort Snelling the first part of the year ,) ing, Minn., Minnesota sector
and more stable currency ex- i commander of the 14th U.S.
¦ Army Corps, spoke at Winon a
change rates.
The report reflected changes i Senior High School auditorium
in International Milling capital ; at a Veterans Day program for
structure as a result of its re- i Senior High students and the
incorporation in New York State ' public,
In charge of all Army ReSept. 3.
Reviewing the year , the re- serve units in the state, Col.
port indicated that additions to J Simenson noted that Veterans
property, plant and equipment , j Day until 1954 had been observincluding improvements in pro- ! ed as Armistice Day in recollection of the ending of "what was
gress. totaled $3,931 ,541.
Shipments of bakery flour , to have been the last war. Now,
Durum products and bakery 45 years and 2'V wars later, we
mixes reached record levels in ! observe this day as Veterans
the U.S. during the year. Sales Day and it is good to broaden
of formula feeds , now a part of the concept of'Veterans Day to
the company 's business in Vene- j honor all veterans in our nazuela as well as the U.S. and
Canada, reached an all-time
high, and expansion continued
with the opening of new formula !
feed plants at Danville , 111., and
Valentia , Venezuela.

tion 's history.
"What are veterans? Simply
patriotic persons who have served their country," Col. Simenson said. "The veterans did not
shed their patriotism when they
shed their uniforms and the patriotic power of our nation
stems from the patriotism of the
individuals. It becomes a matter of strength based on the willingness of each individual to do
his part ."

nism in an attempt to understand it. I say attempt to un- Chairmen for four Junior
derstand it because I don 't be- Chamber of Commerce holiday
live any of us truly can under- projects were named today in
a Jaycee announcement. Genstand communism.
eral chairman for all Christmas
"THE Communist does not activities is David Peplinski,
know right from wrong the way
"Christmas Downtown." a
we know it today. To them what window decoration project, will
is right is anything that fur- be headed by 0. J. Fawcett.
thers communism. Under their Businessmen will be asked to
creed they can falsify , steal, contribute show window space
even murder.
to religious displays set up by
"Communism also is a disease local churches,
PATRIOTS throughout his- that must either grow or die," Keith I h m . a n was named
tory , the speaker continued , he continued. "And , in grow- chairman of the
annual lighthave found that , grim as war is, ing, it must feed upon itself. ing contest. Jaycees said indithere is one thing worse th an It must be exported , to grow. viduals wishing to have home
war. and this'is the enslavement My feeling is that if Commu- Christmas decorations judged
of people."
nists were to keep commu- should have them completed
Col. Simenson reminded his nism to themselves we wouldn 't and in operation by Dec. 17.
audience that the Army flag be too distressed; if this were
has 145 streamers, each repre- possible they could be accepted Small children will have the
senting a military campaign in as peace-loving members of the yearly opportunity to call Santa
Claus under a project to be
the years beginning with the family of nations. "
Revolutionary War and continu- Pointing to the challenges of headed by Jon Christenson.
ing into the current crisis in the future , Col. Simenson ob- "Operation Treelift" will be
conducted Jan. 5. City residents
Viet Nam.
served that 90 percent of the
"These . battles have been world' s technological advance- may place Christmas trees near
won ," he said , "by individuals ment has been realized in the the curb for collection and diswho courageously met the chal- last 2 percent of recorded time. position by Jaycee committees.
lenges before them. Why? Be- He ur ged the youth of the Gay Fox is chairman of the
cause these veterans found nation to continue to work to- tree roundup committee. something intriguing in this ward new progress, asserting
land of ours that inspired indi- that "any nation is no better WOMAN FRACTURES HIP
viduals to build a nation estab- than its future generations. With
Mrs. Hattie M. Wendt , 77. 404
lished on freedom."
the challenges we have been E. Sanborn St,, suffered a fracHe told students that "our given by our forefathers and by tured left hip bone in a fall at
forefathers have handed to us our veterans organizati ons, we her home late Sunday morning.
on a silver platter a free coun- should rededicate ourselves to- She was listed in fair condition
try . But now there is another day to the task of moving for- at Community Memorial Hospiconcept in the world , that of ward ; of maintaining a nation tal this morning. .
communism,, .And I Jiope that built or freedom of choice."
each of you will study 'commuPLATFORM guests at the
program arranged by Norman
Indall of the high school social
studies department were representatives of local \eterans organizations: Mrs. Stanley Hardt ,
Daughters of the American Revolution ; Mrs. Paul Griesel and
Mrs. B. R. Wandsnider , Worural Rochester , had been hunt- men's Relief Corps; Floyd Kuhling. They were turning off No. man , Veterans of Foreign Wars ,
30 onto B, a left turn , when the Mrs. Edward Holehouse, VFW"
car went out of control on newly Auxiliary; Mrs. Alvin Koch , nagraded crushed rock. The ve- tional president , and Mrs, Alfred
hicle skidded 276 feet , according Kuhlman and Mrs . Stance Kolto the Olmsted County sheriff' s ter , Gold Star Mothers; Dean
office, then turned over on its Vamer , American Legion ; Mrs.
top in the left ditch.
Donald Gray, American ' Legion
Hrdlicka 's head was pinned Auxiliary ; P. F. Loughrey,
by the vehicle , officers said. United Spanish American War
They said he apparently had Veterans; Mrs. Ralph Kohner,
been thrown. However there Spanish American War Veterans Auxiliary ; Rudy Sparrow
were no witnesses to this.
The accident was discovered and Harry Walinski . Veterans
by Ambrose Fix , nearhy farm- of World War I, and Miss Bertha
er, who pulled the car off the Miller. Veterans of World War
young people with his tractor. I Auxiliary .
Matzke 's sister , Mrs. Jerry
The colors were advanced by
Stokes , Chatfield , was en route the American Legion color
to church when she saw the car guard ; Jeffrey Genner , presibeing lifted off the men and dent ol the high school student
saw the men.
council led the pledge to the
flag; the invocation was given
THE MISHAP occurred near by the Rev . Harold Rekstad ,
the Elmira Church , about two pastor of First Congregational
miles west of Saratoga. Sheriff Church; Princi pal Robert H. College g r a d u a t e s w e r e
Gerald Cunningham and Depu- Smith introduced the platform
ties Dale Stuve and Donald guests; the speaker was intro- never so important as today.
Lynch investigated. Dr. T, O. duced hy Norris Abts and the Never has Uncle Sam needWellner ordered an autopsy.
Senior High orchestra played.
ed leaders so urgently.
Matzke was reported lo hr
This afternoon , students at
employed at a turkey plant, in Central Junior High School par- But higher education is facRochester , and Hrdlicka had ticipated in a Veterans Drfy asworked for a monument com- sembly at which a movie on ing problems. The cost of
pany there .
Pearl Harbor was shown.
leadership has gone up, Colleges face shortages. Mora
and more young people are
On Sunday, November 17,
I
j applying forcollege train ing.
Let's give dollars for diplomas, Let's give the colleges
»
j the classrooms , laboratories
Dail y News Mabel Correspondent
\ and teacherB they need.
|

America's
big need...

Rochester Man Killed
As Convertible Tips

IN APRIL, a flonr mill was
purchased at Maracaibo , VeneDOVER , Minn , ( Special) —
zuela.
New cake mix flavors , icing One Rochester man was killed
mixes, and pudding mixes were ; and another injured when their
PRESTON , Minn. -The Pres- added to the company 's Canadi- : car overturned on them on a
ton Development Corp. has an line of consumer products by ] curve at the intersection of
been granted a $60 ,000 loan its affiliate , Robin Hood Flour ' Olmsted County Highway 30 and
County Road B, seven miles
from the Small Business Ad- Mill , Ltd.
ministration for a 36-bed addi- International' s emp loyes num- south of Dover about 8:45 a.rn .
Sunday.
tion to the 42-bed Preston Nurs- bered 4,828 at year 's end.
ing Home , which opened in Assets of $7,468 ,740 were held
Dead is Patrick Hrdlicka , 22,
March.
in trust at year 's end for em- who apparently was killed inConstruction on the addition ploye partici pants in the com- : stantly when he was pinned by
was begun in August by Cen- pany 's profit sharing retirement the frame of the white 1951 contury Construction Co., Preston. program.
vertible. His cousin , Jerome
The development corporation
Malzke , 20 , also pinned , receivconsists of local people , who are A commonly accepted division ed a fracture of the upper right
selling the home to operators of between Asia and Europe is arm and possible ' internal inthe home: Dr. ,1. P. Nehring ( fanned by the Ural Mountains , juries . He was reported in fair
and Mrs. Adeline Lillejord , j Ural River , Caspian Sea , Cau- condition at St. Mary 's Hospital ,
Preston ; Dr. J. E. Westrup, : casus Mountains and the Black Rochester , this morning.
Lanesboro , and Mrs. H. M. Sea with its outlets , the BosTHE YOUNG men. both of
Skaug, Chatfield.
porus and Dardanelles.

One traffi c citation resulted
from one of two accidents which
occurred in a 20-minutc period
Saturday night.
Police cited Alphonse F. Cisewski , St. Charles , Minn., for
failure to yield the right of
way after his car and a car
driven by Miss Betty L Nieojelski , Minneapolis , collided at
the junction of Highways 14-61
and 43 at R: 15 p.m.
Police said Cisewskl was traveling east on Highway 14-6 1 and
was making a left turn when
his car was struck by Miss Nieojelski' s car , which was traveling west. Damage wan more
than $50 to each,
Cars driven by Arlo P. Case,
lfl , Fountain City, Wis., and
Robert A. (.' rant , 19, 521 W.
Snrnia St., collided at Kast 3rd
and Kansas streets at 8:34 p.m.
Case was driving north on
Kansas Street and Grant west
on 3rd Street when the cars collided , police said. Damage was
more than $100 to each.

urn
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dollars
for
diplomas

Burr Griswold
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I'UM. IT IN . . . Arcadia Policeman
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS—¦ Ed Kaiser , left , demonstrated al military
night of the American Legion post
Reg. Meeting Tuesday, Hov. 12 I uniform
there th.it since the end of World War II

8:00 p.m. (harp In the clubhoui*. Dinner meeting I he has had ample time to develop a more
I
at 6: JO p.m.
WILLARD ANGST , Grand Knight I substantial figure , Mfc won second prize at

CBflHB^SSjBjBjB JBflBflBVP^BVBHBSBflBlBlBVBlBSHPJMBVBHBl^^

firing squad and marching units here are approaching
Center Street on 3rd Street for the firing of the volley.
Clarence Olson was in charge . (Daily News photo)

the Tickfer-Erickson post meeting for wear-

ing a complete unifor m from WWII , although the fit may have left something to
be desired. Cnrl Keller , center , World War
I veteran , won first prize, Awards were
presented by Arnold Thorpe , right , Blair .
district commander. (Kin g Studio photo)
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HELP THE COLLEGE
OF YOUR CHOICE NOW !
To fincfaut how the collcqo rnsu
nffoct ^you , writo to HIGHER
EDUCATION , Box 30 , T i m e i
Squnro Stntion , Now York 3fi,
Published An R puM" - i,«ivir«
In coopomtion with 'I ho AdvnihMii g
Council «IH( tho Nt' .wp.ipi* '
Af lvnitmiifl I <onilivo» Asanrmhnn,

St diappsmd, Jail TUahL

[ They'll Do It Every Time

No Need for
Federal Case

Her Diamonds Can
Knock an Eye Out
By EARL WILSON
BEVERLY HILLS — "Joan Conn's diamonds will knock your
eye out," a man said. "She's wear ing one of the classic necklaces
of Hollywood..."
The B.W. and 3 were visiting the rich.
I elbowed her up the steps. Joan Conn , the beautiful , blonde,
youthful-looking extremely charming widow of Harry Conn, was
giving a party for her friend Laurence Harvey, after the dressy
opening of "The Time of the
Barracudas."
Gifted Larry Harvey played
a man who'd murdered three
wives for insurance. He then
married a young widow (Elaine
Stritch) who on their honeymoon tried to electrocute him.
She'd murdered three husbands
for insurance.
"Competitor!" he snarled.. .
"What plans did you have for
me, LOVER?"
We warmed up \ for the late AUSTIN , Tex. (AP)—Texas ' I
bash by dining at enormously 10th Congressional District - j.
popular new "Le Bistro" where which Vice President Lyndon j
. you may "go casual."
B. Johnson represented for !.
Milton Berle—without a tiemany
years—will be the target ;
had about 20 cigars in his fists .
"Since Ruth hooked me, she of a Republican drive to gain i
'
won 't carry my cigars in her another seat in the House.
purse ," he said. Ruth smiled In the mid-December runoff '.
above her sable.
election Republican Jim Dobbs,
AFTER THE play at the Hunt- 38, Will face Democrat J. J.
ington Hartford Tlieater (which (Jacke) Pickle , 49 , for the seat ;
has a bar) we got 10 the party vacated by Homer Thornberry, j
and I said to the B. W., "Shall a Democrat , who resigned to !
accept a federal judgeship.
we join the monev?"
j
I was dazzled. "'Joan has an Unofficial but complete tabu- i
all-white bedroom ," somebody lations in Saturday 's special j
said . . . "Here's a room we! election gave Pickle, a moder- j
haven't even looked into," some- ate Democrat and former aide
body else said . . . "I say $85 a to Johnson , 14,493 votes. .
day is too much to pay for a Dobbs , who quit his job as an i
hotel room so I get one for $35," announcer for the conservative j
somebody else said.
radio program "Life Line" to !
Hugh O'Brian was just back! make the race , received 13,720. j
from the Grand Bahamas where Jack Ritter , a liberal Demohe'd got the right to sell or rent crat , garnered ,13,112 votes in
everything there with two or the three-man race.
three wheels on it. Big busi- Two of the state's 22 national
ness! . . . Edie Adams , with representatives and one of Its
Cy Howard , was* congratulated ;
on her new sable" slacks and
Bentley or Rolls, I forget which j was a Bentley (or Rolls) with
. . . Esther Williams and Ferna- , a California license and also a ¦'
do Lamas told me Esther 'd been; London plate : "LH7." A man
robbed twice in Rome where the j said , "It's Larry Harvey's. With '
burglars were almost as bad ¦as ! his lucky number. "
in New York .
:
! "Probably the one the column- i!
I felt shabby. Then I ran into i ists said Joan gave him for his .
Glynis John who said:
- ¦ ¦ | birthday, " the B. W. said.
"By the way, " I said to the ;
"I WANT to do another type B. W., the Keeper of Our DeTV series that can take people 's : ficit , "these California cab pricminds off pain and loneliness. ! es are murder. I need more
I was very sick myself. I want- ! money. "
ed to be a doctor. I'm going to
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: ;
do it. I know my instinct is Mike Connolly reports this bit I
*
!. of eavesdropping : "My husband
rig h t . . ."
.
In front of Joan Cohn's house , a hard drinker? Ridiculous -{
does that easier than any! he
' " |.
thing!"
News
Winona DAILY
EARL'S PEARLS : Robert Q.j
~
Lewis suggests a way to solve;
W oTTPAY, NOVEMBER 1), 1963
~
pigeon {
: Manhattan 's annoying
VOLUME io;"rNO. 300
Published dally except Ssturday and holi- problem: "Sprinkle New Jersey ;
days by Republican and Herald Publish- with a ton of bread crumbs. " "
ing Company, 601 Franklin SI., Winona,
Minn .
REMEMBERED Q U O T E : ;
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
.
"Few
Frenchmen have mis- i
Single Copy — 10c Daily, 15c Sunday
tresses any more. They haven 't;
Delivered by Carrier—Per week 50 cents
26 weeks $12.75
52 weeks S25.5Q the time , the money or the en- 1
By mall strictly In advancei pape r slop- ;rgy. " Olivia deHavilland.
ped on expiration date.
WISH I'D SAID THAT : Tlr
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted , Winona. nimblest character in the world ;
Wa basha,. Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and
is the guy who can shift gears
Trempealeau counties:
T year . . . S12.00 3 months . . . 53 . 50 in a Volkswagon without get6 months . . $6.50 t month . . . JI.35 ting has face slapped.
Ml other mail subscriptions:
There were 51,000 people at
1 year . . . $13.00 3 months . . 14.25
« months . . . $8.00 1 rnonlh . . . SI.60 Aqueduct racetrack on Election
Sr-nd change of address notices, undeliv- Day, and Martin Sher says, "It
ered copies, subscription orders and other figures—where else can you vole
mail Items to Winona Dally News. Box 55,
nine times?" That' s earl , brothWinona, Minn.
er.
Second class postage paid at Winona.

By ABIGAIL VAN/BUREN
DEAR ABBY: Our mother remarried two years ago.
My brother , my sister and I are all in the teen-age group
and we get quite a few telephone calls. Well, here is the
problem. Our last name is Henderson, but our mother
changed her name to Lupawitz when she remarried again.
Our stepfather is a very nice man, but he wants lis to
answer the telephone, "Lupawitz's residence." When we do,
the other person says, "Sorry, I've got the wrong number ,"
and hangs up. Don't you think we should be able to answer
¦
the telephone, "Henderson's residence"?
MISSING CALLS

GOP Seeks
House Seat
Johnson Held
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River Parkway
Secretary Hamed;
Meetings Slated
By GRETCHEN L. LAMBERTON
SATURDAY afternoon an old friend and I whipped up to
Minneapolis to see the Winona State College performance
of Ibsen's "Ghosts" at the Guthrie Theatre that evening. A
busload of local people went up and we also saw many of
the Winona State faculty members. The theatre was well
filled by Twin City people , many of them Winona State
alumni , and there were few vacant seats. The p lay was excellentl y done and very, well received by the audience, and
both director Dorothy Magnus and the cast can take a bow
on their achievement.
An interesting sidelight was the fact that there were
.many Scandinavian Exchange students present, some of
them in their gala national costume. The Norwegian ConsulGeneral was also present and went up on the stage at the
play 's end to congratulate the players warmly. The unique
feature of the play, of course, was the fact that a talented
Broadway star , Judith Evelyn , played the leading role.
One might have thought
that a famous star playing
with an inexperienced college cast might have played
the part of Mrs. Alving to
the hilt and shone brilliantly.
But not at all. Miss Evelyn
p layed her lines, or almost
underplayed them , to the
young collegians in a way
that drew them but and inspired them to great artistic
heights. She underplayed her
part , but with a quiet intensity that held the cast together in extraordinary fashion. Of all the warmly unselfish and outgoing personalities I' ve met she ranks
among the top. She could be
a great teacher of dramatic
art as well as a great actress.
After the play when we

went onstage for a visit with
her we found that we were
leaving for Winona on the
same early morning train
that she was taking for Chir
cago. "Oh", she cried throwing her arms around us, "we
must have breakfast together on the train!"
So that's how we happened to have an 8-o'clock
breakfast with a Broadway
star. She looked radiant in a
grey-green tweed dress with
full length coat to match,
and she said she had gone
to her hotel room and slept
like a baby after the exhausting day of driving up from
Winona and last minute rehearsals on a different
stage, with the inevitable
worries and minor mishaps
of an opening night.

Knowing that she is a firm believer in high-protein "energy meals " during strenuous work time I said I hoped she
had been able to get a good high-energy meal before the performance.
She laughed. "Do you know what I had for my main
meal? Before T left Winona in the morning I had made myself a quick peanut butter sandwich just in case there wasn 't
time for lunch in the rush of rehearsals and I put it into my
handbag. Things got so hectic that that peanut butter sandwhich was my meal of the day ". She added , "It was good too.
I always put some honey on the peanut butter for a quick
energy food ."
Miss Evelyn will spend three days in Chicago with her
mother , then go on to New York for work in TV and stage
plays.

Shriners to Attend
OsmanCeremonial

Officers and members of the
Winona Area Shrine Club plan
; to attend the Osman Temple
1 ceremonial Saturday in Manj kato , Minn. This is only the
| third state ceremonial in 80
; By THE ASSOCIATED I'RKSS years held outside St. Paul.
; Four prcsons died in traffic |
accidents in Wisconsin during ! The temple's units , including
-T rrf7 _j ^/M g57a /gJ*^J_
MMSHESI the weekend , raising the traffic j the Winona Sheiks and Motor__L „ V \1FW
toll for the year to 761 com- cycle Patrol , will attend, They
pared with PAH on this date a will take part in a parade at
year ago .
! 4:40 p.m. through the city 's
Kenneth Fclsing, -tf>, of Hut ler , I business district.
died Sunday of injuries sustj iin- j The ceremonial itself will
; ed Saturday when his car hit a begin at 9:30 a.m. at the ManPrices: 75< * -50r-25c
'j M a l l
m A B%l\Yf\w
J bridge railing on Milwauk ee 's kato Masonic Temple. Degrees
northwest side,
will be conferred at the MankaAn accident <in the Town Line to Armory. A dinner and dance
"ESCAPE FROM EAST BERLIN" at 7:00 and 10:20
Road two miles west of the will be held at the Kato Ball"THE SLAVE" a\ 8:40 Onl y
! town of Kewaskuin Sunday room following the parade.
|
Officers of the Winona club
' claimed the life of William \V.
are
: Cy S. Hedlund , president;
nrTiirrrrniiiiiiiiiwiii miiiwi_i_Mrtii_iii__M
Ml mi t j Jansscn , 21 , of rural Kcwaskum.
Roger
Busdicker , vice presiHis
car
loft
the
road
and
swervHEADLINE HOT?,
fILMED WHERE IT HAPPENED!
dent; Harold Englund , secre!ed into a rock filled ditch.
; Henry W. Kuiper , 77, Racine , tary, and Merrill Peterson ,
|was injure d fatally Saturday in treasurer .
la two-car crash at the intersection of Hi ghway 41 and Hiicinc NEW BUS AT KYOTA
i Count y Trunk 11,
EYOTA , Minn. (Special) - A
Lloyd Koll in , 18, Racine , was new 54-passenger bus has been
DOUBLE FEATURE
killed Saturday when a car delivered to Dover-Eyota High
struck a tree after veering off School by Heck Implement Co.,
| Highway :.'0 on a curve ci ^Iil Elgin. It is being used on Rt.
i miles west of Ratine .
2. Howard Allen is driver,

ST. PAUL, Minn. — Harold
Olson , St. Paul , has been named
to the newly created post of executive secretary of the Mississlppf River Parkway Commission of Minnesota.
His main job will be scheduling meetings with the boards
of the 24 counties adjacent to
the parkway route , in order to
develop with them a program of
cooperation in acquisition of
scenic easements, historic sites,
roadside parking areas, and
recreati onal areas. Winona , Wabasha and Houston counties are
included in this group.
The commission reported that
$100,000 in federal funds granted
for the Great River Road has
been programed by the Minnesota Highway Department for
acquisition of scenic easements,
historic sites and roadside park
and recreational areas along
the «50-mile section from the
Iowa border to Winon a on Trunk
Highways 61 and 27.
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What' s on your mind? For a personal reply, send a selfaddressed , stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly
Hills, Calif.

Joseph M. Donahue
Of St. Paul Dead
ST. PAUL (AP ) — Joseph M.
Donahue, St. Paul lawyer and
president of the Minnesota State
Bar Association in 1960-61, died
Sunday. He was 56.
Donahue was an assistant
Minnesota attorney general for
five years before becoming
partner in a law firm here.
outdoor recreation resources
committee. He will attend all
meetings of the group to assure
cooperation between it and the
parkway commission.
Clark is director of industrial
and business services for the
Minnesota Department of Business Development.
OTHER BUSINESS recently
announced by the commission
includes an agreement between
Minnesota and the Province of
Manitoba , Can., for construction
of the section of the parkway
from the Minnesota border to
the Northwest Inlet, a distance
of 32 miles.
The group also passed a resolution to determine progress to
date of the proposed bill in
Congress that would provide $1,500,000 as Minnesota 's share of
the cost of the parkway project. The Minnesota State Legislature already has approved
this action.
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Feel *a
Gassy? y
GET PFUNDER-FUL
RELIEF!

We're not trying to be pfunny.
Pfunder 's Tablets relieve gas
in stomach so fast it seems like
magic, gets the gas up-and
out. Distress stops. It's like
puncturing a balloon. Pf under 'a
also helps cool that pfiery pfeeling of raw acid. Then Pfunder 's
coats stomach lining for continuing action and relief. Sound
pfantastic? It is. So when you
want pfast relief pfrom gas
pformation , get Pfunder 's. Get
them today at your druggist's.

CONFIDENTIAL TO HARRY: Smart people speak from
experience. Smarter people, from experience , don't speak.

MUSKRATS ARE REALLY HOT.
SEE US LAST BEFORE YOU SELL
YOUR FURS AND DEER HIDES.

Alio coali stomach llilnj I
.— N.
±f
\jm lor continulni ptoltctloa 1
against (my acl< palm
^\
'
J*
J

PFUNDER 's TABLETS

STEAK SHOP SPECIALS-5 TO 9 P.M. DAILY
SPECIAL CHAR-BROILED
TENDERLOIN

PfilFD S
PRING
FRIED
SPRING

CHICKEN $1,09

STEAK $1.29

INCLUDES .SOUP, POTATOES , SALAD , COFFEE

• French Fries, American fries, steamed or mashed potatoes.
• Mixed lalad bowl with French, Roquefort, 1,000 Island Dressl(ig.

STEAK SHOP

Main

M'aiii S.

SYLVAN IA
The Epitome in Styling
and Performance . . .
for those who DEMAND
the Finest!
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WILLIAM MILLER
SCRAP IRON AND METAL
222 West Second Street

§§jl|^ Hey Kids—

to
buy Mom and Dad
KNK^ Going
M^#:0$$f$ffi
::
Pfe. :- ' « ¦: ".'* &£ / < * 1 a Chriitmas preterit? Here's
way to get thern for only

I need theia dates in Indian
or 'Lincoln cents. Any one it
worth a beautiful gift.

MUIAN O
f a

1M5-18M

J908-S J9M-S

Enjoy superb viewing and luxury listening in this
,complete Homj tntertainment Center from
Sylvanla. Outstanding TV and Stereophonic HighFidelity performance in furniture fashioned cabinetry of genuine Walnut or Mahogany veneers
and hardwood solids. Features include Dual Independent Sound Systems (6 speakers), Garrard
Custom Deluxe Record Changer, AM, FM, FM
Stereo (multiplex) Tuner, 22 watt peek power
amplifier . Audio Control Center and a host of
TV features including Deluxe Power Stream
Chassis,23" Bonded Shield Picture Tube with 275
Squaro inches of viewing area and UHF Convertibility.

$499.95

1913-S 1914-S
191SS 1W6-S
1931-S 1914-D
1M2-D 1924-D
1931»D 1933-D

FOR COIN INFORMATION
SEE ORLANE KITTLE

AT 268 LAFAYETTE
•in the for mer offices of Dr. Drier)
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AND SUPPLIES

2iS W. lnd St.

(National Hotel)
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Buy Your Color TV Where 75%
of ALL Area Color Sets
Are Serviced!
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Chiropractor

'" m' t0 ' P- m- D*"Y Monday-Friday.
9 n.m, f0 ,2 Noon Saturdays .
PHONE 3217

DEAR ABBY : My husband asked me what I wanted for
my 12th wedding anniversary and I said , "A divorce." I
know it is out of the question because of my religion, but I
really would almost rather be alone with the kids than living
like this. I am 29 and we have six kids, which I have had
to raise practically by myself. I am tired of covering up for
my husband when he is late from work , or on a weekend
binge. I have nobody to blame but myself because I ran off
and married this guy against , my parents ' wishes. I was
17 and he was 19. Please keep telling young peop le not to rush
into marriage. Forever is a long time.
SORRY NOW

ATTENTION
HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS

Dr. K. D. Barcel
I
I
A
I
I
DC'
IIVUIl Vi

DEAR ABBY: Is there such a thing as
a person being able to drive another person out of her mind? If .there is, I think
that is what is happening to me. I have an
aunt who takes pleasure in saying things
that hurt me. Like when I had my second
was another girl. She marched
child —
into my ^
hospital room and said. "Oh , I
wish you had had a boy for your husband.
He looks soooooo disappointed. "
Abby
On another occasion, when she saw my
daughter all dressed up in her Sunday best , she remarked ,
"Such a pretty dress. Pity the child is so fat she doesn 't
look good in anything!" That woman has hurt me deeper
than anyone I've ever known, and I've never done a thing
to deserve it. My husband says, "Pay no attention to her —
she's ignorant!" How can you get along with a person like
that? She lives near me and visits often.
SICK AT HEART
DEAR SICK: If your aunt were only ignorant , you
could forgive her. She 's vicious. Why try to get along with
her? Try getting along WITHOUT her. You'll live longer.

OLSON and U. W. Hella, director of state parks , will meet
with Clarence Prout , director of
the state forestry service, to
Consider the forest areas to be
acquired along the parkway
from Hastings south to the Iowa
border. The lands would be acquired under a $300,000 appropriation from the Natural
Resources Commission for land
within the state's Hardwood
Memorial Forest.
Olson also will work with the
counties on determining the
feasibility of their retaining a
250-foot construction strip with
a 300-foot scenic easement on
all tax delinquent lands for the
planned parkway. This would
lower the cost of constructing
the road.
Olson , who recently retired as
a staff assistant in the Minnesota Highway Department , has
been secretary of the National
Parkway Commission since
1956. He has been involved in
planning the Great River Road
since its inception Ln 1938.
Another appointment announced by the Minnesota parkway
unit was that of James W.
Clark , North St. Paul , as coordinator to work with the state
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WASHINGTON (AP) - President Kennedy and his two children returned to the White
House by helicopter today after
spending the weekend with Mrs.
Kennedy at their country home
near Atoka, Va.
Mrs. Kennedy remained at
Atoka.

DEAR MISSING: Ask you stepfather if you can't just say "Hello" and not
make a Federal case out of it.

4 Dead in
NEWMAN !RWI NEW Wisconsin
JOANNE ilpJlM WND
Accidents
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Kennedy, Children
Back at White House

By Jimmy Hat lo DEAR ABBY:

§'
Harold Gat.,
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No Home Service Call Charge When Your TV or
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Listening to Dr. Kaufmann are, left to right ,
JUDAISM EXPLAINED . . . Dr. Ernest
Kaufmann, left , chemistry instructor at St. Bernard F. Boland , president of the society ;
Mary 's College, explains Judaism to mem- • Fred Naas Jr., treasurer , and William Zenk.
bers of the Holy Name Society of the More than 70 attended the breakfast. (Sunday
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart at its break- News photo)
fast meeting after Sunday 's 8 a.m. Mass.
sponsor a lutefisk-lefse supper
to raise funds for the foreign
exchange student p r o g r a m
I which will begin next year .
j The district intends to send
an Osseo student to a foreign
country to study for one year
! and bring a foreign student
here for a year of study
By A. F. SHIRA
{ I at Osseo High School . An anticii
pated 2,000 people will attend
Some Notes On The Clematis
I the Scandinavian supper to supSeveral phone calls have been received the past few days port the program. It will be in
as is usually the case at this time of the year inquirin g the high school gym.
whether clematis vines should be cut back in the fall , or in
Daily themes of the week will
the spring. This can be done either in the fall or spring; but be observed, at the school.
how-it- is done depends to a great extent on the blooming
Advertisement
habits of the vines.
Before we go into this, howev er, let us talk a little about Now Many Wear
clematis vines. We consider !
th em to be the most attrac- i tied to a temporary support
tive as well as the most ver- over winter.
With Little Worry
satile of all vines for use about I IF SOME of the old stems do Eat, talk , laugh or sneeze
without
the home in this area. In fact, i not sprout new growth in the fear of insecure false teeth dropping,
or wobbling. FASTEETH
they are considered by some ' spring, they can be cut out. •lipping
holds plates firmer
more comgardeners to be most beauti- New shoots will , also, spring up : fortably. This pleasantand
powder has no
gummy,
pasty taste or feeling
ful and useful of our northern from the base of the vine and ' Doesn't gooey,
cause nausea. It 's alkaline
climbing vines.
flower, thus adding their blooms (non-acid). Checks "plate odor"
(denture
breath). Get FASTEETH »,
Generally, the clematis has. to those of the older stems.
; »nv dnie counter
been looked upon as a one pe- The variety. C. Jackmani will
riod bloomer , that is for a few usually bloom on the old wood
POWERFUL PLUNGER CtEARS
weeks in the summer. Howev- j as well as on the new shoots
er , some of the large-flowered that spring up from the base
hybrid varieties w i l l flower and may, also, bloom intermitin a jiff y.'
somewhat continuously u n t i l tently during the summer and
fall. We have a white one that early fall. For this reason it is
has several blossoms at the j best not to cut the stems off
present time. Of course , the , close to the ground . However,
small-flowered white variety C. I this can be done, if desired , and
paniculata blooms in the late ! the vine will bloom profusely on
summer and f all producing ; the new shoots that grow from
| the base.
clouds of fragrant blossoms.
Repeating the statement menCLEMATIS vines as we know j tioned above, the clematis vine
them in this-area are classed as: can be cut back either in the
woody perennial vines. They do ; fall or spring, but how it is done
not have any discs, tendrils, orj is up to the gardener.
other usual means of attachment, but climb by means of j
the stems of the leaves that curl
or hook about the supports. If a|
NEVER AGAIN that tick foaling
vine has numerous stems and \
whtn your toiUf overflows
they are not carefully guided up :
}
these
leaf-stems
will
a trellis,
hook, or curl , about various oth- 1
,
(Special) - OsToilet r^vfiiSl Plunger
er stems of the vine and a tan- ! OSSEO Wis.
seo
schools
are
observing
Amergled mass will result. This of- i
Unlike ordinary plungers, Ibilaflex
ten causes a bunching of the j ican Education Week which does not permit compressed «ir or
water to splash back or escape.
blooms at a low level as the 1 opened Sunday by proclamation messy
With Toilaflex the full pressure plow*
vine does not grow as tall as of President Kennedy. The gen- through the clogging mass and
eral t h e m e is "Education swishes it down. Can't miss!
it would otherwise.
Strengthens the Nation. "
TO HEX AT ANY ANGLE
While some varieties of cle- Superintendent Gordon E. Ro- •• OESIONEO
SUCTION HIM STOPS SPLASH-BACK
ITSELF, CANT SKID AROUND
matis do not seem to be es- deen announced that the Osseo •• CENTERS
TAPERED TAIL GIVES AIRTIGHT FIT
pecially adapted to this area . 1 Girls Honorary club will decorGeUh
"
&065
there are other kinds that are ) ate windows in Osseo business
Genuine Toilaflex' *r£,""
very hardy here and , if proper- : places and also use. the school AT HARDWARE iTORtS EVfRYVmHE
ly planted and cared for , will bulletin board.
last for years. The old favorite
Today the Osseo schools supC. Jackmani is one of these and ported the theme. "Learning
AVAILABLE AT
is often seen to the exclusion Opportunities for NAU, " by conof other varieties. However , , ducting the first quarter parcertain others of the large-flow- ent-teacher conferences. School
ered hybrids in various colors was closed to classes so parents
429 Mflnknto Ave.
are perfectly hardy here. One and teachers could meet .
Phone 5342
of the good white varieties with
Tonight the Osseo PTA will
blooms four inches , or more ,
across is C. Henryi Ihnt has a
propensity to bloom through the
late summer and fall. One of
ours still has several blossoms
and buds.

Lets' Get Gminq

FALSE TEETH

CLOGGEDTOILETS

Osseo Schools
Observing Week TOILAFLEX*
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AND. A'OIV, let us talk a little about pruning clematis
vines , or cutting them back as
some gardeners prefer to call
it. Some varieties bloom primarily on old wood while others bloom on the new wood of
the present season 's growth.
This should be taken into consideration on cutting them.
If the vine has a tendency to
bloom on new growth t h a t
sprouts from I he old stems several feet above the ground , it is
preferable not to cut the
stems down lower than three or
four feet in the fall. The clematis stems are brittle and easily
broken , thus lending some gardeners to think that they are
dead. However , some of them
will remain alive and will send
out new growth in the spring
higher a hove the ground thus
making a taller vine. If the trellis is taken down to he painted ,
the shortened canes can be
carefully removed from it and
M va r l h t r n r n l

GETTING
UP NIGHTS

DOES

YOU FEEL OLD
MAKE
A f t e r 36, common Kleiner or Ulnildcr Ir-

ritations o f t r n occur unci iimf m«ki> w »
tense »ncl nr-i'vous from l«o rrrqurnl
IniiHWSH bnth d»T n rwl nUIU. rlrrciml• rlly, inn m»r lo»n id»n> »"<! '" , !"' ..
I?
Hr»d«chr,s. lUrkiir.Mr MU I t rrl <>NI, tired,
dfiprrsssd . In «n«h Irrlistlon . CY R I K X
ii»ii»:i.» luinii * f ml. re liixnis c o m f o r t hJ
sell]
curbln* Irrlts tlns snrin« In «l rnn«.
tinns »n<1 I)? snsliiNMc ni>ln rrli.-f. Clrl
ful
OVBTTX st drucilsls. reel b«ll«
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Take No
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in Winona , Minn. The money you deposit also earns the regular guaranteed interest rate for Savings Accounts. So stop in now and get your
Thrifty Savings Certificates.
P.S. Mr, Merchant , bring your Thrifty Savings
Certificates in for redemption.

Clothe!

Cleaned by
Professional

SAVE ... Where Saving DOES Make a Difference!

Cleaner.

Sweaters

WEEK

limit of two (2) $1.00 Thrifty Savings Certificates redeemable at any store

Hava Yo r

.

8 Pounds

now until January 15, 1964, The Merchants National Bank will give a

Chancei.

Clean Only
•

• To each individual opening a new Savings Account of $50.00 or more ,
or to each individual who adds $50.00 to his or her Savings Account from
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Thoughts at Random —
From Editor's Notebook

Farm Program
Needs Changes

(In the absence of Executive Editor (Gordon R. Closway, who is on vacation, Thoughts
at Random is written this week by Frank
Uhlig , Daily News staff writer.)

being able to see the forest because of
all those leaves in front of our eyes. But
the Park-Recreation Board and the Chamber of Commerce tourist committee should
be complimented for rather quickly spotting the outlines of the woodlot, once it
was called to their attention.
We refer to the proposed improvement
of access to the city's far famed—but
somehow neglected—landmark, the distinctive Sugar Loaf. Park-recreation commissioners have agreed to survey possible
trail routes to the top of the hill, 1.1 response to a suggestion by the chamber
committee.
The whole thing came about because
of an advertisement in an out of town
newspaper. The travel ad outjined a /suggested sightseeing trip down the Hiawatha Valley, culminating with a proposed
climb up the SugaT Loaf heights for the
view.
Sensibly e n ou.g h , committee members and park administrators decided the
hill should jive up to its advance notices.
So now we 'll be able to enjoy the walk up
scenic paths to the top of our own unique
landmark . And about time, too, don 't you
think?

CONSEQUENTLY , despite the application of
practically every conceivable government program for agriculture, the farmers have been
more hurt than helped by Washington-inspired
directives.
Added to this bureaucratic confusion , and
perhaps aided and abetted by it , is the rapidlydecreasing farm population. How such a cor/
fused and deteriorating situation could occur
at a time when technological revolution offers
so much hope and inspiration is a challenge to
us all.
There may be a host of answers to this
problem. Not being blessed with an intricate
knowledge of farming, I don 't pretend to offer
any series of formulae which would satisf y the
total agricultural needs of our country.

¦
¦
*
*
SPEAKING OF the Park-Recreation
Board , its doings have been followed with
more interest lately than those of any
other two or three city board s you can
name.
•;¦

Today, it's the issue of whether to sell
unused property on the south shore of
Lake Winona as the site for a luxury motel. Most public opinion seems to favor
this , as does a majority of the board.

THIS MUCH 1 can say. A man farms his
land in order to provide crops to sell at the
marketplace and to reap a maximum of profit
for himself, He is, therefore , no different from
the shopkeeper , the barber , the restaurant owner or any of the myriad of other types of
people who derive their living from the provision of goods and services to the consuming
public.
The farmer and his small business counterpart in the urban areas depend for their livelihood upon the laws of suppl y and demand.
Logically, the government' s role in their affairs must be a minor one. Subsidy crutches
remove them from the competitive pattern of
the economy and make of them nothing less
than pawns of government.
On the other hand , a minimum of restrictions on farm production and marketing will
permit the farmer a maximum of dependence
on free markets as the best guide to production and consumption. The truth is that politics and agriculture don 't mix. Politics means
government , and whenever government starts
doing things for people in any walk of life, it
automatically and unavoidably takes from them
certain rights.
How do you stand, sir?

acknowledge
Commissioners frankly
they have neither plans nor funds to develop the five acres of quaking, boggy
lake shore. On the other hand , by its sale
the city gets a reasonable price for otherwise unusable land; adds to, instead of detracts from, our already shrinking and over-loaded tax base: acquires a 50-job payroll ; and has an attractive lure for money
that in many cases would speed past its
doors for other cities.
We shouldn 't let this one sup away.
'¦ ¦
. •

• *

EVER WONDER what all the fuss about
tourist promotion means to you personally
as a Minnesota taxpayer? Plenty, says the
state Department of Business Development , tossing out these facts:
If people stopped coming to Minnesota for vacations, the state would have to
attract over 2,000 new businesses—each
with a S100.000 payroll—t o make up the
loss. Last year tourists , together with a
tidy group of Minnesotans, put $350 million into the state 's economy via the vacation route.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years A go . . . 1953

Because each dollar is spent an average
of five times , this amount turns into an
astronomical amount of business for Minnesota.

Charles A. Choate , a Winona merchants ,
has received a new title — '"Mr . Winona " —
accorded him by the representatives of more
than 50 civic, service and fraternal organizations who met on the eve of Choate 's birthday,
to express their appreciation for his longtime
efforts in their interest.
Harold Anderson was elected Sugar Loaf
District chairman of the Gamehaven Area Boy
Scout Council.

T h a t ' s why it 's vital to keep our waters
clean , our roads maintained and the welcome mat out and. freshly swept.

•

*

•

IF YOU HAVE friends or relatives in
overseas service—and who doesn 't?—better keep an eye on t h e calendar. Surface
mail to military u n i t s in other countries
should be dispatched by Nov. 20 to guarantee Christmas delivery. Should you sli p
up. postal authorities remind us , you can
.s end airmail until Dec. 10 with fair assurance it will a r r i v e b y Christmas. Best
hot, of course , is not to wait quite t h a t
longj

•

•

Twenty-Five Year Ago . . . 1938
Mr. and Mrs . Thomas Hennessy and two
sons . David and Thomas Jr., left for their
home in Seattle , Wash., after ' visiting two weeks
with their parents , Mr. and Mrs, Andrew Hennessy and Mr. and Mrs. Erwin E. Knopp.
Victor Gilbertsen , president of the Winona
PTA City Council , gave a report on the state
convention of the Minnesota Congress of Parents and Teachers held in Duluth.

•

Fifty Year s Ago . . . 1913

The Eyota Herald has made its appearance
with B. A. Johnson and Mr . Jurtz of the
Stcwarlville Star as publishers and M. W. Sowaske as the editor.
C. R. Wood , local manager of the Northwestern Telephone Exchange , has been advanced to a position of a similar nature in the
offices at Portland , Ore. Fred L . Kan igan ,
manager ;it Albert Lea , will succeed him.

EVERYTHING , ALMOST , IS going to
color these days . It is not exactly new that
e x p e r i m e n t s have been tried in colored
pavements , b u t (wo examples come to
h a n d t h e same day:
A .segment of .street pavin g in Crand
Kapids , Mich., is being covered with a
h a l f - i n c h - t h i c k top coating in colors to demonstrate t h e effect. There is an option of
green , red and yellow. This is not primarily a study of aesthetics', a l lhoii fd i it is considered. R a t h e r , it is to . s t u d y safety factors , .siieli as color paving in freeway lanes
where t h e y lead to exit ramps , or stretches
of yellow or rod to indica te "slow " or
¦
"stop. "
.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1888

Quite a number of persons are engaged in
cult ing hoop poles about (he sloughs above and
below the city.
Nels H. Thorsdale was sworn is as police
officer to succeed H. L. Berg, resigned.

One Hundred Years Ago

. . 1863

The river is again on the decline and has
put a stop to the large boats runnin g above
Hastings. An early close of navigation is anticipated by steamboat men.

W h i l e a sp h a l t is getting a test on a
creek br idge on Iowa Hi ghway 16."} east of
Dcs Moine s where it is getting this coating applied to a new concrete fl ooring to
test visibility and d u r a b i l i t y .

WINON A DAILY NEWS

D i s t i n c t i v e colors have been applied lo
airport t a x i stri ps in some airports. Michigan is presentl y e x p e r i m e n t i n g w i t h t i n t ed bridge structures — all except p i n k ,
t h a t is.

A n I n d e p e n d e n t .Veiespaper — Established M55
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Try and Stop Me

H, I I . H AI '.KCK
Co in posing Supt .

W I L L I A M 11, K NUI . ISU
Comptroller

By BliNNKTT ( KIU
A character parading about Foi l Lauderdale , Fij i., insists that his name is Scvennnd-one-KJghth Flanucry, Explains t h a t
his parents picked his name out of a hat.
a
Judtf e not and ye N IIR II not he judged; condemn not, and ye shall not be condemned;
forgive and ye thall ba forgiven. Luke 6:37.
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rel at Its worst ? Yes , but,
this coming year sparks the
big administrative drive to
perpetuate the system of ,
pork barreling.
When will our City Council let the citizens of Winona have a voice in decisions
affecting the welfare of Winona?
My congratulations to
(only
Clarence Tribbell
Council member to vote no) ,
Royal Them, president of
Winona Chamber of Commerce and Attorney Martin
Beatty who had their own
courage of conviction and
who can and do speak out
on this ever-growing federal
government encroachment
and expansion.
Thomas F. Richards,
53 West King Street
¦

(Editor 's No te: Letters must be Umperate ,
of reasonable-length ond
signed by the writer.
Boni fide names of all
litter-writers will be
p ublished. No religious,
medical or personal controversies are acceptable.

By SEN. BARRY GOLDWATER
No area of our economy has been treated
with less respect or been more shockingly maligned and abused by political power enthusiasts than American agriculture.
Consider for a moment the impact of politics upon the American farmer.
The ridiculous imbalance of economic concepts has brought American agriculture to a
potentially disastrous revamping of its institutional structure. Fundamentally, the farm problem which we are functioning under was developed during a period of economic stress.
Minor changes in this policy notwithstanding, government planners have
managed to foist upon us an
acceptance of the illusion that
the federal government should
either fix p r i c e s on certain
commodities or exert a maximum influence upon them.
During the economic upswing that followed World War
II and Korea , the farmers proved a significant ' and disturbing
exception to the rule of general
prosperity. The reason for this
Goldwater
was that we followed too closely the policies of earlier years. We did not allow for readjustments in the agricultural economy as a result of generally-improved conditions.

APPARENTLY IT WAS • cat* of not

¦
. . •

WHEN YOU WERE DYING —

HOW DO YOU STAND, SIR?

He 'd Let Public
Decide on Land Use

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

White House Had Orange
Alert On During Crisis

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - This is
the day when wives and
mothers go to the cemeteries from Arlington in Virginia to the Presidio in San
Francisco to deck
the
graves of fallen heroes , It's
a day when we pause to pay
tribute to those who fough t
in the Argonne, and at Chateau Thierry, and Guadalcanal; who stormed the
beaches at Salerno and
marched up the bloody hill
at Cassino ; who died in the
landing at Normandy, and
shivered and froze in tlw
tragic retreat from the Yalu
River .
Today we will pause — a
bit briefly perhaps. The
President will lay a wreath
on the tomb
ip( the Unknown Soldiers. Then
most of us
will go on
about
our
work or enjoy a little
extra time
off thanks to
the
dead
whom
we
honor.
Pearson
Those who do kneel at
the white markers, those
who do pause in memory,
will not know that six days
before — on last Tuesday
during the hold-up on the
Berlin autobahn , the White
House was on the orange
alert. This is the alert just
short of war.
One false move last Tuesday, one mistake by the
young lieutenant in charge
of the American convoy, a
loss of temper by the Russian lieutenant colonel—and
the button would have been
pushed.
Once again the dead and
the wounded would have littered the countryside — on
two
continents ,
perhaps
most of the world — if that
button had been pushed.

KHRUSHCHEV DID go to
Peking. He got rebuffed .
Eisenhower took a tri p :halfway round the world , was
welcomed by Communist
children waving "I like Ike "
flags in Italy.
Then the erosion began.
The summit conference was
to be held in December.
But the State Department
said that was too soon. February was mentioned. More
postponement. Under Secretary of State Douglas
Dillon made a speech. It
pulled part of the rug out
from under the Camp David
spirit. Chancellor Adenauer
made speeches . The last
thing he wanted was better
understanding between the
USA and USSR. Other of
our allies burned up the
cables. They were dependent on U.S. aid , and if there
was on fear of Moscow by
Washington they knew that
aid would stop.
Secretary of State Chris
Herter, influenced by these
allies , made another .speechIt had repercussions in Moscow . The hard-core Stalinists long before this had
been needling the moderates. "You can 't trust the
Americans , " they argued.
Came May, I960. The long
delayed summit conference
was about to meet in Paris.
Someone
in
Washington
sent the U-2 spy plane over
Russia. The Russian peop le
boiled. The summit conference was off.

ONLY THIS time there
would have been few , if any,
civilians around to nurse
the wounded , or bury the
dead , or erect markers in
memory of the dead—if that
button had been pushed.
Woodro w Wilson talked
about a war to end war. He
failed. Hut last week ' it
would have been a real war
to end war — because there
would have been few around
to fight another war — if
that button had been pushed.
ln the fall of 1!)!)!) after
President Eisenhower received Nilcita Khrushchev at
Camp David , there was proclaimed a new attempt by
the world's most powerful
nations to clear away Soviet-American suspicion. Both

LAST SUMMKIl the United States and Russia made
a new start toward better
understanding. A test ban
treaty was signed . A telegraph line was installed between Moscow and Washington. It was agreed to
keep armed satellites out of
outer space. It looked as if
a wheat deal would be negotiated.
Then the erodcrs of peace
started to work .
Khrushchev has his enemies inside the Kremlin .
Hod nrmy loaders haven 't
enthused over the reduced
arms budget. Hei r Ulhricht
in East Germany has been
needling him about Berlin.
The Red Chinese have been
calling him an appenser , In
Washington the (ioldwater-

OPINION-WISE

men had suffered in war.
Both had known what it was
to send masses of other men
into battle. Both wanted to
avoid war in the future.
Both agreed that their
countries would stop namecalling; that Khrushchev
would go to Peking to persuade the Chinese to quit
threatening Formosa; that
they would get together at
an early summit conference,

ites have been saying the
same things of Kennedy
Harry
Truman ,
when
President of the United
States, said , Oct. 4, 1952:
"Why did we not have a
clear right of way to Berlin ? We should have had it.
The arrangements were to
be worked out by the military commanders in the
field. Our commanding general (Eisenhower) was informed of his responsibility
to work them out. He delegated this job to Gen. Clay,
and left Europe. Gen. Clay
met with the Russian military leaders and got only
oral assurances, instead of
a precise agreement in
writing — Gen. Clay in his
book admits this was a mistake ."
REGARDLESS of whose
mistake it was, there are
thousands of men under
white markers who must
wonder whether they will
be joined by other men under more white markers all
because of an argument
over lowering a tailgate or
counting 42 men on the Berlin highway.
"We who lie here have
nothing left to pray ," wrote
Alfred Noyes in 1916. "To
all your praises we are deaf
and blind. We may not even
know if you betray our hope
to make earth better for
mankind. "
Clemenceau at the Paris
peace conference in 1919
said: "Listen , I can hear
the soldiers of 19J4 weeping. " Today the soldiers of
Guadalcanal and Salerno
and the Yalu River must be
wondering — and weeping.
FKNCEPOST CHEWER
PIERRE , S.D. (AP) The Highway Department
would like this question answered : What' s small , burrows in the ground and
craves salt? .Something answering
that
description
has been chewing off fenceposts along a new interstate
highway project.
SIGN LANGUAGE
SIOUX FALLS, S.I). M'>Sign on the little car used
to deliver drugs for Mills
Pharmacy: "The Medicine
Dropper. "
¦
FOR THE GROWNUPS
MEMPHIS (AP ) - Some
politicians will stop at nothing when they are running for office.
For instanc e , guess what
was stuffed into trick-ortreut sacks of innocent little goblins and witches nt
one Memphis house ln:;t
Halloween.
Right . Campaign literature.

To the Editor:
The City Council (with the
exception of Clarence Tribbell) has again voted to accept a proposal which I
feel should have first been
submitted to the citizens of
Winona to see if they
wanted it. Why cannot actions which concern the entire city be submitted to the
voters for their approval or
rejection before any final
action? Is , the City Council indifferent to or afraid
of public reaction that they
have to act first and let the
public be dammed ?
Among council decisions
on matters which might well
have first been submitted
for citizen approval are the
following:
1. Levee Park conversion
to parking lots.
2. The rape of Central
Park to erect a post office
—an architectural disgrace
desp ite President Kennedy 's
big print political blessing
appearing on Main Street
during the months of its
construction.
3. Selling of city property
in our Lake Winona recreation area to the Holiday Inn.
4. Requesting a $77,600
federal planning grant for
urban renewal for which the
citizens of Winona . will have
to pay regardless of how
this grant is worded.
This city does need a fa ce
lifting but I still insist the
city can do the job itself
without having to pay an
outsider $55,000 in addition
to the costs. After all, who
does the council think will
pay except the citizens of
Winona?
A big question is' beginning
to form in my mind as to
what individual or group is
expecting to personally gain
by these "deals. "
Recently a statement attributed to a leading local
citizen indicated the Holiday
Inn should be given city
property or at least buy it
for one dollar . I am wondering what he expects to or
will get for his attitude.
According to a recent
Twin City newspaper "William H. Book , executive vice
president of the Indianapolis
Chamber of Commerce addressed the Community Redevelopment Committee of
South St. Paul Chamber of
Commerce." Quoting this
article Book said "the problem of business improving
in their own business is not
a part of urban renewal or
a problem of area residents. " "Urban Renewal."
he said "is a progra m of
community
improvement.
However, this business area
(Concord Street ) is a problem of private enterprise."
Denouncing federal spending for local urban renewal
projects, Book said , "when
federal officials dish out the
money there is a lot of red
tape and delay. The job is
not as well done and not
done as cheaply. "It is corruption to destroy the responsibility and incentive of
local public officials who
should have to account for
what they spend and justify
its needs in the taxes they
levy. It is also corruption to
bail out the businessman
whose downtown investment
has gone sour. "
According to Life Magazine—August 16, 1963. "But
the pork barrel , by long and
cheerful habit , works best in
just a few fat-eat categories.
By tradition as old as the
country, the happiest hunting grounds tor the pork
barreler have been the public works with its roads ,
dams , parks , waterways anil
buildings , and post offices
which in acquiring new
buildings , has often handed
out its largesse with an eye
to
.somebody's
politica l
health.
"The «7lh Congress appropriated $102 billion - $a.2 billion of this need not and
should not have been spent. "
"Lease a post office and
lose a wad of mtuiey—since
Teddy Kennedy got into the
Senate eight new post offices have been or are being
constructed in Massachusetts ' towns are listed ) and
l-l more have been approved for construction , " Isn ' t
this plain political pork barBy Sakren

To Your Good Hea lth

Answers
To Your
Questions
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER,
M.D.
Dear Dr. Molner: I
have only one ovary and
tube. My doctor tells
me it is closed and that
I cannot become pregnant. Can anything be
done? What causes a
tube to close?—Mrs. W. .

s.

Infection or inflammation ,
resulting in scarring, is the
usual cause of the closing
of a tube. Sometimes insufflation (blowing air through
the tube) is used to determine whether it is open or
closed.
Little can be done to open
an obstructed tube, although there have been reports of surgical reconstruction. This is a major operation , and many doctors (myself included) are cautious
about recommending it because success is not certain ,
and it may mean substantial cosjj^j apt to mention
disappT!lntment>^
Dear Dr. Molner : In
what way is mineral oil
harmful , besides destroying Vitamin A? I
have a lot of trouble
with constipation and
the oil seems to help
me more than anything
else.-Mrs. M. F.
There's no harm , other
than in preventing the absorption of some vitamins.
I don't like to see anyone
get into a laxative habit ,
but for occasional use mineral oil is all right.
Dear Dr. Molner: I
am suffering from a
gassy stomach and my
doctor tells me it is
from swallowing a i r
when I eat and even
when I talk. How can
I avoid this?—R.N.
Eat slowly. Don 't gul p
liquids.
When talking, n o t i c e
whether you have the unconscious habit of pausing
between words and taking
a "gul p" of air through the
mouth. The best way to
avoid this is to always
breathe through the nose,
with the mouth closed .
Tense people may also
swallow frequently — and
this contributes some air,
Advertisement
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Dramatic Living Room Gives Split a Lift
A new twist to split level design, aimed at giving the living
room added formality, is b u t
one of many luxurious touches
in this modest four-bedroom
home.
The large living room in effect is at an intermediate level
—a step up from the foyer , a
step down from the dining
room.
THE COMBINATION raised
and sunken treatment no only
adds a dramatic dimension to
the room, but also clearly defines its perimeter. It makes a
separate platform of the approach to the bedroom stair , for
example, giving the room an
added sense of privacy .
Another clever as well as
functional feature is the vanity
room in the master bedroom.
Actually it is a part of the bedroom; a private dressing area
with closet nearby .
But when the interior bedroom door is closed" it becomes
a powder room for guests, ideally located adjoining the main
bath.
A 4 f oot by 6 foot private balcony with extended solid side
walls provides additional glamor for the main bedroom : a
secluded spot for coffee and the

Winona

Plumbing Co.

1126 E. Broadway Ttl. 2035
Any Building U Only As
Good At Its Foundation—

IMPRESSIVE SPLIT LEVEL: This home contains up to
five bedrooms in a basic area of only 1,553 square feet. The
main entrance is framed by vertical posts with a flat roof
Sunday paper , or for a final
cigarette before retiring.
FOR ALL its glamorous Innovations the house remains a
medium sized home of 1,553
square feet on the living and
bedroom levels, the basic area ,
within comfortable dimensions
of 56 feet 1 inch wide by 30 feet
8 inches deep. It was designed
by architect Rudolph A. Matera
as H-2 in the House of the
Week series.
The house has a crisp, contemporary look from the outside. Its front entrance is framed by vertical posts with a flat
roof which extends around the
side as a three-foot covering
over the garage doors.
The flat roofline combines
with a decorative concrete block
wall which extends nearly eight
feet beyond the corner of the
house to give an added appearance of width.
A low planter beneath the living room bow window extends
similarly beyond the opposite
wall.
A LARGE and Impressive foyer distributes traffi c effectively
to all the levels of the house.
Even the garage connects with
the foyer rather than to some
lower-level room. A large coat
closet is flanked by planters for
a decorative touch.
A broad staircase with o n e
end dramatically curved leads
to the formal living room, nicely proportioned at 21 feet by 13
feet 6 inches. A large bow window and corner fireplace offer
excellent opportunities for creative furniture arrangements.
The dining room is up o n e
step and it, too, is well sized
for a family of five, six, or seven. Sliding glass doors lead to
the terrace porch.
THE KITCHEN and breakfast
room combined offer more than
15 feet of width across the back,
enough to accommodate the
whole family without anybody

which extends around the side. Decorative wall of concrete
blocks adds to the contempor ary look.

H-2 Statistics
A fourdevel split with living room, dining rroom,
kitchen , breakfast room,
foyer, family room, 2V*
baths, four bedrooms plus
extr a room which could become f i f t h bedroom or
maid' s room.
Living and , bedroom levels contain 1,553 square feet
not including porch; family
room level contains 433
square feet not including
garage. Overall dimensions
are 56 feet 1 inch wide by
3D feet 8 inches deep.

FLOOR PLANS: The living and bedroom levels contain ' „
1,553 square feet not including the porch. The family room
level, not including the garage , adds 433 square feet of
bonus space. Over-all dimensions are 30 ft. 8 in. deep by

56 ft. 1 in. wide.

City Issues
51st House
Permit of '63

One of the three building permits issued at the city engineer 's office last week was for
a new $15,500 house. It was the
51st new house permit of the
year.
This year 's dollar volume
now is $4,745,370, compared with
$2,532,515 last year at this time.
There were 22 new house permits issued last year on this
date.

THE PERMIT for the 23 1/3by 48-foot one-story , wood frame
house was obtained by Sather
Winon a Homes, Inc., 120 Center St. The house , which will
include an attached garage, will
be built at 1635 Edgewood Rd.
Harold G. Stender , 716 HarFull study plan information on this architect-designed House riet St., obtained a permit for
of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in construction of a 19- by 40-foot
addition to a storage building
hand you can obtain a contractor 's estimate.
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOME— at 267 W. Belleview St. The cost
HOUSE • GA R A G E¦B A R N
of the project will be $2,000.
Build thorn stronger with
How to Build , Buy or Sell it. " Included in it are small reproStender said that the concrete
Matzkt Concrete Blocks
ductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
block addition will be constructWAYLITE
BLOCKS
Send
this
coupon
to
the
Daily
News
or
you
may
purchase
•
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily ed on the west side of his pres• CHIMNEY BLOCKS
ent building. It will be used as
News.
• SEPTIC TANKS and
a garage and storage area.
DRY WELLS
Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprints on design H-2.
?
• STEEL SASH
Enclosed is $1 for "YOUR HOME" booklet
Q The construction will not beJ /
DIAL
REINFORCING
gin until spring, said Stender ,
, . . . . . .;
and no contractor has been
NAME
IIEiaf aSeuttitrn Styl* facing Bricks
.,.
nCffIf"ii> Solar Screen Blocks.
chosen . Stender is the owner of
STREET
Stender 's Modern Mobile Cabinet Service.
CITY
STATE
A permit for remodeling of a
FOR
house
at 1054 E. Sanborn St.
getting under the housewife 's mum of counter top and cabi- was obtained by Ray GrulkowTOP
r| I
feet.
nets in a minimum amount of ski, 677 E. Broadway . Leo Prospace.
I
f
QUALITY
The
efficient
U-shape
of
the
chowitz will be contractor for
Free Estimates
work
area
further
assures
this
The breakfast area has a the $500 job.
5569 West Sixth St. Phon« 9207
v l|
-LECTRICAL
as well as providing a maxi- wrought iron balcony and plant- Mrs. Margaret E. Fisher, 366
er overlooking the family room. I E. 5th St., acquired a permit
REPAIRS
N|
From the work area , a moth- J for dismantling a smoke house.
cmt
er
can keep an eye on both the Winona Heating & Ventilat\i >4^4
'
famil y room and the backyard , ing Co. obtained permits for
\/p*x\ INSTALLATION
the latter by virtue of six-feet : installation of an OIL furnace
of
glass over the double sink. and a 265-gallon fuel tank for
"wJL l WORK
Mrs. T. W. Murray, 501 HarALL THREE family bedrooms riet St., and tor installation of
are located across the front. an KLECTKIC heating heat
Note the abundance of closet
for Harold Schultz , 465
space in all the rooms , especial- pump
GlenView
Ct.
ly the master bedroom and
GAS-fired installations:
front corner bedroom.
• Building?
Quality Sheet Metal Works ,
Downstairs , on the level di- for A. W. Hick s, 464 W. How• Repairing?
rectly below , is a possible fifth ] ard St.; Arthur Beyers , 517 W.
• Remodeling?
bedroom with an adjoining lav- King St.; Robert Bell , 764 E.
ELECTRIC, INC.
atory. The lavatory also serves Broadway, and Woll' s Dairy,
GEO.
KARSTEN
225 Eait Third St.
the family room and adjacent 327 Mankato Ave.
General Contractor
terrace.
Winona Heating & VentilatPhone 7466
¦ ¦'•
¦¦ ¦ ¦I
V
ing Co., for Clarence Miller ,
15:ff Gilmore Ave., and Casimcr
llolhiccki , 579 E, Sanborn .St.,
and Superior Heating & Roofl%:t dollar volume $4 .7 i5 ,:n0 ing Co., for Georg e Serwa , 721
>
!
^r^k
Residential
780,151
W. Howard St.
Kraning 's Sales & Service , for
Commercial
449,235
Albrecht' s Super Fair , 90!) W.
Public (non5th SI ., and Merrill Peterson ,
<
Y* '
taxable )
:i,.r)l.r> ,!Hi4 1277 W. 5th SI., and Sanitary
I service
y
^
New houses
51 Plumbing & Heating Co., for
Volume same
James Drazkowski , 1173 E. Mark
date 1962
12,582,515 St.

How to Build , Buy
Or Sell Your Home
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A Tru-Plote

POLE MIRRO R

Tin' s versatile , fully adjustable
new mirror can he set up in
minutes — anywhere. All you
need is a floor and a ceilin g.
It 's a practical nnd unusual
gift for families , friends and
especially college co-eds,. And ,
all Tru-Plate mirrors come
Rift wrapped , ready for giving.
While you 're at it , you better
for yourself. )
buy two , (one
It will si^ve you a (rip t'ack to
the »tore.
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FAULTY OUTLETS SPELL
F-l-R-E! in Home or Factory
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If costs 10 little to repair worn-out , hazard*
on* outlets — let us do if today.

Enjoy safer

electrical living by bringing your wiring up-todate.

Call

us

for

free wiring

survey

and

•stimate.
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• Job and Contract Welding

• Boilor Repair Work
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f 628 Main St.

"Your Vnlspar
Color Carousel SI are "

!

55-57 W. 2nd St.
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See Us For

strip two or three feet wid«
against the wall.
After loading your roller, roll
on a strip of the same width
working from the unpainted
area into the still-wet wallside
strip. When you get to the far
side of the room , paint the area
near the wall with brush or roller and paint guard. As you roll
Paint a ceiling without a lad- along, work backward into the
der? You can do it with a long- wet edge of the previous strip.
handled roller while standing on Criss-cross your strokes to cover the area completely.
the floor if you are going to
paint the walls later , as most A WORD about painting kitchen and bathroom ceilings. Likepeople do.
First thing to do is to select ly as not , they 'll be covered with
the paint. Flat paints are pre- a coating of cooking grease and
ferred for ceilings in all rooms soap film carried there by
except kitchens and baths where steam from stove or shower.
semi-gloss enamel is recom- It's a good idea to wash the
mended because of its greater surface before painting, because
resistance to moisture vapor the oily film will interfere with
and steam. The reason for us- the adhesion of the new paint.
ing flat paint elsewhere is that If the old enamel is still shiny,
degloss it with steel wool for
it reflects light without glare.
the same reason.
NEXT COMES color. White
Be sure to use only quality
will give the greatest reflection paint , because only quality paint
of light and will make a ceil- will adhere long and well and
ing look higher. Painting the resist discoloration from smoke
ceiling of one room in a tint and fumes , advises the Nationof the wall color of the adjoin- al Paint , Varnish and Lacquer
ing room will create a ' continu- Association.
ous color scheme that will tie
two or more rooms together .
Where ceilings are high, you >*aVs\HHHHsHHHHHBkv
can reverse the above advice
and paint them in darker tones
to lower them visually.
If you do the entire job with
a roller , here are a few things
to remember:
Brush on a strip of paint
JOBIIR
OIL
around the entire perimeter of
the ceiling. Roll the first stroke
away from you. Don 't roll too
fast or you 'll splatter the paint.
352 West Second Street
I
Slow down as you reach the
PHONE 2344
I
wall. Ease into the juncti on of
wall and ceiling so as to get as
little paint as possible on the
wall.
The job will be easier and
neater if you use a ladder or
firm plank held by two ladders
m
Home Building
W
to brush on the paint near the _.¦ • Cabinet work
§
•
wall.
I
Remodeling
I
•
If you are using a latex paint
which doesn 't show lap marks,
paint a narrow strip around the
For Complete Personalized
entire perimeter of the ceiling.
Building Service Contract
'll
You fill in the center area later with your roller. If you are
using an alkyd paint , it's best
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
to work across the narrow diPhone 8-1059
mension of the ceiling. Start
304 Lake Street
in a corner and paint a narrow

You Can Paint
Ceiling From
Down on Floor

WARRANTY"- DBID
Georgt J. KamrowsKI et ux to Paint
Depot, Inc.—S*ly 31 ft. of Lot », Block
I, Plot of Sanborn'* Add. to Wlnons.
Esbern V. Johnson et ux to Richard R.
Reps et ux—Part of Lot (, Subd. of
W'/j of StC. 19 and 5«c. 3O-104-9.
Charlts R . Hallem et ux to Cnarlei
L. Schwab ef ux—Lot 1 and Ely 4 ft.
of Lot 2, Block ), Plat ot John Knopp't
Add. to Wlnons.
. Gertrude M. Phos ky to Benlamln F.
Brabblt et ux-Part of Lots 1> and 20,
Lakeside Outlots to Winona.
LeRoy B. Curran et ux to John C. Pendleton et ux—Lot 4, Block 14, Sanborn 'i
Add. to Winona .
Roman Sobeck to Alfred Sobtck—E'ly
Va of Lot 5, Block 13, Hubbard 's Add. to
Winona .
Paul F . Erdmann et ux to Winona
National and Savings Bank—E'/j of NE'4
and E'/j of SE'/4 of Sec. 30; N'/ J of NE'A
of NEV* of Sec. 31-105-6.
Alfred W. Nation et ux to Paul F.
Erdmann et ux— E'.i of NE '/ t and E'/j of
SE'/i of Sec. 30) NVi of NE'/i of NE'A
of Sec. 31-105-4.
George E. Ready et ux to Charles A.
Skemp—SW"« ot sW'i and E'/i ot SWA
of Sec. 19 105-4.
William C. E. Saehler et ux to Donald
H. Rank et ux—Ps rt of SV> of SWA ol
Sec. 13-107-8.
Residence Unlimited, Inc., to Vincent
D. Clsewskl tt ux—Lot 4, Block 1, Wincrest 1st Add.
Anna N. Sebo to Oliver H. Hartwlck—
SE'/i of Sec. 3»; SW'/i of SWV«, part of
NW'/< of SWA , Sec. 3B-106-6.
Residence Unlimited, Inc., to Edward
E. Valentine et al—Lot 13, Block 1, Wincrest First Add. to Winona.
Residence Unlimited, Inc., ' to George
R. Modieskl et ux—Lot t , Block 2, Wincrest First Add. to Winona .
Residence Unlimited, Inc., to Donald
P. Trainer et ux—Lot », Block 7, Wincrest First Add . to Winona.
Edward E. Valentine et ux to Winona
National & Savings Bank—Lot 13, Block
1, Wlncrest First .Add', to Winona.
George R. Modieskl et ux to Winona
National & Savings Bank—Lot 1, Block
2, Wlncrest First Add. to Winona.
Donald P. Tralnor et ux to Wlnone National & Savings Bank—Lot 9. Block 7,
Wlncrest First Add . to Winona .
Byron S. White et . at to Georat Peterman—Lots 24, 25 and 36, Berry 's Add.
and Lots 35 and 36, Subd . Sec. 21-107-7.
Leonard A. Slaggit et vx to James E.
Otis ef al—Lot S, Block 4, Hubbard's
Add. to Winona.
Louise Suhr to Roslyn R. Rohrer—N
40 ft. ot S . «1 ft. of Lot 1, Block 2
Chute 's Add. and Block 1)1, OP of Winona.
Valley City Rendering Co., Inc., to
Lorena Tarrant-W'/j NW' -i of NEV4, S'.j
of NEV< of NEV4 and SVJ of NE'A of
Sec. 31; W'/i of ' SE'/i of Sec. 3O-I05-6, and
E. 1 rod of SW'/i of Sec. 30-105-a, lying
5. ot road.
Frank P. Loaos to Blesam Stone Co.
—SE'A, SE'A of SW'A and all S. of highway In W 'V o f SW'A of Sec, 24; NW'A of
NW'A of Sec. 25; NVi .of NE'A of Sec.
26-107-8.
Helen M. Drier fo Margaret A. Stevenson— S'/j of Lot ,», Block 109, OP of
Winona.
Walter Neumann ef ux Jo Omar W
Neumann et ux—Lots • and 10, known as
W'/i of SW'A of Sec. 7; Lots 1-2. known
as WVi of NW'A and NW'A of SW'A 0)
Sec. 18-108-10.
David Meska et ux 1o Gertrude M.
Phosky—Lot t, Block 4 , Jenkins & Johnston 's Add. , to Winona.
' Floyd Smith Jr. et ux to George J.
Putzler et ux-N. 60 ft . of Lot 2 and
S. 15 ft . of Lot 3, Block 18, Birge'i Add.
to St . Charles. .
Fred Denzer ef ox fo Elmer A. Carney ef ux—Part , of SW'A of NWVi of Sec.
2-107-8, lying W. ot township road.
QUIT CLAIM DEED
.
Rose Wcrra et mar to P . S. Johnson
—Parcel 87Va ft. wide along S'ly shore
of "Straight Slough" by 248 ft, deep In
Govt' Lot 6, Sec. 16-107-7.
P. S. Johnson et ux to Richard A.
Werra et ux—Parcel 87 ft. wide along
S'ly shore of "Straight Slouoh" by 248
ff . deep In Gov 't Lot 6, Sec. 16-107-7.
Irvln L, Angst et ux to Florence E.
Knopick—Lots 4 and 5, Block 7, except
S. 75 ft . thereol, Wapashaw Add. to Goodview.
Florence E. Knopick et mar to Irvln L.
Angst et ux—Lots 4 and 5, Block 7, except S. 75 ft . thereof, Wapashaw Add.
fo Goodview.
Ambrose JanlkowskI et ux to Harold J.
Libera—E. 70 ft. of W. 375 ft . of S.
663 ft. of Lot 28, Subd. Sec . 20- 107-7 and
E. 70 ft. of Lots 5 and 10, Westmoreland Add. to Winona.
John O'Dea to Catherine O'Dea—Lot
9, Block 135, OP of Winona, except the
E. 89 tt. thereof .
Harold J . Libera et ux to Ambrose) J.
Janikow « kl et ux—E. 70 ft. of W . 375 ft.
ot S. 663 ft. ol Lot 28, Subd . Sec. 20-107-7
and E. 70 ft . of Lots 5 and 10, Westmoreland Add. to Winona.
Charles P. Biesani et ux to Blesam
Stone Co.-SE'A , SE'A of SW'A and all
S. of highway In W'/i of SW'A of Sec.
24; NW'A Of NW'A of Sec. 25) N'/j of
NE'.4 of Sec. 26-107-8 .
C. J. Prigge et ux fo Herman H. Matzke—S. 1 ft. of N. 39 ft. of Lot 12, Block
1. OP of Lewlston .
A. M. Kramer et ux to The City of
WJnona—Part of SE'A of NW'A, NE'/i of
SW'A of Sec. 2B-107-7!
A. M. Kramer et ux to The City of
Winona—Part of SE"4 of NWV4 and of
NE". of SW' 4 of Sec. 28-107-7 .
CONTRACT FOR DEED
Home Buyers, Inc., to Marlln J. Bublit: et ux-S . 90 (t. of E. 14 tt . of Lot
i l l and S. 90 ft. of Lot 12, Block 36,
I Hamilton's Add . to Winona.
Frank L. Spooner to Edward L. Pruka
j
! —SE '.i of NW'i, NE'A of SE'A and part
j of SW'A of NW'A and SVi of NE' /l and
1 acres In NE'A ot SW'A of Sec. 20;
I N'i ol NW'i of Sec. 28; SE'A of SW'/ <
: and of NW'4 of SE'A of Sec. 21-105-8.
PROBATE DEED
Anna Mary Land, by exec, to David
f
Meska et ux—Lot 6, Block 4, Jenkins &
I Johnston 's Add. to Winona.
LIMITED W A R R A N T Y DEED
Howard Wilt to David F. Meska et ux
1 —Lot 6, Block 4, Jenkins A Johnston 's
I Add . lo Winona .
Allen Witt cl ux to David F. Meska el
l ux—Lot 6, Block 4, Jenkins 8. Johnston's Add. to Winona.
Jean Parker to David F. Meska el
ux—Lot 6, Block 4, Jenkins 8. Johnston 's Add. to Winona.
1
Malah Kranj et a\ to David F, Meska
1
et ux Lot 6, Block 4 , Jenkins & Johnj ston ' s Add. to Winona.
Mnhle G. Schotl et mar to David F.
: Meska et ux Lot 6, Block 4, Jenkins 8,
Johnston 's Arid, to Winona.
Albenus Pfclffer et ux to David F.
Me',k) et ux- Lot i , Block 4, Jenkins 8,
Johnsfon 's Add. fo Winona.
PATENT
!
i
United Stales to John T. C r o s s - E' i
[ o f NW' . nnd N W ' < of N W ' i ol Sec. 26101) 9.
!
United Slates to George Trowbrldrie -'. N' j ol SW' 4 and NW' 4 of SE"( ol Sec.
I 19 105 R .
United Sl.ites to Townsend Carpenter I
I N K' 4 of NE'A and NW'A of NE"4 and
E' j ol N W'4 of Sec , 1B-1067.
ASSIGNMENT OF
1
CONTRACT FOR DEED
I
Clinrliv , (V nicwin; et ux lo Blcsnn/
I Stone Co, -SEX SE'A of SW' 4 and all
I S . of highway In W'<a of SW'A of Sec .
24; N W 4 ot NW 'i of Sec. 2J; N'i of
I N U ' 4 of Sec. 26-107-8.

Our Specialized Service*
Alto Include:

WINONA PAINT
& GLASS CO.
We Deliver

Building in Winona

Property Transfers
In Winona County
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Phone 3652
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& STEEL CO.
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W
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109 C«m»«r St.
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Winona State College Jazz
Band Plays First Concert

Rebekahs Get
50-Star Flag
As Memoriam

MR. and MRS. C. E.
Klein, Cochrane, Wis., announce the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Joan
Margaret Klein, to John
Stevens George, nephew of
Mr. and Mrs. William Sonnberger , Eau Claire, Wis.
The wedding will be Dec.
28 at Immaculate Concept. i o n
Catholic Church.
Fountain City. Wis. Miss
Klein is a graduate of Cochrane-Fountain City High
School and attended Wisconsin State College at Eau
Claire one year. Her fiance
is a graduate of Regis High
School and SWC, Eau Claire.
He is an officer in the Air
Force and will start pilot
Gaining at Valdosta , Ga., in
JanuaryCHRISTMAS CONCERT
EYOTA, Minn . (Special ) —
The .dates have been set for the
Christmas concert of DoverEyota High School. It will be
given Dec. 16 for the high
school audience and on Dec. 18
for the elementary department.
Announcement has been made
that Ernest Markham was the
lucky person who won the Shetland pony colt at the school
carnival Friday evening.

GET
WINDOW
MATERIALS

The formal presentation of a
!50-star flag to Wenonah Rebei kah Lodge in memory of the
j late Leo E. Reszka took place
: Saturday evening at the Odd
I Fellows Temple at a ceremony
i attended by both Rebekah
Lodge and Odd Fellows Lodge
members and their spouses.
Mr. Reszka was a Spanish War
veteran who died Oct. 12. 1933.
in St. Paul.
The flag was presented by
, Mr. and Mrs. John O'Choa and
their Georgetown ( Calif. ) Rebekah Lodge 64 in memory of
Mrs. Choa 's uncle. Representing the California couple at
. the ceremony were Donald Siegler of the Grand Lodge of Minnesota , and J. A. Millar , past
grand secretary, both of Red
Wing.

WINONANS VACATION — Enjoying a
reception given by the Bahamas Development Board in the gardens of Nassau's
Royal Victoria Hotel in Nassau , Bahamas,
are (left to right ) T. Charles Green of the
Winona Travel Agency, Mrs; Denis Hick-

STOCKTON , Minn. — Stockton PTA will hold a public card
party Saturday at 8 p.m. at the
first parBy FRANK UHLIG
j Appearing with the big band , school . It will be the
three.
of
a
series
of
ty
Daily News Staff Writer
] were Bob Schuh, playing "Ciri'!
Schafskopf , 500. and canasta
New faces in the ranks and ; Biri Bin" as a trumpet solo, will be played. Attendance and
the cohesive effect of consistent j and Linda Heyer, who sang I cash prizes will be awarded.
rehearsals characterized the Wi- "Linda" and "Take Me Out to I Lunch will be served. The comI mittee in charge includes the
nona State College jazz band in the Ball Game."
Meyer , Alvui
its first public outing of the sea- ASIDE FROM Director Hey- j Mmes. Harold
Burfeind , and John , Lawrence
son Sunday night.
{ er's traditional tour de force and Jack Oevering.
A goodly crowd of Somsen through the family of reed in- ; Tickets may he purchased
Hall concertgoei -. was generous j struments, solo bits were pro- j from the school children or at
vided by Gary Urness, trumpet, ;
with applause for Director Fred and Orrin Hager, trombone. ; the door.
Heyer's Customary
format Hager's no-nonsehse pacing of j
which calls up old standards , i the section from his first chair |ITU AUXILIARY
new pops and surprise guests. | made the trombones an out- | The Auxiliary to the Inter[
, national Typographical Union
WHILE THE large ensemble standing part of the ensemble ! 196 will meet at 8 p.m. today
slid rather easily down its well although dynamics and balance at the home of Mrs. James
greased groove, much of the ' throughout the band were gen- 1 Kubicek , Bluff Siding, Wis.
program 's excitement was pro- i erally better than adequate.
was the nearest thing to
HONORED
vided by small units. Vocals by anThis
all-student band Heyer has i YAKIMA GUEST
j
Mrs. Alice Scharlow , Roches- fielded in two years and , as 1 Mrs. Fred Felsted entertainter, backed up by an impromp- i such, gives promise of better ed friends at her home. 319
tu group, vere among the high j things. As the footb all coaches j Hamilton St., recently in honor
points of the evening. Her ver- say when the letterrnen gradu- of Mrs. Max Miller, Yakima,
sions of "I Only Have Eyes for ate, this is a building year. The j Wash., who is visiting her
You" and "Down by the River- next concert should be even bet- j! mother , Mrs. E d wa r d Volside" were supported by Fred ter.
' brecht. Gilmore Ave.
i

man ; Mrs. Green, and Mr. Hickman, president of the Royal Victoria Hotel. Travel
Agents, who are members of the Associated
Independent Agencies, visited the Bahamas
capital for a five-day familiarization tour.
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MILTON Knutson made the
official presentation , and Mrs.
W. K. Wheeler, noble grand of
the local lodge , accepted the
gift.
A tribute to the flag was given by Mr. Knutson, followed by
the Pledge of Allegiance and
the singing of the National Anthem in unison. Mrs. B. R.
Wandsnider was program chairman.
After the ceremony , cards
were played and a song fest
was held.

Kphnh:
—--,

trumpet; Doug Wood, trombone ; Dave Heyer, drums; and
Ralph Benicke, bass.
Modern jazz renditions of "Did
It Rain " and an unorthodox 5-4
I tempo bit were intermission of\ ferihgs by three Winona Senior
j High School bandsmen. MemI bers of the trio were Dave ' HeyI er, piano : John , Durfey, bass;
and Jay Epstein drums.

Books to Be Top ic
Of Chapter Meeting

LUNCH WAS served by
Mmes. Paul Griesel Sr.. E. E.
Porter and Miss Ruth Miller .
At a recent meeting of the
Rebekahs new officers were
elected. Mrs. Milton Reed is
noble grand, to succeed Mrs.
Wheeler; Miss Miller , vice
grand; Mrs . Wandsnider , secretary, and Mrs. Porter , treasurer.

Stockton PTA t9
Give Card Partes

i It's the

(^ / / /

mm

¦ Winona Teresan Chapter will
meet at 8 p.m. Thursday at the
Tea House, College of Saint Teresa. A member of the faculty
will discuss current books and
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Goplin
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Goetzinger
I publications. A dessert will be
(Oa vU nhotftl
(Armstrong photo)
|
'
served.
Since the meeting will be
Anita Olive Ols on , ception was held in the church
WINONA HOTEL
guest night , visitors are welcome to attend , a member of j
James Goplin Wed parlors for 250 guests.
Tuesday, Nov. 12 Mrs. 1:30-5:00 P.M.
the group said.
ASSISTING were Mmes. Anna
or write:
A tour of the Book Fair at j
, Raul Suarez, Ruth !
In Blair Ceremony . Weidemann
Sonotone of Rochester, R. G. Aronhalt, Mgr.
\ Saint Teresa Hall will follow the I
' Reeves, Richard Toraason , El- \
! meeting and guests will be able
Progressive Dinner
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)—First \ wood Knutson , Larry Hammer- )
Zumbro Hotel, Rochester, Minn.
!
, EITZEN, Minn. — ¦ Miss Joan to purchase books from the
¦
i
!
stad
,
James
Breska
,
Reuben
I
Lutheran
Church
of
Blair
was
Featured Indian Dish
i large and varied selection.
!
the setting for the marriage of Benedict , Oscar Hovre, Herbert j! Kathleen B u n g e, Rochester ,
! Stone and Ernest Borreson and i daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ElBeta Delta Chapter , Beta Miss Anita Olive Olson and the Misses Nancy Thompson, jj
Sigma Phi held a progressive James Dale Goplin Saturday : Sally Thompson , Diane Tor- 1 rner Bunge, Eitzen , and Bert
dinner Thursday evening. It evening. The Rev . K. M. Ur- • aason , Linda Reeves and Rose-i Goetzinger , Rochester , son of
(
began at the home of Miss Lumary Jacobson.
j Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Goetzinger ,
cille Dolan. The main course, berg officiated.
;
the mother of the bride at- Brownsville, Minn., were united
"chicken curry," prepared by The bride is the daughter of tended in a royal-blue organza !1 in marriage Nov. 2 by the Rev?
Mirza Saud Ahmed, a native of j Mr. and Mrs. Agnus Olson, dress and matching hat. The jI Mel Graupmann at St. Luke 's
. India , was served at the home Blair , and the groom is the son ' bridegroom 's mother wore a !! United . Church of Christ , Eitof Mrs. James: Werra where of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gop- ¦ dark figured dress. Both had ¦ zen.
dessert was also served.
Mrs. Walter Gensmer, Calej corsages of white carnations:
, rural Osseo.
Mrs. R. A. Gillem, a transfer lin
i The couple will live on the donia , organist , accompanied
from Owatonna , was a guest, i MISS CHERYL Halverson , l farm of his parents.
' Melvin Miller Brownsville, soloist.
Rochester, was soloist and Mrs.
THE BRIDE attended Blair j
K. M. Urberg , organist.
The bride , given in marriage : High School and nurses train- j THE BRIDE , given In maring school at Marshfield and riage by her father , wore a
by her father , wore a floorWinona.
Prior to her marriage rose patterned brocaded gown
length gown of /silk organza
she
was
employed at St. Jo- with a bateau neckline and fit- i BHHLflHHpHHIHHHHHHiiniHHHHi^^
over taffeta , with, a basque bo- seph 's
Hospital
, Arcadia.
ted bodice and a full skirt with
dice, sweetheart neckline and
¦ '
The bridegroom
attended controlled front panel and chalong sleeves. Lace sequins and
. .. . exceeds all previous achievements in the re-creation,
; Osseo, Wis., High School and j pel train . She wore a peau pill
seed pearls accented the neckfor a short tim e was employed ! box hat trimmed with pearls and
of sound. The Astro-Sonic has such vast tonal dimension, it can
line and waistline. A bustle bow
at Larson Lumber Co., White- crystal and a bouffant silk ilwhisper or thunder the full beauty of music—from the subtlest
with appliqued lace and sequins hall.
lusion veil and carried a casfell into a chapel train.
¦
flute passage to the majestic crescendpsof a great symphony!
cade of pink sensation roses
Her veil of illusion was held
and stephanotis with ivy and
by a crown of pearls and she Galesville Legion
I pearls
entwined.
carried a cascade bouquet of
* ha m a g n i f i c e n t
Q^ J&m
Miss Jean Bunge, Rochester ,
white roses and carnations cen- Auxiliar y to Meet
the bride 's twin sister, was
tered with red Sweetheart
GALESVILLE , Wis. (Special)
maid
of honor and the groom 's
roses.
—The American Legion Auxilsister,
Miss Joan Goetzinger ,
iary
will
meet
in the Issac
MISS LILLIAN Olson, ArcaBrownsville,
and Miss Doris
dia , Wis., sister of the bride , I Clark room of the Bank of Fellows, Rochester, were bridesGalesville
on
Wednesday
at 8
Your choice
There Must Be An was maid of honor and Miss p.m.
I maids. Debra Bunge , daughter Bil l
Sharon Hardie , Eau Claire, was
,
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Bunge
Members who have not do- ,
of five
beautiful
fr- ,#% ^% u\
bridesmaid.
I
• I
f\
<Tk
ff l i
"™^mmm
1 ' S>
am C
*^% I I
^ M km ^a\ #^
nated
to the Veteran 's Christ- ! Spring Grove, was flower girl.
They wore peacock-blue bro- ,
>
The attendants wore French
furniture styles
N tf U V^ ^
li
i I
caded taffeta gowns, designed mas gift shop can bring items ', and royal-blue satin, streetto
the
meeting.
The
gifts
will
'
with short sleeves , scoop neckThere is! But don 't wai t until
be sent to Wood Veteran 's hos- length dresses in a bell silhoulines and modified full skirls. pital Friday.
you need snowshoes to do the
ette, featuring cutaway panels
They wore matching pillbox
job. Fix yourself some low-cost
This is the last ni ght of the on the skirts , and matching
hats and veils and carried bou- membership
storm windows NOW! Pick up
attendan ce contest. satin crowns with short veils.
quets of white carnations.
a few Warp 's. EASY-ON Storm
Hostesses will be Mmes. Art They carried cascades of white
Best man was Larry Hani - Kindschy,
Window Kits and tack 'em tip
James Stell pflug, and mums and shaded blue nets .
merstar) , Whitehall , Wis.; and John
while the Licking's still rasv.
The flower girl wore a white
Williamson. Sr .
Each EASY-O.N Kit contains
Richard Toiaason , Blair , was The Rowles-McBride Legion sation dress with royal-blue
clear plastic , molding St ntuta.
groomsman. Ushers were Dean members will meet in the club sash and a satin crown.
E v e r y t h i n g for n complet a
Anderson , Hampshire . 111., and room of the Curling Rink on
iitorm window. Best of nil . . .
Elwood Knutson , Kenosha , Wis. the same evening. All member- KKITII G O K T 7, I N C. E R,
only 30< nt your local dealer.
Following the ceremony a re- ships will be gathered j n prepa- ! Brownsville , was his brother 's
ration for the annual member- : best man and John Winslow and
ship aerial round-up. Member- ; A r n o l d Ideker , Brownsville ,
ship cards from nil over Wis- groomsmen. Ringbearer was
consin will be flown to Sheboy- .l ames Bunge, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Bunge , Spring
gan Sunday .
Grove. Ushers were the bride's
.MINNESOTA CUV PTA
! brother , Robert Bunge , Spring
Minnesota City PTA will hold Grove, and Howard Ideker ,
open house at 8 p.m. Tuesday Brownsville.
in the- school gym. A report of
A wedding reception followed
the state convention will be giv- the ceremony in the church soen. Hostesses will he Mmes. cial rooms.
Russell Church , Howard VolThe bride and groom attended
knrl iind Maynard Christenson.
Greater Stereo and FM/AM Radio performance... more undistorted audio
Caledonia High School. The
bride
was
power... ten times the efficiency of a tube set— You must hear it to believe
a medical secretary
TRINITY GUILD
Goodview Trinity Lutheran at Mayo Clinic , Rochester. The
it! Magnavox solid state circuitry eliminates a[l tubes and componentGuild will meet at 8 p.m. Tues- groom is a meat cutter at
go i ng hnrcfoo' ! A>>d ov»»
RI.ACK
damaging heat , the cause of most failures. It is so reliable the parts are
^k.
day at the church. Mrs. Jacob Erdmnn 's Super Market , KnsPielmcicr will demonstrate the osn. They at e making I heir ,
guaranteed five years. Magnificent features include: Stereo FM and FM/AM
making of Christmas wreaths. home at the Covered Wagon
Radio-no tubes. Powerful Stereo Amplifier-no tubes. Two high-efficiency
Members are to bring their Trailer Court , Rochester.
mite box offerings. Hostesses An open house shower was
12" woofers plus two exclusive 1000 cycle exponential treble horns for
will be Mmes . Richard Burmeis- held at Eitzen Community Cen- I
purest
bass , mid-ra nge and treble tones. The fabulous Micromatic Player
|
ter and David Ponath.
ter Oct. 12.

S0N0T0NE HEARING CENTER

Goetzinger-Bunge
Vows Exchanged
At Eitzen Church
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in our unlined
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ENDS TONIGHT!
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• POULTRY • HAMS • HANDMADE QUILTS
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i St. Casimir's Church Hall
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lets your records last a lifetime-the Diamond Stylus is guaranteed 10years .
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Hardt's Music Store
116-118 East 3rd S».

Winona

Thompson
Trial in
Recess

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
murder trial of T. Eugene
Thompson, St. Paul attorney accused of plotting the slaying of
his wife, was in recess today
for the Veterans Day holiday.
The trial, recessed Friday afternoon, will resume Tuesday
morning.
Testimony began last week ,
insurance people telling of policies totaling $1,055,000 taken out
by Thompson on the life of his
wife, Carol, 34.
In his opening statement,
prosecutor William Randall alleged Thompson masterminded
the beating - stabbing death to
gain the insurance money and to
be free to marry another woman, the defendant's former
secretary.
Randall is expected Tuesday
to take up testimony concerning
the fatal attack on Mrs. Thompson in her fashionable St. Paul
home March 6.

Boy Swallows
Toy Pellet

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
small plastic bullet he inhaled
sent a 7-year-old Pine River ,
Minn., boy to University Hospitals here for an emergency operation.
Dale Knutson was recovering
today after the harrowing experience that began Saturday afternoon as he was playing at
home with brothers and sisters.
After Dale, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Knutson,
swallowed the toy pellet, he began choking. His parents rushed
him to a Pine River clinic,
where a doctor cut an opening
to the windpipe to restore his
breathing.
Dale was taken by ambulance
to St. Joseph 's Hospital in
Brainerd and a specialist from
St. Cloud was flown there. He
could not dislodge the bullet ,
which was in one : of the bronchial tubes, so Dale was taken
to Minneapolis, two nurses accompanying him in the ambulance.
Surgeons at University Hospitals performed a A Vt hour operation early Sunday morning and
recovered the pellet.

Legion Program
Discussed at
Lake City Meeting
LAKE CITY, Minn, (Special)
—A history of the American Legion and its programs was given at a special open meeting
at the Legion Club.
Edwin Herman, Lake City,
1st District commander; Arthur
Von Helmst, local commander,
and Eldon Steffenhagen were
speakers. Steffenhagen pointed
out how junior Legion baseball
is valuable for the boys, helping them to achieve higher
goals as it helped Dennis
Lortscher, who now is with a
major league practice team in
Florida.
The American L e g i o n is
against violence toward children, the speakers said.
Peter Martin, Boys State
delegate, and'Robert Hirik and
Bruce Carlson, who attended
Legionville, reported on their
experiences. Clyde Merrill and
Craig Halvprson discussed the
Boy Scout program.
A report on canoe trails was
given by David Bedney and
Paul Schmauss. James Peterson talked about the school patrol and Principal James Hanson, gave a brief report on the
program for American Education Week.
A prayer was said in memory of Donald Larson, who died
last Monday morning. The
meeting was that night.

Reynolds Has
$43,000 Nest
Egg for Drive

MILWAUKEE UP>-Gov. John
W. Reynolds, who says he
hasn't decided yet whether to
run for re-election , has a $43,000 campaign fund nest egg ju st
in case he does.
The amount was raised Saturday ni ght at a $50-a-plate testimonial dinner for the Democratic chief executive. Approximately 800 persons attended and
another 100 bought tickets but
did not attend , according to
progcarn director James Buckley, who provided the estimate

Fillmore County
Legion Endorse Veterinarian Builds
Austin Veteran Clinic at Galesville

LANESBORO, Minn. - Fillmore County American Legionnaires, observing Veterans Day
here Saturday night with members of the Legion Auxiliary, endorsed Ernest M. Diederich of
Austin for election next year as
state commander.
Diederich , who was present at
the dinner , now is state vice
director of membership. He is
a World War I veteran and is
a retired railroader. He is a
past district commander.
Speaker at the dinner meeting was Adolph Bremer, city
editor of the Winona Daily and
Sunday News, who discussed
how Legionnaires might fulfill
NEW GALESVILLE BUILDING
one purpose of their preamble,
"To promote peace and goodwindows of crescent glass block
will on earth!"
on either side of the door. The
Signing of the limited test-ban
building is oil heated.
treaty will result in intensified
A two-way radio contact , is
efforts in both the Soviet Unmaintained.
ion and the United States to
find common grounds of underFIRE IN BLAIR HOME
standing, he predicted. He
showed a Soviet magazine
BLAIR , Wis. (Special). — The
which delineates some of t h e
Blair-Preston volunteer fire deareas where Russians hope to
FAREWELL . . . The Rev. and Mrs.
auditorium Sunday evening. Pastor Geistpartment was called at 9:10
find a favorable reception.
Emil Geistfeld, accept a chair and a purse
feld recently resigned his pastorate here to
a.m. Saturday to the residence
Dr. Dougherty of Mrs. Ella Edwin on East
Presiding was Tilford Sera- Dr. Larson
from Norman Schellhas", right , president
accept a call to Vernon Center, Minn. More
beck , Harmony , county comBroadway to extinguish a blaze
of St. Martin 's Lutheran Church's congrethan 500 attended the farewell party. (Daily
mander. Mr. and Mrs. Donald GALESVILLE , Wis. (Special) in an electric range, caused by
gation at a farewell party at the school
News photo)
—In
the
1880s
one
Reraondino
Wangen , commander and presa short circuit. Fire Chief Agident respectively of the Lanes- built a small wooden building nus Olson reported some damas
a
cafe
in
connection
with
boro post and unit , gave the
age to the stove and smoke
Rushford ALCW Meet
welcome. Mrs. Paul Evenson , his two-story b r i c k saloon, damage to the kitchen.
which
now
is
the
city
l
ocker
Lanesboro, led community singAt Lutheran Church
ing, accompanied by her moth- plant.
GALESVILLE HOME SOLD
)
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special
er, Mrs, Walter Kruegel, Pres- The small building served as
a
barber
shop
for
most
ef
its
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
— Routine business, a program
ton , on the piano. Mrs. Wendell
long
life.
Last
summer
the
site
—The
Merlin Jacobson home
and report's were given at the
Draper was in charge of the
FOND DU LAC , Wis. W-The monthly meeting of the Rush- Three Catholic priests of the kitchen. Darrel Notham gave was sold to Dr. L. J. Larson , was sold at public auction SatGalesville veterinarian. The urday for $7,800 to Mrs. Fred
president of the Wisconsin Farm ford Lutheran Women Wednes- Winona Diocese have been hon- the table prayers.
building was torn down.
Bureau , which opens its annual day. Devotions were given by ored by Pope Paul VI , Bishop
Among those present were Last weelv the doctor and his Sobek, Taylor Falls, Wis. Now
living on a farm between Tayconvention today, charged Sun- Miss Portia Kohls. The business Edward A. Fitzgerald reports. Mrs. William Marx , Preston ,
day that the leadership of the meeting was conducted by Mrs. Named domestic prelates with county auxiliary president ; Ed assistant , Dr. James Dougher- lor and Black River Falls, Mrs.
National Farmers Organization Marvin Moran. Members were the title of "right reverend Herman , Lake City, district ty, moved into his all-modern Sobek plans to move to GalesNFO is "irresponsible. "
reminded of the Clothing Drive monsignor," were the Rev . Al- commander , and Irle Gusa , El- veterinary office and clinic. ville where she will be near the
Larson 's office , which has been Mike Filkowski family. Mrs.
banis E. Kuisle, pastor of Sa- gin , district adjutant.
Percy Hardiman of Waukesha Nov. 24-29.
cred
Heart
Church
,
Waseca
,
warned j unior Farm Bureau
Next meeting will be the third in his home several years, has Filkowski is her daughter. Mr.
Circle A presented the probeen closed .
Jacobson, Galesville postmasmembers not to buy "the pie in gram: The skit "My Father 's and the Rev. Henry F. Speck , Thursday in January .
pastor
of
St.
Joseph's
The building is 20 by 40 feet . ter, also sold household goods
,
Church
the sky program that is built World" was given by Mmes.
Owatonna.
The office and dispensary are at auction and will m ove to the
only on promises. "
Palmer Peterson , Milford Eide, The Rev. Herman L. Berrum , HIAWATHA DAIRIES
in front on entering the build- Gale Grill with his family.
"Let this outfit NFO deliver and Byron Buross. After the treasurer of the Immaculate
ETTRICK , Wis. ( Special ) - ing. The laboratory is on the Galesville Boy Scouts sold
a few of their promises before skit Mrs. Harold Anderson sang, Heart of Mary Seminary, Wi- A district meeting of the Hia- right. An examining room and lunches at the sale as part of
you give them . a second accompanied by Mrs. Lloyd nona, was named recipient of watha Valley Dairies will be storage space is at the back, their program to raise money
thought," said Hardiman. "You Humble. , .
the Benemerenti Medal , a pa- held in the basement of North plus a room with a few cages to attend the Scout Jamboree
can 't put eight years of promis- The Treasure Chests were pal award conferred for out- Bend Presbyterian C h u r c h for small animals.
at Valley Forge, Pa., next sumes in the banks. "
presented . Mrs . Herbert High- standing service.
Tuesday at 8 p.m.
The front is brick with large mer.
The NFO, Hardiman added , um explained the service pro"tends to destroy our custom- jects that the Circles had this
past year and invited the memers' image of agriculture.
Junior members held their bers of the ALCW to see the
convention in advance of the display, showing the projects.
annual meeting of the 23,000 A report of the ALCW St.
member Farm Bureau Federa- Louis Convention in August was
given with the use of slides by
tion.
Mmes. Lloyd Humble , Elvin
Humble, M. E- Foehringer, and
Marvin Moran. Mrs. Harold
Lake City Schools
Anderson won the new ALCW
Holding Open House pin. Mrs. Ward Huff read the
offering meditation.
For Education Wee k worship
Hostesses were : Mmes. RoLAKE CITY , Minn. (Special) bert Highum , chairman , Elber— A special topic has been de- ta Dubbs , Lloyd Sorom , Alfred
signated for discussion during Froiland. Jr., Marvin Manion ,
American Education Week at Ralph Hammer , George HovLake City Schools, They began land and Elvin Humble:
Molds |
with "Values of Free Man. "
m ^^g^^^^^ M
nancial Support ," and Saturday,
^Sl&L Fun! Practical!
/ -ti____
^^^ PgH^W
"makes most any- MB
" ' . f^
Today 's topic was "Learning "Goals for Tomorrow."
Plastic,
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Opportunities for All. " Tuesday
The schools will have open
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it will be "Quality Teaching"; house for parents all week. Fri^
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Wednesday, "Balanced Curri- day the American Legion Auxiculum "; Thursday , "Commun- liary will entertain the teachers
ity Resources"; Friday, "Fi- at tea at the Legion clubrooms.
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Wisconsin Farm
Bureau Meeting

John Carmody,
Troubleshooter
For FDR, Dead

WASHINGTON (AP) — John
Carmody, an administrator and
troubleshooter for President
Franklin D. Roosevelt , died in
the Washington Hosp ital Center
Sunday. He was 82.
Death was attributed to complications from a broken hip,
which he suffered Oct. 20.
In 1933 he was appointed chief
of the Civil Works Administration , forerunner of the Works
Progress Administration. Three
years later he was made head
of REA. In 1930 he became federal works administrator. He retired in 1946.
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Powe r Engineers

Leo .S.immons of (ioplier Chemical Co., Minneapolis , Minn.,
will discuss water troatment for
boilers and accessories at the
meeting t>f Chapter 4 , National
Association of Power Engineers ,
at. 7:30 p.m . Tuesday at Red
Men 's Wigwam. The 1IM14 ani " will be distributed by Arvid Peterson , Rochester , state
secretary. Operators of boilers
and heating plants are invited
to uUcnd.
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12,800 at Chicago
Masonic Breakfast
CHICAGO (AP ) - More than
12,800 Masons and their families ate breakfast in McCormick Place Sundav in what was
described by officials as the
biggest breakfast , ever served
under one roof.
Thirty dishwashers are expected to comp lete the cleanup
job at the lakefront exposition
center by Wednesday. More
than 100 chefs took five days to
prepare the second annual rededication breakfast of the Ancient , Free and Accepted Masons of Illinois.
Justice Tom Clark of the U.S.
Supreme Court was the principal .speaker.
¦
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3 Priests Get
Papal Honors

Postmaster General John Gronouski, former Wisconsin tax
commissioner, was the principal speaker, but President Kennedy sent a speech on film for
showing at the dinner .
Reynolds was described by
Gronouski as "an intellectual
who understands the practical
workings of politics."
"Nobody likes Reynolds but
the people," Gronouski added ,
The Hiawatha Valley Toast- "and the people know he's almasters Club will hold an "Old ways on their side."
Timers Night" . Wednesday .
President Kennedy said, "It
The plan of the club is to is a source of strength
to us
have as many former toast- that Wisconsin has a progresmasters as possible attend the sive governor who is attemptmeeting, which will begin at ing to do on the state level the
6 p.m. Wednesday at Hotel "Wi- same things we are trying to do
nona.
on the national level."
An evening of recognition and
Reynolds said he was "very
fellowship is planned. This also happy and grateful" for "the
will be the regular meeting of response of my friends."
the club and all present members will participate.
money
Carl Adams, Rochester , area
No
down, take
toastmaster governor , is ex^^flflHHHRB
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Vfc 111 months to pay!
pected to attend.
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Save up to 40%!
This year 's values are better than ever, Lvery
pair with built in run stops in both welt and toe.
All proportioned tor perfect fit.

-

SPURGEON'S Plain Seam
Run Guard

W ijQ C
m M Pr
„.. „
,
(Jilt Box of :UJ U2.29

Welt & Toe

SPURGEON'S Finest Seamless
Plain or micro film.
89c PrGift Box of 3 pair 2.55

®

SPURGEON'S Sheer Stretc h Seamless
Gift Box of 3 pair 2.85

jj
|
§

AGILON Stretch Seamless
Most perfect fitting hose made.

1.19 pr.

Gift Box of 3 pair 3.40

OPEN MONDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.
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Looking to Bears, Pack Nearly Forgets Vikings
Roach Leads
28-7 Victory
With Passing

GREEN BAY. Wis. (AP) —
CThat does it take to. fire up a
bunch of old pros? Just mention
Chicago Bears to the Green Bay
Packers.
"All the marbles ," said middle linebacker Ray Nitschk e
with a grin as he looked ahead
to next Sunday 's game at Chicago.
Although riding an eight-game
winning streak, the Packers
still are smarting from an opening season defeat by the Bears.
The defending National Football
League c h a m p i o n s ; want
revenge.
The Packers, a proud , spirited unit, were caught with their
sights set too far ahead, but '
settled down Sunday for a 28-7
victory over the Minnesota Vikings as John Roach fired three
touchdown passes.
That set the stage for a showdown with the Bearsfet Wrigley

STA TISTICS
First downs.
. '.
11
Rushing yardagt .
157
'
Passing yardage
. 175
Passes
17-JJ
Passes Intercepted by
0
¦.
. 4-3M
Punts
..
Fumbles lost
0
Yards penaliied
I

It*
228
14-1
2
1-48.1
3
I

Field. The two teams are tied
with 8-1 records and the Western Division title may ride on
the outcome of the renewal of
an ancient rivalry.
"We can rise to the occasion ." said fullback Jim Taylor,
although stunned by a Minnesota defense which held him to
a mere 37 yards in 18 carries.
Obviously looking ahead to
the Bears , the Packers managed only 60 yards and a 7-7
halftime standoff with the upsetminded Vikings, However, they
settled down to the business at
hand after intermission , and
piled up 304 yards in the last
two periods while extending
their winning streak.
Roach , making the most of
his substitute service, clicked
oh scoring passes of 12 yards
to Marv Fleming, 20 yards to
Boyd Dowler , and 45 yards to
Tom Moore. Zeke Bratkowski ,
obtained on waivers from Los
Angeles two weeks ago , then
took over and finished with a
10-yard payoff toss to Moore.
It was a fight until midway
through the fourth quarter ,- however , and the Vikings had the
opportunities to make things
even tougher on the Packers.
The Vikings went after the
Packers with a vengeance born
of the frustration of the near upset in the Twin Cities three
weeks previous.
Minnesota stormed 48 yards to
the Green Bay 39 only to have
the drive bog the first time they
got the ball. Then Steve Stoneb r e a k e r recovered a Tom
Moore fumble on the Packer 26.
but the Vikings blew this one
when Fran Tarkenton barely missed hittin g flanker Bobby
Reed with a certain touch down
pass.
The Vikings finally got on the
board — and led the Packers
fnr the first time in their history — when Tarkenton hit Paul
Flat ley with an 18-yard scoring
pas s before the first quarter
ended. A 62-yard pass from Tarkenton to Flatlev set that one
uri n e Minnrsotans appearrri to
he launching another drive early
in the second period , when Hank
Gremminger — t h e villai n of
the Viking near-miss last month
—intercepted a Tarkenton pass.
The Packers drove to the tying;
touch down , with Roach hitting
Fleming on the 12-yarder .
That ' s the way il stood at
halftime
The Pa ckers finall y
wore down the Viking pass defense in the second half lo win
handily.
"We stopped Taylor. " Viking
Coach Norm Van Urocklin said
stonily in the dressing roon,
"bin offensiv ely we didn ' t do
a n y t h i n g and that was the story
of the game I don ' t mean the
offensive line didn ' t do anything , either "
\ a n Brnck hn hud high praise
foi his defense "\\ e played well
enough on defense to win ,' " he
said. "Those last two touchdowns were gifls "
¦
Had (' ( ah beaten New Me xico in football lust fall , all five
eligible teams would hav e tied
for the Western Athletic Conference tit le.

TOO MUCH TEAMWORK . . . Green Bay Packer linebacker Ray
Nitschke (66 ) watches the football intended for Bob Reed (27 ) of the
Minnesota Vikings who fell trying for- the ball ( far left ) . Nitschke

grabs it as teammate Herb Adderley jumps to help (second from left).
Nitschke ducks Adderley and steps over Reed (second from right) .
Fallen Adderley trips Nitschke for no yardage on the interception of

AND CLEVELAND FELL 9-7

Winona

Schmitz Stopped Mr. Brown

Dail y
News

Sports

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS yards in the second half after
gaining 92 in the first , was
You 're Cleveland quarterback caught in the end zone.
Frank Ryan. You 're leading 7-0
Tittle completed 16 of 20 passin the third quarter, but it' s es for 261 yards before rookie
second down with the ball on Glynn Griffing took ov.ef for the
your own three-yard line.
Giants and added to the Eagles
What do you do?
miseries with a 22-yard TD toss
Sure. You give it to Jimmy to Del Shofner.
BrownWell , you . Ryan, Brown and
Coach Blanton Collier agree.
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SPORTS STANDINGS
NHL

PT
\N. \-. T.
Chicago
8
2 4
20
4 3
15
Montreal - . . . . , - « .
Toronto
4
4
1
13
Oetroil
4
4
1
13
New York
4
» 0
8
Boston
3
8 1
7
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Oetroil 3, Montreal 0.
Boston 4 , Chicago 2.
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Montreal 4, New York 2.
Chicago 1. Toronto 3 (tie).

GF
44
43
34
2?
30
24

GA
29
37
28
33
.40
37

NBA

EASTERN

DIVISION
W. L.
Pet
./- I
1
Boston
. .
.18*
Cincinnati
8
S
.415
New York
4 . ». . .308
.273
Philadelphia
3
8
WESTERN D I V I S I O N
Los Angelei
7
3
.704
7
4
.434
St. LOUIs .
S»n Francisco
5
4
.556
Baltinvsra
3
7
.300
Detroit
2
4
.250
SUNDAY'S RESULT
Los Angeles 104, New York 79.
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Baltimore 116, Philadelphia 100.
Cincinnati lie, Detroit 109.
New York 89, San Francisco 84
Boston 113, St. Louis 91 .

GB
3
4
4
V,
Vi
4
4

Northern Intercollegiate

Final Standings
Conference
W. L. T.
Michigan Tteh
4 1 0
Bemidil
.. .
3 1 1
St. Cloud
3 2 0
Mankalo
3 1 0
Moorhead
1 J 1
WINONA
« 5 0

'
the Fran Tarkenton pass in the 4th quarter at Green Bay in Sunday s
.
Photofax)
(AP
National Football League game.

Season
W. L. T.
4 5 0
4 1 1
4 3 0
4 4 1
4 4 1
1 7 0

Minnesota Intercollegiate

Final Standings
Conference Season
W. L. W . L. T.
St John ' s
» 0 0
' °
Concordia
. ..
t 1
7 3 0
Augsburg
» 3
4 3 1
4 4 1
Hamlins
1 *
5t. Thomas
1 4
4 4 0
4 5 1
Gustavus
. . .. 1 4
Duluth
I S
1 i 0
Macaleiter
9 7
1 7
•
GAME S A T U R D A Y
Jt Thomas al SI Norbert' i (Wis ).

U.S. Hockey
Team Trimmed
To 36 Players

Pro Football
Standings

So does Pittsburgh linebacker
Bob Schmitz/wTiirdiagnosed the
p itch-out , knifed through and
slammed Brown to the ground
for a safety that propelled the
AFL
Steelers to a 9-7 victory over
EA STERN DIVISION
top
upthe
Cleveland Sunday in
W. L. T.
Pet.
LAST DITC H EFFORT . . . Detroit quarterback Earl
t
4
0
.600
. . . . ..
set on. the National Football Houston
Buffalo
J
4
1
.554
Morrall (on knees ) gets off a pass in a last ditch attempt
League program.
5
5 0
Boston
. .. .
.500
as he is hauled down from behind by Baltimore tackle Jim
3
5
1
.375
"Ryan had one chance to call New YorkWESTERN DIVISION
(
)
Colvin obscured by. ref eree . The pass was complete to Jim
'
1
0
.778
7
the play, " said Collier. "I think San Diego
Gibbons for 19 yards. (AP Photofax ) .
6
4
0
.too
it was called right . You should Oakland
Denver
3
i
1
.250
.250
be able to execute a play any- Kansas City
2
« - 1
FRIDAY'S RESULT
where on the field. "
Oakland
22,
Kansas
City
7.
FRANK BEARD - THE WINNER
SATURDAY'S RESULT
"I just got trapped in the end
Buffalo 27. Denver 17.
zone . " said Brown , "that was
SUNDAY'S RESULT5
San Diego 7, Boston 4.
all. "
Houston 31, New York V.
That was all for Cleveland ,
NFL
Pittsburgh took it from there,
EASTERN CONFERENCE
and scored the clinching touchW. L.
T.
Pet.
7
j
«
.778
down in the fourth quarter on a New York
2
»
.778
Cleveland . . . . '. . . . 7
nine-yard pass to Gary Ballman , St. Louis
3J
»
.6«l
*
5
3
7
«2J
a reserve receiver scoring his Pittsburgh
1
.250
2
6
first touchdown in two years of Philadelphia
Dallas
J
7
0
.222
PALM SPRINGS , Calif. W- which sponsors hope to make an NFL play.
.222
Washington
2
7
0
WESTERN CONFERENCE
The announced p u r p o s e of annual event, go to the Frank
GREEN
BAY
a
1
0
.««•
The loss dropped the Browns
8
1 0
.88*
Frank Sinatra 's $50 , 000 golf Sinatra Foundation , established into a first-place tie in the East- Chicago
5
0
Detroit
.44*
to aid youth groups.
¦ *?
5
»
.444
Baltimore
•
.
tournament was . to hel p needy
tern Con ference with the New MINNESOTA
¦
3
1
0
.333
0
youngsters.
York Giants , who brought their San Francisco
.373
3
7
2
7
0
.222
record to 7 2 as Y. A. Tittle Los Angeles
Already it 's helped one — the
S U N D A Y ' S RESULTS
touchdowns
in
three
passed
for
Baltimore 14. Detroit 21.
guy who got the winner ' s purse.
an easy 42-14 triumph over Phil- Chicago i, Los Angeles 0.
St. Louis 24. Washington 20
Frank Beard , an obscure. 24adel phia.
New York 42, Philadelphia 14.
year-old
Kentuckian , birdied
Chicago, GREEN BAY 28, MINNESOTA 7.
Green
Bay
and
FARGO , N.I) . i .AJM - The meanwhile , remained in a tie Pittsburgh ?, Cleveland 7.
two of his last three holes SunSan Francisco 31, Dallas 24
Northern League will operate
day, shot a two-under-par fifl and with the same six clubs in l!)fi4 , for t h e Western Division lead
with S-t records . The whole iswon the first Sinatra Invitation- Duluth - Superior , St. Cloud .
sue may be settled when the two ;
al Open by a single stroke .
Grand Forks, Aberdeen. Bis- teams meet Sunday in Chicago.
Sinatra gave him a check for marck-Mandan and Winnipeg.
The Packers broke a 7-7 tie
$9, 000,- which is $01.02 more than
Directors of the league, at in the second half as John i
Beard had won in all his pre- their annual fall meeting here
Roach passed for two of his I
vious tournaments combined.
Saturday, put off extending the three , touchdown passes and a
LOS ANGELES (AP I - The
Beard , who never entered the present 120-game season lo l:t()
28-7 victory over Minnesota. The Los Angeles Lakers tuned up
national
amateur tourname nt games until they meet again in
Rears ran into even more diffi- for a rugged road tri p by handbecause he never had enough the spring at Grand Forks.
culty , edging Los Angeles fi-0 on ing the New York Knicks a
money, hns hac-n playing prolcstwo field goals by Roger Lc- 104-79 pasting in National Bassionallv a vear.
ketball Association play Sunday
Clerc.
Jerry Sleclsmit h . who got Dodge Sportsmen
St. Louis rode three touch- night .
$4 .BOO for finishing second, isn 't
It' s a good Ihing the victory
down passes by Charley Johnexact ly up lo hi.s eyeballs in cur- To Meet Tuesday
son to a 24-20 victory over Wash- ' was no strain because , counting
rency either. Steelsmith . whose
DODGE , Wis . (S pecial ) - The ington, San Francisco 's Lamar Sunday night ' s game , the Lakwife is expectin g a second child,
Dodge
Sportsmen ' s Club will Median hit for three scoring ers will piny seven times in
ranked 50th among \'.m I'CA
hold
its
annual meeting Tues- strikes in a .'11-24 triumph over eight clays. They won 't be back
money winners with S>11 .HW.5K
day
at
H:n
o p.m. at the Club Dallas and Jim Martin ' s field on (he home court until Nov, 16.
coming into Iho Sinatra event .
goal proved the difference as! Los Angeles , now at the top
Heard ' s ViMiolo score of Ofi-72- room.
of the Western Division heap,
fi!l-('i!l- 27!! was six under par.
Officers will be elected. Cur- Baltimore edged Detroit 24-21. with a 7-!! record
, meets Detroit
Steelsmith was five under at rent offii-evs m e Harold Andre ,
A record crowd of .VI,497 at Minneapolis tonight. Detroit
70-7l-(i!i-ti!l
27ii . Dow Finstor- president ; David Iloesley. vice I limed out at Pittsb urgh for the is 2-0.
Wiild and Mason Rudolph fin- prisedent ; Mrs. Lambert Tulius , St ce Iocs -Browns clash. CleveSaturday night 's action saw
ished at 2«0 and won $2, 11(11) each treasurer; Richard Tulius , sec- land scored first , moving ahead Cincinnati take Detroit 1 18-109 ;
and Al (ieibcrger picked up retary, and Lambert Lilla , di- 7-0 in the second period when ' Baltimore down Philade l
phia
$2 ,MO with a 2K2 . Onl y 10 play- rector. Holdover direct ors are Ryan fired a four-yard touch- llfi-100 ; Roston beat St. Louis
ers finis hed under even-par-2H4. Leonard
Kulas
and
.lames down pass to Gary Collins . Thnn ' 11.')-!)! anil New York edge San
Proceeds of I he tournament. Wicka.
Brow n , who was held to eight Francisco ii!)-fl<1

Sinatra Meet Aids
NeedyYoungster

Northern League
To Have 6 Teams

Lakers ROIDD in
Road Tuneup

SOUTH ST. PAUL < A P i Coach Eddie Jeremiah of the
United States Olympics hockey
team Sunday trimmed his sound
to ,'Jfi players. The ,'ffi include 21
candidates from the western
tryout camp here, plus 15 from
the eastern training sessions in
Boston
The western group comprises
two goalies, six defensemen and
l.'i forwards. Nineteen of the
western players are from Minnesota. Michigan and Wisconsin
each contributed one ,
The ;ifi candidates will work
out twice dail y here , starting
today , Anot her cut will be made ONLY
UNBEATEN MAJOR COLLEGE TEAM
Nov . 11!, ' after east-west inlrasquad Ramos in South SI. Paul
on Nov lfi and in St Paul on
Now 17
The Olympians ' first domestic
game will be Now 22 at Rochester . Minn. The sqiiiid leaves
Hy Tt :i> M K I L H
.scared" of the Texas Christia n rushing a g a i n s t Bay lor and
for Kurope on Jan. :t ,
Associated Press Sports Writ er Horned Frogs who play the
showed a "killer instinct " in
Oh, those things college foot - Longhor U s this Saturday. In a
ball coaches say before a game. similar situation in I%1 the rushing Don Trull, the nation 's
Dan-ell Jfoyai , coach of the Horned Frogs pulle d a ti t) upset leading thrower , whenever he
country ' s top r » n k e d Texas and knocke d Texas out of the faded hack to pass.
Loiighoi ns , s.iilf^ti etore the May- No I ranking in The Associated
Trull did ' comp lete H» of ,(!l for
Get the
lor game Saturday "1 just don 't Press poll
201
yards , but he was hurried
Conj
olidrttel
fldvfl
ntngj
of onl y one place to ' know it we luck the killer
jjX V-rfj^^
inon
most
every throw. And he
"I
lliink
t
hat
v
ictory
will
hel
p
fl
one payment each month. Present payment!
stinct or what , but h y not scor*v
X^, P V—an'y
suffered a vital interception in
Texas
Christian
"
,
this
time
reduced
.as
much
AI
,
or
50'
more—have more money
ing in I lie second half we ' ve had
A.
/ .^fl
the last 2!i seconds when Duke
// from oach p*y cheefc.
lo sweat out sonic games we ltoy.il said in expanding on Ins Carlisle , the Texas QU , grabbed
You can alio get additional
2^^
"I am scared" theme, "Winning
1)
thought we had wrapped up. "
necessary. Other loam
for up to $2 ,500 or more
3\/rVv/ .X c^'h
the bull out of the hands of llaywith liberal repayment terms
long
KcMilt
The l.ongliorns tal- one like that makes you confi- lor ' s Lawrence FJkins in the
5i^—T^
at
as 34 months,,
dent
that
you
can
do
il
"
again.
lied in the second half to beat
end /one.
awhW Come In or phone today for full information.
Baylor 7 0 for thei r eighth Perhaps , but TCU lost to Lou2)
1-14.
isiana
Stale
Saturday
straight victory They became
Mississippi State toppled fifththe country ' s onl y major unOne Ihing at least seems cer- ranked Auburn from the unbeatbc itten, untied t e a m as Prince- tain. Royal will stick to his en, unt ied ranks on Justin Canton and Aub urn fell by the way- "three yards and a cloud ol zale ' s :il>-yard field goal with 22
166 Walnut , Winona
Phono 8-2976
side.
dust " style of play. The Long- seconds left , I .1-10. Harvard
Now Hovul t> ii\ s "I niii stilt horns ground out 242 , yards by spoiled Princeton 's perfect slate

MINNESOTA Loan and Thrift

Texas Ends 2nd-HaIf Drought
with n 21-7 upset .
Illinois and Ohio State , ranked
in the Top Ten, also took it on
the chin. Illinois, No. 2. went
down before Michigan, 14-11, and
Ohio Slate , No. 10, fell before
Penn Slate ' s Nittany Lions , 10-7 ,
on a 2:i-y«rd field goal by Hon
Coates ,
The others in the top ten won
impressively. Mississi pp i , No. :i,
trampled Tampa 4Ml; Navy No,
4 , crushed Maryland 42-7 ; Oklahoma , No. (i , whi pped Iowa
State 24-14; Pitt , No . II , walloped
Notre Dame 27-7; and Michigan
State. No. 9, blanked Purdue
2;i-0, to take the lead in the race
for the Big Ten title and the
Hose Bowl, Alabama , No. 7, had
nn open diUe.

The Bears completely con- with a 30-yard field goal in th«
tained the Rams, holding Los first quarter and a 16-yarder ir
Angeles to 88 yards on stout de- the third.
Johnson broke the Cardinals
fensive work by Earl Leggett ,
Bob Kilcullen , Doug Atkins and team record when he connected
John Johnson . But Chicago waS j for his 18th touchdown pass, a
unable to get rolling behind er- 1 14-yarder to Sonny Randle in
ratic quarterback Billy Wade! the fourth quarter t h a t proved
and Leclerc supplied the points i decisive.

WAITING AT THE ALTA R

St. John 's Awaits
NAIA Invitation

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - St. ;(Neb. ) State or some other foa
'
University 's
football in the University of MinneJohn 's
's Memorial Stadium this
team was still sitting at the sota
Saturday afternoon .
a|jtar waiting for the bridegroom
"We 've already made arrangements with the university
|to appear this morning.
Last year , . the Johnnies were for use of the stadium, " he
i left in the lurch in a similar I said . "All that we need is the
go-ahead fr om the NAIA. We'd
situation.
and play Sat¦St. John 's has finished its like to go ahead
urday; because it will be about
regular football season with an
our last chance to use the staand the Min8-0 record,
dium. Minnesota plays at home
nesota Intercollegiate Confer- '
the following week , and after
ence championship.
late. "

that would be too

_ The Johnnies have been told
by National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics officials to
sit tight , that a bid to compete
in the NAIA' s post-season playoffs to determine a national
small college champion is certain to be offered.
Coach John Gagliardi thought
the NAIA would let the school
know Sunday. He received no
word . The NAIA headquarters
in Kansas City Was silent .
In 1962. St. John 's wound up
9-0 and waited patiently in anticipation of the NAIA bid. Instead, the organization picked
Northern State of South Dakota
to represent this region.
Gagliardi isn 't critical of the
NAIA ' s selection last year, but
he 'll be keenly disappointed if
his Johnnies are ignored again.
"1 don 't see how they can
pass us by this year ," he said
Sunday.

Some Peop le
Just Lucky

NEW YORK ( AP)-Some men
go a lifetime and never hit the
jackpot with a good race horse.
But 55-year-old Robert W. Wilson, Louisiana and Texas oilman , waited only JO years and
Dave Erb , one-time jockey , ju st
three.
Wilson, who calls Bandera ,
Tex., and New Orleans home ,
and Erb came up with the hig
one Saturday when Hurrv To
Market won $1!) 0..'!74 of the $317 ,.tfM) Garden State Stakes purse.
No horse ever won more money
in one race.
The victory at Garden State
Park was a personal triump h
for Wilson , who gave a share of
the horse to Mrs. T. Hull dr.
Gagliardi is trying to sell the after taking him out of the li)B2
NAIA on the idea of matching Keeneland sum mer auction for
St. John ' s against Kearney $15,500.
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Michigan State
Has Inside Road
To Big 10 Title

THREE MUSKETEERS .
.. Gksorge
Bork (center) is flanked by his two ends
after setting several national passing records during his teams' 27-22 victory over
Central Michigan Saturday. At left is Hugh
. Rohrschneider (84 ) , who also set a national

CHICAGO I* — The Spar- State should falter against eithtans of Michigan state have the er Northwestern or Michigan.
inside track towards the Big i Ohio State can be the Rose
Ten championship and the cov- J Bowl representative only if it
eted Rose Bowl bid but Ohio wins the title outright. A tie
State and Illinois remain strong I with Michigan State, who like
contenders for both title and Ohio State has a six-game conthe trip.
ference schedule compared to
Michigan State's 23-0 victory seven for Illinois, would eliminate the Buckeyes for bowl conBIG TEN CONFERENCE
sideration since Ohio State went
W. L. T. •>*».
after the 1957 season .
Michigan Stat*
I .M*
4

record, for receptions with 183. At right is
Gary Stearns who caught 17 of the completions Bork made in 68 attempts for 416 yards
against Central. Bork finished with 3,077
yards passing on 244 completions in 374 attempts for the season. (AP Photofax).

OLYMPIC COMMITTEE REVERSES DECISION

AAU Gains in Struggle
For Amateur Athletics

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
U.S. Olympic Committee is expected to adopt new voting rules
today that would further
Strengthen the Amateur Athletic
Union in its struggle with the
colleges, already a loser after
only one roll call vote in the
two-day proceedings.
The changes to be voted on
today would give the AAU an
even bigger margin over the
National Collegiate Athletic Association on the Olympic Committee.
The first showdown came
Sunday when the Olympic Committee reversed its board of
directors in a dispute over international baseball. It was a clear
Victory for the AAU in its battle
with the NCAA for control of
amateur sports.
Off Sunday 's show of muscle,

the AAU figures to have little
difficulty getting passage of the
voting changes. Also on today 's
agenda is an amendment permitting President Kennedy to
name three members of the
Olympic Committee's board of
directors .
The AAU represents the
United States on nine international federations. It has been
locked in a feud with the NCAA
which seeks to replace the AAU
on several federations.
The A/U-NCAA power struggle threatened to wreck U.S.
Olympic hopes in Tokyo next
year that will postpone the
fracas until after the 1964 Olympics.
The AAU-NCAA feud flared
Sunday in a vote over recommendation of the committee's
board of directors that a newly
formed federation represent the

Tension *]

United States on the International Association of Baseball
Federations.

Committee President Kenneth
L. (Tug) Wilson explained that
the board had asked that the
federation be formed because
baseball was not an Olympic
sport, He said the committee
joined the international body
only because it sent baseball
teams to the Pan American
games.
On an almost straight AAU
vs. NCAA vote , the board of directors was reversed and the
committee voted 422 to 249 to
study the matter two more
years.

ohio snta
Illinois
............
WISCONSIN .........
Michigan
I01»a
Purdua
Northwestern . . . . . . : .
Indiana
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Conservation Club
To Meet Wednesday

Helen Selke
Paces Winona
Keqlers

GUYS & DOLLS
Wcstgate
W. L.
tundown Motai
-. . 21V4 7

Fenilta - c»»iw«l . . . . . . . . . in* !•'*

Ferguson - Colbenion . . . . . 17 IJ
Emmons - Schacht
14 H
Schmltz - Lica
13 17
Relter - Mohan
nvi le'V
Peterman - Konkel
18 i»
Hutchinson - Luedlke
. 1» 2»
KINOS I QUEENS
Westgate
W. L.
<M/nit. B & M«
l
»
}» 1»
Deuce* Wild
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. . 1 4 1(
U 17
C * Sers
Troians
11V> tSVft
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16'A m%
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Athletic Club (MaKe-up)
W. L.
Wot Fish Shop
11 A
Wally's Sweethurti
I 7
(
7
¦ SMIn Oil Co.
Winona Knitters
7
I
Lantern Cats
7
I
Koehler Body Shop
s it)
SErllOR HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Hal-Rod Lanes
W. L,
Spartens
3
•
Finks
3
•
Knights
l 1
1 t
Ode's ...
Pin Smashers
s
1
Wipe Outs
o
*
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
Hal-Rod
W. L.
Alley Gators
3
t
Young Strikers
3
a
He-Cats
3
l
Powder PuMs
1
i
Plh-Ups
.. t
»
StrlkeMes
I I
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WINS ALL-EVENTS
MEXICO CITY (API - Helen
Shablis, silver-haired grandmother of four from Detroit ,
completed the United States'
victory sweep of the fifth World
Bowling Tournament Sunday by
winning the 24-game all-evenls
with a 4 ,535 total ,
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Get fix-up tash now.
Repaint, reroof , repair.
Spread the cost sonslbly.
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John Nctt Jr. was elected
captain of the 1964 Cotter
football team at A banquet
¦ held for the Cotter football
team Saturday.

Prkad os iKpvu n «jt »lr«nnna Slrrai) tompatlflvtly firirarl of fit«tt«in« Oealeri
tsml «» oil so rvtra do»lr«i Hlsploymfl »h« flrM'ona it fln.
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MARY WORTH

3-STROKE RANGE
SAN ANTONIO , Tex. (AP)There was a three-stroke range
among five players , headed by
Ruth Jessen and Kathy Whitworth , as the field moved into
the final round of the $8,500
San Antonio Civitan Women's
Open Golf Tournament today.
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Nett to Captain '64
Cotter Grid Squad

House ready for winter?
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Helen Selke bounced 190-523
for Hot Fish Shop in a makeup
round of the Ladies League at
Winona Athletic Club to top light
action on the Winona bowling
Scene over the weekend. The
Hot Fish Shop team pounded
891—2,377.
Two mixed circuits made up
the action at Westgate BOWl. In
the Kings and Queens circuit,
Nord Overland blasted 207-,501
for Double O' s, while fialph
Hardtke was toppling another
Sol to spdrk Deuces Wild to
727. Mirtn. B & H's hit 2,009.
Verna Otis topped the women
with 182-439.
In the Guys & Dolls loop,
Fred Mathison toppled 577 for
Sundown Motel , and Rich Moham nailed 220 for Relter-Moham. Fenske - Cisewski took
team honors With 744-^2,107. Leona Lubinski ripped 51)0.
In the two Senior High School
leagues at Hal-Rod Lane*,, Bev
Biltgen rapped 189-503 to lead
Alley Gaters to 701—2.069 to
top the Girls' league. Bill Richter's 182—523 for KnighU topped Individual totals in the
Boys' loop. Finks hit 6811-1,074.
Bob Foster ripped 603.

APARTMENT 3-G

DETROIT (AP) - Gordie
Howe and the Detroit Red
Wings ended two long weeks of
frustration Sunday when the
All-Star right winger scored a
record-setting 545th career goal
in a 3-0 National Hockey League
victory over Montreal .
Howe's goal , the third scored
in the second period by the Red
Wings, came with Detroit's
Alex Faulkner in the penalty
box. The crowd of 15,027 rose to
its feet when the red light went
on behind Montreal goalie Charlie Hodge and gave Howe a seven minute ovation .
The goal broke the record of
Montreal's Maurice (The Rocket) Richard , who had 544 in 18
NHL seasons. Howe currently is
in his 18th season .
Howe tied Richard' s mark
two weeks ago against the Canadiens. Since that time , the Red
Wings were able to win only one
of five games—that a 1-0 triumph over New York last
Thursday .
While Howe was getting all of
the attention for his goal , Detroit goalie Terry Sawchuk
quietly moved into a tie for
most career shutouts (94 ) with
former Toronto and Montreal
netminder George Hainsworth.
Sawchuk also has 10 shutouts in
Stanley Cup play.
The game was one of two
played in the NHL Sunday. In
the other one, Boston ended
Chicago's 11-game unbeaten
streak with a 4-2 victory. The
last-place Bruins got 43 shots at
reserve goaltender Denis DeJordy , who was pressed into action because Glenn Hall was
sidelined with a stomach disorder.

DENNIS THE MENACE
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Michigan State's last bowl appearance came after the 1955
season when the Spartans finished second to Ohio State which
had gone to the bowl the . previous season. Big Ten teams
cannot
make successive bowl
over Purdue left the Spartans
in the position of needing only appearances.
a victory over Illinois Nov. 16 All the other teams have been
to gain at least a share of the eliminated from bowl and title
title and represent' the Big Ten considerations. Iowa defeated
ift Pasadena New Year's Day. Minnesota 27-13 Saturday and
j Indiana came up with a 20-15
M i c h i g a n State took the decision over Oregon State givleague lead with a 4-0-1 record inr the Hoosiers a three-game
while Illinois fumbled away its streak, their longest since 1958.
glorious Opportunity in a 14-8 Saturday 's schedule finds Illiloss to Michigan. Ohio State nois at Wisconsin , Iowa at Michdropped a 10-7 decision to Penn igan , Minnesota at Purdue ,
State but is still undefeated in Northwestern at Ohio State, Inthe conference With a 3-0-1 rec- diana at Oregon and Notre
ord. Illinois is third with a 3-1-1 Dame, hubled by Pitt 27-7, will
be at Michigan State.
mark .
Michigan State plays Notre 1 The season winds up the folDame Saturday and conceivab- ! lowing Saturday with Illinois at
ly could Wrap up matters should Michigan State , Ohio State at
'Ohio State and Illinois both lose. Michigan, Purdue at Indiana ,
The Buckeyes take on danger- |Wisconsin at Minnesota and Noous Northwestern and Illinois tre Dame at Iowa.
will be at Wisconsin . The Badgers broke a two-game losing
streak with a 17-14 victory over
Northwestern.
One more defeat in the final
two gamea will eliminate IlliMONDOVI , Wis. ( Special )
nois from all title consideration. ¦ ¦— The Mondov i Conservation
However , if Illinois defeats both Club will meet Wednesday at
Wisconsin and MSU* the Illini 8 p.m. at the Legion Club
could possibly win title if Ohio rooms.
The postponed election of
officers will be held. All members are urged to pay their
1964 dues.
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Howe Finally
Sets Record
With No. 545
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STRICTLY BU SINES S

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

!

81 Houses for Sal*

«3 Wanted tc Buy

99 Wanttd—Real Eitaf

102

i Cap* SMALL FARM wented, near Wlnone,
t-lfJs. WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON t METAL BY OWNER—Exceptionally nlc«
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
Cod style home. 3 bedrooms, bath and
Stockton. St. Cherles, or some ottier
DRY BIRCH—cut for your fireplace, any
Iron, metais, hides, wool and raw fur.
a half, newly carpeted, full basement,
town. If Interested write D-94 Dally
amount,, reasonable. Will deliver. Ralph
News,
2-car
garage
and
well-landscaped
yard.
2H
W,
2nd
Tel. 1067
Hatter, Mlnneltke, Minn,
Tel. 6464 for appointment. Will take "
Closed Saturdays
~
~
WILL
PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICE!
SLAB WOOD
contract for deed or mortgage.
FOR VOUR CITY PROPERTY
~
Dry slabs, fit per lead.
room for exTWO
BEDROOM
HOME
•reen slabs, 114 per load.
pansion, full basement, carpeted living,
Delivered In Winona.
oil heaf , breezeway, attached garage,
(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer)
BRUNKOW SAW MILL
under $16,500. Frank Weill, Rt. 1, La
Tel. 63U end 709}
P.O. Box US
Trempealeau, Wit,
T»l, 534-4314.
Crescent , Minn.
TO SELL your home, farm, buslnest or
~
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
64
ROOMS md shower bath In this
other reel estate, call
A T3
neat cottage. Electric stove and space
SPECIAL SEALY HOLLYWOOD bed ouN
heater Included. A big lot with ample
fits complete, Including
Sealy
box
garden space. On paved srteet, 1 block
W4 W . Mark
Tal. Wli
spring, mattress, legs and your choice
to bus. Choice west location. Full price
of 8 different tytlet of headboards,
$2,500. ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realton, Airplane*, Parts
103
SS9.9S. Borzyskowskl
Furniture, 30J
159 Walnut St. Tel. 4242 or after hours:
Mankato. Open evenings, Easy t'rms.
Bill Zlebell 4854, E. AIRPLANE—1944, Teylor-Creft, tandem
E.
R.
Clay
8-3737,
"
YOUR CASH DOLLAffbuys more f New
A. Abtl 3184,
L2, red and ereem, TT 784 hourt—
1J cu. ft. refrigerator, eopperlone colJfM houn ilnea enslne ma|ored, raw
GILMORE AVE,—900 block. Small home
or S139. .New turquoise sofa-bed with
fabric,
full Instrument panel, always
for couple or small family. Large lot,
matching chair 189.50. .new turquoise
nangired. Any reasonable offer ac50x380' . First clasi garden spot. Big
softa-bed $59. .new round dinette set
cepted.
Conteet Milton Jetson, Hergarage end other buildings. Immedi149. ,n*w steel bunk bed tramtt with
mony, Minn.
ate possession. t7,000.
_ ^^^__
spring 119.50. .also beautiful wall pictures and plaques plus miscellaneous
Aceattorlas,
Tlrai,
Parts
104
Items Including cocktail tables, lamps
• Tal. M21
374 W. Mark
and dishes. See these at Red Top
DRY MIXED

block

wood,

,—

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

RAW FURS

We will meet or beat all
competition. See us before
you sell.

W. STAHR

DEALERS WANTED
Schultz Fur Co.
110 Rose St.
on the Causeway
La Crosse, Wis.

White plastic bullets.
(Can use colored bulbs)

43 Steels, Nurs»ry Stock

"

ROOMS FOR MEN, with or
kltctien privileges, Tel. 4859.

FEEDER PIGS-17, 7 weeks old, caitrafed. Jim Semllng. Fountain City,
Wli, Tel. »MU7-3»75

ATTENTION corn and forage crop producers ! Now Is the time to order
your next spring eupply of quality
Haapala sieds. You can export 10%
HOLSTeiP, BULL—13 monthT~
oldTdern
Inereaie In your net profit when planthas 4 consecutive records from J50 to
ing Haapala quality seeds for all
659 fat, 3.6 test, Trl-State sired. Maryour
seed needs. This week I can
vin Passow, Alms, Wis. Tel. Cochrane
Bive you the best deal of the season .
_J48-2«1.
Look
Info
this today! No money down
PUREBRED DUROcTboar Tal. Wltoki
to order but do it today while selec80-2310 after S:30.
tion l> complete. For more Information
write, call or stop In. Herman A.
HOLSTEIN
BULLS^purebrtd, strvlctBork, Rt. 1, Fountain City, Wit. Tel.
abla age and younger from high proH-MU-7-43M,
ducing dami, popular blood lines, sired
by Plneyhlll Malorlty. The bull with 10
54
excellent! In his 3 generation pedigree. Wanted—Farm Produce
Alvln & Elmer
Simon, Altura, Minn.
_
EAR CORN-werifed. Norbert SpeltzTTeT.
"
"
"
»PR|SG ING Hoisteln <i»l<eij, from arAltura 679*.
tificial breeding. Gene Zlebell, RustiAntiques, Coins, Stamps 56
ford,_ Minn. (3 miles W. of H«rt)_
"
«bc3D WEANiD PIGS—Reasonable. Arn- ANTIQUE FURNITURE SALE, Marmold _ Fort,_ Rt., 1 , Houston. _JWIteke)_
idlers Anflquer Shop; Altura, Minn . Pur"
chased part of estate. Tables, chairs,
IHETLAND PONIES, registered; mares,
trunki,
commodes', bureaus, cupboards,
stallions, weanlings. Pat Blonell, Pepin,
brass-walnut;
electric phonobeds,
_
__ __
_ Wls. _
^_
graph, stands; frames; miscellaneous.
WHITE ARABIAN Stallion, 1 yean old.
Stored In building I want to tell or
Chester Nation, Rushford, Minn. Tel.
rent.
1*4-7»14.

Good Things to Eat

65

~
GEESE for sale. Tel. M775.

HOME grown rutabagas, SV75 per bu.
Lazy A Russet Burbank potatoes, SI .49
per 50 lbs . Winona Potato Mkt. m Mkt.

Guns, Sporting Goods

DISTRIBUTOR toTHowett 8. Blai* widow bows, complete line of archery
tackle. GILCHRIST'S, 87» W. $th. Open
week nights 'till 10.
Deer Slugs
Rifle Shells
Guns
Ammunition
Hunting Licenses
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
121 E. 2nd . St.

Household Articles

67

CLEANINGEST carpet cleaner you ever
used, so easy, too. Get Blue Lustre.
Rent electric thampooer, $1. H. Choete
a, Co.

Hardt's Music Store

For Reliable

TV or Radio Repair
Call us . . . We are your

Photofact Equipped
. Electronic Technician

"We understand your set best."

Rat and Mouse Killer
Ready made bait.

3-lb. Bag $1.89
(6 bags at S5c a lb.)

TED MAIER DRUGS

FALL
CLEARANCE
7-ton farm wagons, 72-inch
track.
$140 without, tires.
$155 with used tires.
130 bu. PTO spreader .
Overhauled Mpls. Moline
with cultivators.
1957 International 300 utility
tractor , A-l shape, fast
hitch , 3-point hookup
pulley.
40-ft . Case elevator.
Used plows.

$74 ton this month.
"Your Massey-Ferguson &
J. I. Case Dealer "

LA CRESCENT FARM
& ORCHARD SUPPLY
La Crescent , Minnesota
Tel. 895-2103

FARMERS' SPECIAL!
We have drastically reduced
the price on the popular

PAULSON
Manure Loader
Fits most popular makes ot
tractors. R e g u l a r price
mounted on your tractor is
$205.

SPECIAL OFFER

F.O.B. "Breezy A c r e s ,"
mount-lt-yourself for the low
low price of

$250

This special offer Is good
for a limited time oniy. Buy
y o u r spreader now and
save. Offer good only until
December 1, 1 963.

F. A . KRAUSE CO
"BREEZY ACRES"
South on New Highway 14-61

49

"
¦LACK DIRT—ill fop toll. Quality pilar
ontrcri a ya rd load. 17.50. MAI VER
SON BROS , Te l. 440J Of 4173.

Hay, Grain, Feed

GLASS-LINED 30-gel, gas water heaters,
with 10-ye»r warranty, as low as $44.50,

SANITARY

PLUMBING <. HEATING
Tel. 2737
148 E. 3rd St.

WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC HEATERS
/Model 14F20
Priced at low as

$13.95

Tel, 4040

J00 W. 3rd

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
We still have some left!
"Wortmore"

50

IIOOD DRY ear corn for tale . Roland
Dlekraoer , Dakota, Minn. (Nodlni)

J) I. O U gffion
FARM & GARDEN
SUPPLY
Tel. 8-3769

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

USE OUR VARIOUS
PAYMENT PLANS FOR

H. Choate & Co.
Refrigerators

72

Ed's Refrigeration & Supply
Commercial
555 E. 4th

and

Domestic
Tel. 55»

Specials at the Store

74

SPECIAL Warehouse Clearance prices on
used refrigerators and washers. Get
yours now and savel B & B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
BARGAIN OF THE MONTH I Aitor servIng carafe. Lovely flameproof utility
server can be placed directly on range
fo prepare Instant coffee, other hot
beverages . 22K gold decoration, matching candle warmer. Serves ' t. 11.88.
ROBB BROS . STORE, 576 E. 4th . Tel.
4007 .
PP.ESTONE BRAND Prima Gas Line
CarAnil-Freeze , Prevents freezing.
buretor Icing. For faster starts. 6 cam,
,
9th
a,
Mankato
II. BAMBENEK'S
^
TOY CLOSE-OUT SALEI
Wlr, lo 50':i Saving s
Shop nnd save now at SHUMSKI'S
Tel. 8-3389
58 West 3rd,

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

While It lasts!

llfi Walnut

We're fully equipped with a
SAM'S PHOTOFACT LIBRARY—the world's finest
TV-Radio service data. We
have the complete manual
covering the very set you
own—that's why we understand your set best !

REPAIR COSTS.

FIRESTONE

Anti-Freeze

33V2 % nitrate

Fertilizer, Sod

J73 E. tm St.
W« Buy - We Sell
Furniture — Antiques — Toola
and other used Itemt
Tel. 8-370?

63

Prepare Now for Ol' Man
Winter Who Will Soon
Be Here

FILL UP NOW !

75

F R I G I D A I R E electric stove , ] years old,
good condition, reasonable. 1760 W. 7th ,
Apt. C.
USED forced air oil burning furnace.
Severnl used oil burning sp nee heaters .
Quality Sheet Metal Wo rks, 7ol E. 6th.
Tel. 5792. _
"'
YOUR OLD STOVE Is worth 150 when
traded on a Quaker automatic oil heaf
er, plus expert Installations , and service
when needed. RANGE OIL BURNER
CO., 907 E. 5lh . Tel . 7479. Adolph
Mlchalowskl
Visit our dliplay room.
GAS OR OIL heaters, rnnges, water
heaters, complete Installations . Service,
parts RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907
B. 5th. Tul. 7479. Adoloh AAlchalowskl ,

Typewriters

77

¦ft Commander Coal

TYPEWRITERS
and adding machines
for sale or rent , Reasonable rates,
free delivery. Sen us fo» all your ot.
flee supplies, desks, lilei or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co , Tel. 5?22.

Four sires of America 's
finest household coal.
Large Lump, 6x3 Egg,
3x2 Range , 1" Stoker,

ONLY AT Winona Typewriter Service do
you gel a full I year service guarantee on new and used machines, (Watch
for our bio portable typewrit er sale
starting Nov. 7). WINONA T Y P E W R I T ER S E R V I C E , 161 E. 3rd.

-k Petroleum Coke
No smoke — No ash .'

-ft Mobilheat Fuel Oil
Cleans as It burns.
Berwlnd Briquets , Petroleum Briquets , Ruby - (llo
Stoker , Zeipler and Orient
S t o k e r . Dry Oak Block
Wood .

East End Coa l &
Fuel Oil Co.
001 E. fith SI.
"Where yen (j et more, heat
at lower cost. "

Washing, Ironing Much.

79

automatic washer , 135.
KEl-VINATOR
1202 VV. 4th.
"
GENE'S APPLIANCE *. TV SERVICE
1052 W. Broadway
Tel, 8-I7B7 (Karl' s Rental lervlce)
~
"
MAYTAO AND FRIG lDAiRE—Fast, ex l
perl service .
Complete stock and
parts. H. Chonti a Co Tel. 2B71.
^ ^

Wanted to Buy

"

-

'

81

USED T R A P S WANTED-muskrat, fox,
gopher etc., any site or shape , Tal,
5081 alter 6 p m.
"
'
W A N T E D SCRAP TR ON «. METAL,
COW HIDES, WOOL i RAW FURS.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
M «• W IRON AND METAL CO.
107 W, 2nd, across Spur Gas station
For Your Convenience
We Ara Now Again Open On Sets.
~
~
HIGHEST PmcES PAID
for sc rap Iron, metals, rags , hides,
raw furs and woo d

Sam Weisman & Son

INCORPORATED
440 W. Jrd

Tel. 1847

Ic fUu,v
OV ^
Tel. 2349
!|O t

-

CENTRALLY LOCATED-all modern ]
room, bath furnished apt., 1st floor,
private bath and entrance. Immediate
¦
possession. Tel. 7776,
.

Garages for Rent

Lincoln Agency, Inc.
Real Estate—Insurance

94

Houses for Rent

GRAND STREET
(A New Listing )
A nice 1-floor 2-bedroom
home with carpeted living
and dining room. Large
kitchen with built-ins. Large
backyard with white picket
fence. Cement driveway to
garage. Oil heat. Mortgage
may be assumed. A real
Veteran 's Day Special under $11,000.

95

EAST LOCATION-3 hedroom home, g«_ rage. Tel . 8-2003.
ARCADIA, Wis —Jackson St., downtown.
2-bedroom home. Adults preferred, reasonable. Write IV S. 4th St., La Crosse ,
Wis.
IN WINONA—5 rooms and bMhTpartiy
modern, garage. Well
located , bus,
schools, church. Available Dec. 5. Contact owner , 619 No. 3rd St., La Creicent, Minn . Tel, 895-2571.
~
BUFFALO CITY-for rent, completely
furnished, warm, 2 bedroom home wllh
Wood paneled Interior. Tel. Cochrane
248-2532 or write Rjlph Leahy, Coehrane. Wis.

Wanted to Rent

LOOKING FOR A HOME

96

Inquire About These—

GARAGE WANTED-vlcinlty ot 262 Walnut, Tel, 8-3766,

Bus. Property for Sale

NO Obligation

97

FOUNTAIN CITY

38th Ave. ( West)—A 1-floor

BUSINESS BUILDING, corner lot, tor
business and living quarters, downtown
location. Only 12300. Easy terms.

2-bedroom home with carpeted living room. Nice
bright kitchen and basement. Full lot. Oil heat.
Under $12,000.

Equitable Reserve Assoc.

Contact Frank West Agency, 175 Lafaysite St. Tel, 5240 or 440O after hours.

Farms, Land for Sale

98

12 AnILES, S.E. of Winona, near Pickwlck. 240 acres, good set of farm buildings, 2 car garage, spring In front
yard, all modern house. Vacant, ready
to move Into. SJD.DW). Will sell part.
Also 40 acre farm in Looney Valley,
near Houston, with machinery and cattle, 9,600. Good selection of other farm
and acreages. William Cornforth Realty. La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-2106.

Houses for Sale

99

"

Tel.

'

IF YOU WANT to buy, sell or trada
be sure to see Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
EXCHANGE, 552 E. 3rd. _
'
E. BEAUTIFUL 3-bedroom rambler l«l
cated In Goodview . 60xl5n tt . corner
lot. Large living room, dlnetle, tar< ?e
kitchen with birch cupboards . Crillnd
fan, stainless steel slove built-in. 12«14
ft. breezeway. 2-cnr garage This home
Il In a Immaculate condition. Mi^f h«
seen |o be appreciated A R T S A G E N C Y ,
Tel .
INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut St
4242 or after hours: I . R. Clay 12737, Bill Zlebell 4854, E. A. AbH 3184.
MOBILE HOME—45' , lor rent by week
or month or lake over payments. Tel.
8-3626
O. 5 ROOMS, 2 bedroom s Neat and
Lots
ot
cupclean. Large kitchen .
boards. Oil burning turnace . 50x150 II
lot. 1 block (rom Jefferson School . 3
blocks to St. Mnry 's Church and School .
1 block to city bus . Pull once 18. /no .
May be purchased wit 1' si ,000 rto.vn,
175 monthly naym '-nK Cr\li u< on !lm
bargain. ABTS AGENCY , IMC , Realtors, 15' Walnut St. T i l «¦>? or Alter
hours: E. R, CMy i .'7 .17, Bill Ziebell
_ 4B54, E. A. Abli 3lfl<

at 40th Ave.

(West) — A

l-floor

2-bed- "

West King—A 1-floor 2-bedroom home with garage.
Gas heat. Under $11,000.
WANT TO SELL YOUR

GOODVIEW - beautiful modern mobile
home, 55x10, all furnished, with utility
room. Sacrifice for quick sale
Aho
modern basemedf house, large lof, J3,950. Many other homes C Shank , Home- ,
maker 's Exchange, 552 E. Jrd.
1016—2-bedroom home.

5th Street

room home with attached
garage. Gas furnace. Utility
room. Well kept yard . Under $12,000.

BY BUILDER—3 large bedrooms, attached garage ceramic tiled shower and
bath, dining area, Formica cabinet and
vanity tops, sliding glass doors to patio,
forced air heat, laundry tubs, In new
home area, block from bus line. Tel.
9745, 8-2592 for appointment.

HOME?
(Now is the time)
We need more 3 and 4 bed- ,
room homes to satisfy the
present demand. List your
home with us for a quick
sale.

j

AFTER HOURS .

Boats, Motors, Etc.

106

FIBERGLASS doesn 't eoe. 6et a fall
price for that next sprlnj boat. WARRIOR, 3035 W. eth,;

107

GIVE A MOTORCYCLE for Christmas.
Prices start at »H0. ROBB BROS.
STORE Motorcycle shop, J7« E. 4th.
Tel. 4007.

'

LINCOLN
AGENCY

m
l
4

Lots for Sale

100

~~ ~
ON GILMORE A V E 7 - N e a r So7 B»ke7.
13.500 tfl kes this Inige lot, 30x380'. See
or coll

W . STAHR

Tt) .

^TEFFEN

~

iin

~
FOHME' B CI INic BUILDING, for sale
or k,isr «S' 140 . Elfvator, stoker hent,
Immodi rilfl
ncr nP'iny
Contnrt
ROfl
S n . O V F B , Rf nllnr, tor vhd.vi ns.

102

¦ ¦ ¦¦
jKfrv.r^/ ¦ :;¦ : ' • • , ./ ¦ , ,' . '-;( v. -r'~"?^

ONLY $15,000

for this 4-year-old .l-bcdrnom home located in the
city. Oil heat. Check ' with
us for further details.
DO YOU
like to putter around? Here
is a 1-floor , 5-room home
with shop. Has extra large
lot ond is located on Gilgiore Ave.

FOUR

bedrooms in this 7-room
home priced below $11,0IK).
On corner lot In east central location. Oil burning
hot water heat.

BEAUTIFUL LAKE

Winona can be viewed from
this large residential or
light commercial area on
Sarnia. A choice building
spot!
IDEALLY LOCATED
building lot in Sunset. Water
and sewer in and pnid. 70x
90 ft. dimensions. Selling for
less than $2,000.

y '^,

.

.

A- I

'61 Chevrolet, long wheel
base
$1295
'58 Ford Utility .... $1195
'60 Chevrolet, 1 ton
•"panel .
$1095
'57 Chevrolet, long wheel
base . . . . . . . . . . ... $795
'52 Dodge =V« ton pickup $295

_. rt/e Advertise Our

39 Years in Winona
Lincoln—Mercury—Falcon
Comet—Fairlane
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings
and Saturday p.m.
Used Cars

¦
" '" '/ . . '¦¦ ' Ir '-' ,* '

¦ ¦••¦¦
-fw ¦>¦'¦-:
n \-.y / .' f ; . v I
* </-. 'V^
:, >•+ ¦•)>" ?/?'•. •

PROS PECT
OR '' ¦

CHEVROLET— 1957 4-door Tedan, radio,
heater, V-B with standard transmission. Here Is the kind of car that
you have been looking for , perfect in
every way. Only S795. Don 's Auto Sales,
165 E. 2nd , Open evenings.
MERCURY -1954 , Monterey, 2-door hardtop, winterized; radio, heater, overdrive , carpetinq, whitewalls. May b«
seen at 550 E. 10th. Tel. 7119 . Best
offer.
_.
_
RAMBl.ER-1961 American 4-door Station
Wagon, 6-cylinder, automatic transmission, radio, healer. II you want one
that Is lust like new , look this one
.over . Special , only S995. Don> Auto
Sales, 145 E. 5nd . Open evenings.

FORD-1963, 3(10, 2-door. radio, heafer
and other extras. 7,000 actual miles ,
HrP new. Will jell cheap, also finance.
Milton Jetson, Harmony, Minn.
COMET— 1961
ti - n : t f . -

for quick
Lnne.

4-door
sale.

sedan,

Inquire

Do you want to ".SKJ.I,"
your property or do you
want to conduct a sightKeciii R tour through your
home? If it' s the latter
YOU handle It. Hut if you
w.'int it sold quickly, quietly and with the least amount
of inconvenience , consult
us . We would appreciate
the opportunity to talk this
over with you—

This car Is NF. W IN E V E R Y W A Y I
If you want a ne.v Ta r yet can 't
ot nte afford an all new one , then
this is <r\f car (or you.

NYSTROM 'S
( ).r y\\i * T ¦ rjymouifi
Open /Vondiiy ¦ f-' f' idrty NMn

SAV E NOW ON THIS
:1963
PONT IAC

We are LARGE enough to
serve you , AND small
ENOUGH TO KNOW YOU!
RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J. Harlert . . . M r.?
Mary Laucr . . 4 r>2S
Jerry Ilerlhe . . . 8-2377
Philip A. Raumnnn . . 9540

{' '< •! . / I j / f i V/ tj ;))
yj -.t- rJ
, / ,U /v t»,
$>U
/
< ,* *.a,i«i4iW(

Tel. 2849

V

WALZ

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC
Open Mon., Fri. Nltes
Auction Sales

1960 Falcon 4-door, 6-cylinder, standard transmission and heater.
*
1959 Country Sedan, V8 motor with standard transmission, radio and heater.
1959 Custom 300, 4-door, V8
m o t o r with automatic
transmission, radio and
heater.

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONHR, Clfy and ifttt Uoantat
i
n
d
bendid.
IS Llbtrty St. (C«mtr
,
E, Ith ind tlb«rty). T«l. 4HO,

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales .
Evtfrtt J. Kohntr
I5» Walnut
U718, arttr heurt «U

NOV. M-TUM. 1 p.m. * mllu i.W. «?
Durand, Wis. Philip Wtlianbtelc, owner;
Franelt WarUIn, luctlormn Norttiant
Inv. C»„ cl«rk,
.
NOV . 1J—Tun. ioTio a.m. 1 idi
l
i H
I
ef Watt Saltm, Wli. Martin Knalfl.
owner) Kohn»r 1 Schroedar, auctionters ; Community Loa n t, ^In. Co.,
. elark .
~
f7oV. l2 Tuas, l p.m. T . m l t t J. «f
Whalan. Elmir Fonfrom, awrur; Wal'
. ter Oda, auctionear; Thorn Silai Co.,
clerk .
_
_

, 1956 Ford 2-door, 6-cylinder,
standard transmission and
heater.

NOVri3-w"e<l7~i2';30 DTm7 i~ mllesr"sW.

1956 Ford 4-door, station
wagon, V8 motor with automatic transmission and
power steering.

of Black River Fall* on 54. then 1
mile W. in Spring Creak. Arthur Thomas Estate 4. Threisa Durrin, owners;
Kshnar,
Alvln
auctioneer;
Norfherri
Inv . Co, clerk .
~~
"~ "
N0 vriT^huri~ir30 p nT~l'
m 11 es N ,
o( Galesville. Gordon West , owner; Alvln Kohnir, auctioneer; Northern Inv,
Co., clerk . . ' .

'5

1955 Station wagon, 4-door,
V8 motor with automatic
transmission, radio and
heater.

~
~ ~
NOV. .' ff ^Frf. rj .3<rp.m. l i?> mllti N .

et Hixton on Hv/v. 27, then V mile f .
. Nels Stelnst» Estate, ewner; Alvln
Kohner. . auctioneer; Northern Inc. C«.«
¦ ¦ .'
' clerk.
'
.
~
NOV. it—Sat. 15 noon. LlvestocV: Sa,la,
Hilltop Haretord Farm. 5 mllai S.E.
Rochester, Winn., on Co. ReJ. He. t.
Wm. B. Williams & Sons, awnerti
Donald Bowman, auctioneer.

These cars on sale on Monday and Tuesday only.
Please hurry to get in on
this deal 1.

Nov ~Ts35,t., r p~m: 4 mlisi wT^f

Mondovl on Hwy. 10, then 1 mile N.
on county trunk W. Charles Brantner,
owner; Jim Hiike, auctlonetir; Gate.
way Credit Inc., clerk.. _
—
~
NOV. Ifr^Sat. 12*^on J'^ mTlaa S.W.
of Dorchestar , Iowa. Vineen^ Schulta,
owner; Strub t. Opheim, auctlonaersl
Community L oan Co., clerk.
_
~
NOV- lA-Sat. 12T30 pTm7~3Mi rnlla» S.W.
of La . Crescent, Minn. Robart Morris,
owner; Olson & Son (, Morgan. »u>
tloneers; Thorp Sales Co., .'elerk.

105 Johnson
Tel. 2396
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

' / WLUAM. B. WILLIAMS & SONS

HILLTOP HEREFORD FARM
REGISTERED POLLED & HORNED
HEREFORD PRODUCTION SALE

Saturday, Nov. 16
12 Noon — Lunch
Sale held in heated tent at farm 5 miles south(
east on Co. Rd. No. 1 of
ROCHESTER , MINNESOTA
61 HEAD OF WELL BRED , TOP QUALITY , MODERN TYPE REGISTERED POLLED & HORNED
HEREFORDS SELL AT AUCTION — 23 BULLS
— 38 FEMALES
4 Serviceable Age Bulls; 30 Top Bull Calves; 25
Cows & Calves; 4 Bred Heifers & 8 Heifer Calves.
Best of Breeding — Top Quality — Best of Health
Plan now to attend. Write for Sale Catalog
and Further Information To
DONALD J. BOWMAN , AUCTIONEER & SALES
MANAGER , HAMILTON , MISSOURI
III
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AWAITING FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT

Clark' s

A mere J,900 miles have been driven on this car. The next owner has
the assurance of perfect performance,
because the warranty still covers 47 ,100 miles or 4 years.

Valuable Triangular Piece of Land
About 2 acres , in area of new homes, on outskirts of Minnesota City, for sale to dispose of
assets in trust account.
Land now occup ied by 3-room frame house
with detached garage.
Available for inspection by appointment.
Sealed hicls accompanied hy not less than 10% down
payment will be accepted by the Trust Dept. of the First
National Bank , Winona , Minn., up to 10 n.m., Nov . 22 , 1963.
Right to reject any and all bids is reserved by seller .
Sale is subject to approval of Probate Court , Winona
3ounty.
¦
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SALE

Star Chief

Driven Only 3,»71 Miles
•!> 4-door hardto p
V" Radi o
f- Windshield washers •
v Air foam cushions
Yr Safe-Riinrd speedometer
w Padded dash
TV Heavy duty air cleaner
TV Remote control mirror
¦)¦ Backup lifihls
iV Power steering
¦ft Power brake s
f t Tinted gloss
rV Power seats
f r Factory air conditioning
TV Seat belts
•ft- Hydromatic tiansmisMo n
fr Tu-tonc paint
Shop Now — Save Now
at Venahles

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. K-27U
Open Mon., Fri. Evenings

am

$1695

1961 Fairlane, 4-door, VS
motor, automatic transmission, radio , heater.

automatic
625

The exterior of this car is an e x t r a
heautiful linht blue, with matching
Interior, automatic transm ission, V-8
motor, radio, heater, wilh white sidewall fires .

SUSPECT?

601 Main St,

109

tOf

4-door Mdan, A^ylindtr motor with automatic trana*
mission, radio, heater, and
white ildewall tires. White
body with beautiful red sad
white interior. 19,000 mttei
and it runs like a top,

1961 Fairlane 500, radio,
heater, 6-cylinder m o t o r
with a standard transmission.

prices «_

" '

Wanted—Real Estate

fFNT,: r^>
iJhf^y.
^Ph.9560

TRUCK
SPECIALS

1963
PLYMOUTH
Belvidere

M W. 4til
Tr-1. fVttl

W
?fe»
J

FORD—1950 Wton pickup, radio, heater,
spotlight. 1 new tires, I nearly new.
_ J295._ TeL _47«5.
WINONA'S only truck body manufacturer builds, , repairs, paints and letters.
BER G'S TRAILER, 3950 W,_ 4th.
WANTED—Used truck, lVj-2 ton, with
grain and stock rack, with or without
hoist. Tel. Lewlsfon 2720 Of 2728.

I III ¦¦^¦^MMP^V^MH *

1962 FORD
Fairlane

Now's your chance to get
America's second best sell*
er at a price that will surprise you.

For the Positive
Thinkers!

Sale or Rent; Exchange 101

AFTER HOURS

KALMES TIRE

Winona'8 Used Tire Center
108-116 W. 2nd St.

i i I I

PONTIAC-1M4 *4««r, t*o* ruwilfif
dtr, tindod «t aaraat.7a\. 4»V.

FORD
PRODUCTS !

FORD- 1956, 9 passenger wagon, V -ft, aucondition ,
A-l
transmission ,
tomatic
0oo»! rubber, J350. Tel. Rollingstoni
373?

Art Smith ... tm
Gflrtion Weishorn . . . 5598

!

174 IV. M ark

CALL 8-1833

25% to 40%
Passenger-Truck

Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108

~~
GARAGE FdR RENT for boat trailer,
horse trailer or car , Tel. 3290.

t.

TIRES

¦i i i

109 U««d C«rt

Died Gars

1961 Comet, 4-door, station
wagon , 6-cylinder motor,
standard transmission, radio and heater.

8 ICYCLES-many good bikes to
I
120 Center St USED
Choose from. KOLTER BICYCLE SHOP,
r 402 Mankato. Tel. SU5.
&mmmmmwmz
93 $&xmmm

523 ACRES — ¦ Vs very , fertile workland,
with or without buildings, for 19&4,
cash or shares. Located E. of Waumandee and Monlani, Buffalo County.
Write Rev . Albert
Kuhn, Klmberly,
Wis, or Tel, STerllng 8-230B.
.

NINTH
3079.

New Take-Off
Original Equipment

Motorcyelas, Bicycles

_ 0

BOB
|

91

Farms for Rent

Needles and Service
All Makes of Record Players

OK USED FURNITURE STORE

MODERN 2-bedroom heated apt., close
fo town end schools, on bus line. Available Nov . 15. Tel. 6906. __
NEW 2 room and kitchenette apts. Private baths and entrances. Frlgldalre,
electric stove and drapes. Heaf, hoi
w ater, Tel . 474 1 after 6 p.m.

66 Apartments, Furnished

Don Ehmann TV Service

SNOW PLOWS-Meyers and Allls ChaV
mer», straight or V-body. Will fit ever*
make front end manure loader. Will
also fit Jeep or other I or 4 whesl
drive trucks. F. A. Krausa Implement
Co. "Breezy Acres"

AFTER HOURS CALL:
W. L. (Wib ) Helzer 8-2181
John Hendrickson 7441
Laura Fisk 2118
- Leo and Bee Koll 4581
Lester 0. Peterson 4244

COZY SMALL all modelrTaptThot water,
newly redecorated, svallable Immedletely. Adults only; Tel. 6030 or >1860
_ or Prondrlnskl Grocery.

FURNITURE MART
East 3rd and Franklin

TRANSISTOR RADIO

Rlw

90

DUPLEX APJ;^-3 rooms down, i bedrooms up. May b e seen at 416 E.
5th . or Tel . 8-2393, after 5.
'
ON HUFF ST.—Nej r Lincoln School. 2beef room apt., full bath, gas heat. Reajonablt rent. 660 E. Mark.

57
BERKSHIRE BOARS—purebred. The kind Articles for Sale
70
that top the market. Wm. Haedtke, DELTA PLANER; Craftsman table taw Musical Merchandise
tewlston.JWInn. TeL 2711. ___
and drill press 1 sraase lubrlcrtor; 1
~~
~
120
bass,
lust
I Ike
ACCORDION,
double strength glass windows, 52x54; NOBLE
rrUREBRED OUROC BOARS end glltT.
new, Jet black with white trim, Includes
4 storms for same; Monarch electric
Also, Landrace boars and gilts. Clifford
accordlan case, pickup and amplifier.
ttove; Bendlx washer and dryir with
Hoff, Lanesboro, Minn. (Pilot Mound)
Tel. Centerville 539-3383.
outside vent. Tel. 9244.
"
HAMPSHIR E BOARS^-Purebred. Welffhr
71
200-300 lbs. Raymond Dorn, Utica, MAHOGANY dining room fable and 4 Radios, Television
chairs. . Tel. 6833.
Minn. (Bethany Road)
CHAIR and rocking hone. 421
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44 HIGH
Sioux St.
WE HAVE 40 different models on hand
at our store. We service all we sell .
OEESE FOR SALE—1 gander, 4 hens. DUO-THERM oil burner, 5 room size;
Come In or call WINONA FIRE &
1 year old. Arrnln Pasche. Tel. Altura
wringer type washing machine; top
POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd, Tel. 5065
75S7.
coat, sire 43. Reasonable. 1«J High
(Across from the new parking lot.)
Forest.
DEKALB 20 week old pullets, fully vac'
Winona 's Finest Electric Repair
clnated, light controlled, raised on slat THE very, very finest for vinyl floors
lor All Makes
Is Seal Gloss acrylic finish. It' s nonfloors. Available year around. SPELTZ
Authorized Dealer for
yellowing. Paint Depot,
CHICK H A T C H E R Y , Rolllngilont,
ADMIRAL - MUNTZ — ZENITH
Minn. Tel. 234«.
SMALL OIL HEATER, standard guitar,
boy's wrlstwatch. All In excellent conWanted—Livestock
46 dltlon,
Tel. 6303
980 W, Fifth ¦
Tel, 59S6.
LEWISTON SALES BARN
USED WALK-IN COOLER- 7 ft. wide,
A real good auction market for your
13 ft. long, very good condition, very
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
reasonable, 76) E. 6th. Tel. Sin.
week, hogs bought every day . Trucks
available. Sale Thuri., 1 p.m. Tel. 266?. LAY-AWAY TOYS now for Christmas.
A smell dsposlt and monthly ptymants
~~
Winona
118 E. 3rd
will Insure you and your family a hapFarm Implement!
worry-free holiday. ROBB BROS.
py,
"
INTERNATIONAL 3-16 plow on rubbir ,
STOR E, 574 E. _4th , Tel. 4007.
S90; 2-16 Oliver plow, Raydex share, BUILDING—12x24, lultable for porch or
on rubber, J50. Ed Ebert, Rt. 2, Wisun room, well Insulated, well wired,
nona. (2 miles E. of Wilson)
1475. Darwln _ FejtlngL Cochrane,JNIs-_
SILO UNLOADERS, bunk feeders, barn
YES, WE HAVE used TV sets. 150 and
cleaners, parlors, bulk tanks, pipe line
up. FRANK L1LLA a. SONS, 741 E.
milkers, all other supplies for the beef
tin.
man or dairy farmer.
Combination Doors & Windows
OAK RIDGE SALES & SERVICE
ROBB BROS. STORE
Mlnnelska. , Tel. Altura 7844.
^_ Te-I. 4007
174 M. 4th.
Ford corn pickers and a good seSNOW BLOWERS
lection of used pickers. Also new and
Slmpllclty-Goodall-J acobsen
used bulk milk coolers. Ford ImpleAUTO ElECTRIC SERVICE
ment Dealer, Murphy Sales, Inc. Plalntnd t, Johnson
T«L_?*M_
view, Minn. Tel, S34-1303,

48

We will be glad
to make
A Free Appraisal
and show you homes to.
meet your present needs
without obligation.

without
¦

Apartments, Flats

'
kd -

BURKE'S

53

IS YOUR HOME
TOO BIG
OR TOO SMALL?

Rooms for Housekeeping 87

Bronze finish.

Horses, Cattle, Stock

^6

SLEEPING ROOM In modern
home for
¦
jientlemen. _«4 _ W. 4th .
"
FOURTH W . 179—sleeplngToomTeentieman preferred. Tel. 3479,

POLE LAMP

"Our office procedure is very simple: Proceed to your
desk and get to work!"

W. STAHR

Rooms Without Meals

Mobile Home Sales.

$5

- ¦— -¦
'

Tel.

Stt»»«UU>»iu»iii»iiHiitBnytiiiii«iHMIMitm»n«fcii <w t »w"
DELUXE FULLY EQUIPPED PORTABLE

UNDERWOOD OLIVETT I
AS

LOW
AS

LETTERA 22
.0 nn r
/ V
/ .V
/ U)
L-

WITH

SUITABLE

TRADK-rN

Rcl .iil price $71.60. This includes ; 1, carrying case ;
2, (ax ; .1 one-year warranty. You can receive up to
$50.00 in trade-in (or your old typewriter durinR thin
sale.

WINONA TYPEWRITER
SERVICE

161 Fast 3rd Street

Telephone H-SJ00

WINONA DAILY NEWS

¦- '-—
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By Roy Crwe

BEETLE BAILEY

By Mort Walker

Monday, November 11, 1963

(

DICK TRACY

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

-

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FL1NTSTONES

j

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG
a
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By Chic Young

LI'L ABNER

By Milton Cannif

STEVE CANYO N

By Al Capp
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Special savings on exquisite continental designs
Trust Valentine Seaver — long renowned for the finest
in upholstered furniture — Luxurious.i n even the most
minute detail , each of these custom-crafted pieces offers
the beauty of exquisite fabrics and richl y carved frames
' . . .. . . plus the lavish foam-cushioned comfort everybody
loves. And right now you can beautify your home with one
of these time-honored designs at unusual savings.
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a,<i<p in hrnwn - R'' ecn hr 'R« or
'
mast , adds to the practicality of
this traditional sofa.
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SHOE ILLUSTRATED ABOV E . . . $9.95

Glov-Ett puts you on the happiest footing

J
I
1

ever. Check these comfort features . . .
.„
L ,
,L
u glove
i
ileather
u uuu
butter-soft
uppers, bubble-

J
I
%

' I
/

crepe wedge sole, just-ri ght heel height,

/

steel arch for all day support.
New Feallior Lite (ilov- Ktl

1

WF.DC.iE STYI.F >~v ()(.)
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Yo uths', Women 's and Boys ' Sizes Now on Hondl
'
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T) T TD 17 "17 'Q Furniture
Mart
±J K \J £Y ±Y12J O

OUT OF THE HIGH RENT DISTRICT—OPEN 8 A.M. TO 6 P.M. DAILY
Friendl y tow Term.
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Better
Buy s at

- km

^V

l
tanc ing on your
-^m^ /
\ own two feet ? It 's lot 's more
I
v,
(
,,
.
^.
,
I
r
J 'comfortable
in Glov-Etts!
JX
\

(
)
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I
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We 're talking about Hush Puppies... the shoes a man really
es for. Why? Because they're so darn good-looking . . .
| 8°
featherlight and mighty easy to take tare of. Soil brushes
J
awa Y • • ¦ ground-in grime disappears with suds and water.
\
Why not give 'em a try, You'll find a style, size and width
/
J Jus t ri 8nt f or y°u-

\

$229.00 W .T.

muSLtmmWav ^

AT EAST THIRD AND FRANKLIN

Free Customer Parking In Roar

I

1

-:::!:* itAKK irs
$5.95 - $11.95

123 East Third St.

SHOES

Phone 7078

(

